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ABSTRACT
Culture, Power, & Pedagogy(s) in Market-Driven Times:
Embedded Case-Studies of Instructional Approaches Across Charter Schools in Harlem, NY

Terrenda Corisa White

In the midst of market-based school reforms urging choice, competition, and high-stakes
production of test scores, the complexities of pedagogy and its relationship to culture, power, and
student learning are often overshadowed (Bernstein, 2000). While research on teaching in
culturally diverse contexts has contributed to the development of inclusive and culturally
responsive pedagogy (Banks et. al, 1995; Ladson-Billings, 1995; Gay, 2000), the fate of these
practices in the face of market pressures require critical examination by those concerned with
equity in schools serving disadvantaged children (Buras, 2010; Macrine, 2009; Picower, 2011).
Based on a year of extensive interviewing with twenty-two instructional leaders across an
urban market of charter schools, as well as interviews and participant-observations with twentyeight teachers in four purposefully selected charter schools, this study explores whether and how
school leaders and teachers make sense of competition and student culture as resources for
learning in classrooms, particularly in a predominantly low-income, black/African American,
and Latino community in New York City. The study also made use of school documents and
reports compiled overtime by schools and charter authorizers at the city and state level.
Findings indicate that a heterogeneous charter sector of independent charter schools
shifted overtime to reflect homogenizing tendencies associated with the rise and concentration of
schools managed by an influential bloc of private charter management organizations (CMOs).
At the intersection of such shifts were teachers and instructional leaders, many of whom describe
'trading-off' on inclusive and diverse approaches to teaching in an effort to yield more tangible

and marketable outcomes in the form of test scores. Case studies in four schools, however,
revealed important distinctions, as differently managed schools negotiated differently the degrees
to which social and cultural boundaries were formed between schools, students, and the
surrounding community in which it operated. These negotiations shaped different approaches to
teaching and learning and outlooks on competition.
The significance of the study is its negation of a culture-free and/or value-neutral
assumption about market policies, primarily by illuminating the tension and impact of such
policies on specific pedagogical forms and goals. More importantly, market policies are
examined in light of social (re)production theory and the extent to which deregulation disrupts or
perpetuates unequal social and cultural relations of power between schools and traditionally
marginalized communities.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
“I don’t believe in an achievement gap. . . I realize instead that there is a relationship gap, due to
something missing in the curriculum. How can I teach you if I don’t know you?”
- Kafele Baruti
Keynote Speech, Education Conference,
Association of Black Educators of NY,
Central Harlem, November 12, 2011
“There’s the culture of the home, the school, but then there’s what “America” wants. Our kids
are going to have to compromise something. . .Today it’s clearly a question of their value in the
marketplace. If they bring nothing valuable they will not be competitive, nor will they get paid.”
- Ronald West
Workshop leader, Education Conference,
Association of Black Educators of NY,
Central Harlem, November 12, 2011

It was said by John Dewey, an American education philosopher, that any curricular or
pedagogical inquiry ought to begin with the study of context and relations. To do otherwise,
Dewey argued, would leave educators vulnerable to dualistic conceptions of “organism” and
“context,” which failed to recognize that the former was emergent from the latter (Levit, 1959).
But, Dewey believed, if educators could take proper note of the abundance of interrelations and
transactions between “organism” – or student — and “context” – or the environment in which a
student lived — and grasp the ways in which those relations produced meaning, then they could
advance not only the development of curriculum and teaching but also knowledge (Levit, 1959).
One dimension of “context,” which serves as a driving theme for this dissertation, was
what Dewey called “knowing”' as emergent from and gained in relation to experiences within
context. Reflected in the opening quote, Mr. Baruti stumbled upon a lack of knowing which
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separated him from his students, the paradox of a de-socialized and de-contextualized curriculum
that had failed in its most basic function to minimize the social distance between teacher and
pupil, and which, symbolically at least, represented the gnawing distance between the
accumulated knowledges and social expectations of a society and the emergent knowing of the
child.
One group of theorists who have taken serious Dewey's call for an understanding of
knowing, as contextualized and emergent, were sociologists of knowledge. While of a different
geographical and historical context themselves, and having cultivated their beliefs in a time of
rapid political change in Europe during World War II, sociologists of knowledge argued that
knowledge was "emergent from the contexts in which it was produced and acquired" (Young and
Mueller, 2010). The late Karl Mannheim, who is seen as the father of the sociology of
knowledge and a leading figure among this group, believed that the task of an empirical
sociology was to rescue knowledge from de-contextualized renderings and appearances of
neutrality and to make visible the social grounds out of which beliefs and knowing emerged
(Shaw, 1973).
For sociologists of education, however, considerations of context and relation necessarily
involve consideration of stratification and the structural conditions that give contexts a socially
differentiated quality, shaped for example by unequal distributions of resources and opportunities
that are related to class, race, and gender. Hence, contexts are not given, they are historical,
socially produced, and often bounded by social, political, and economic relations of power and
inequality (Young and Mueller, 2010). An emergent knowing that comes from context, therefore,
involves a critical understanding not simply of relations and transactions with environment, but
also relations of power between groups and their differentiated worlds. In this vein, some have
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regarded sociology of knowledge as a theory of ideology (see Berger and Luckmann in Shaw,
1973), given that Mannheim was concerned most with the social origins of rationalization put
forth by elite groups and the ways in which those rationalizations worked to preserve their
particular interests and privileges.
Other sociologists of knowledge, however, were concerned with both the construction of
knowledge and the role of institutions, such as schools, in the transmission of knowledge from
generation to generation. According to Berger and Luckmann (1971), schools were institutions
of secondary socialization, following the institution of the home, whose task it was to "define
what is real" for pupils and to use symbolic and social mechanisms "to bring about acceptance of
this 'reality'" (see Berger and Luckmann in Shaw, 1973). In this sense, schools make real (i.e.
legitimate) particular forms of knowing when it is presented to pupils and teachers alike as
'objective.' The problem, however, was that in diverse and pluralistic societies, there were
"diverse and fragmentary pictures of reality," which challenged the intention of schools to make
objective particular forms of knowing into which all pupils were integrated.
This is perhaps why sociologist Basil Bernstein (1996) noted, “A school metaphorically
holds up a mirror in which an image is reflected" (p. xxi). Questions for Bernstein included,
"who recognizes themselves as of value?" in school and "what other images were excluded from
the dominant image of value?" (1996, p. xxi). Bernstein developed a sociology of pedagogy,
therefore, that aimed to discern the modes and principles by which pedagogic discourse and
practice in schools conveyed broader social relations of power, knowledge, and value. These
principles served as a framework to guide my examination of pedagogy in charter schools across
Harlem— a historically marginalized and underserved community of largely low-income,
working-class, black/African American, and Latino children and families.
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Indeed, it was recognized by sociologists of knowledge that less dominant groups in
school often found themselves not valued as knowers, instead "caught up" in the "symbolic drift
of school knowledge" and sensed its 'irrelevance,' yet attempted to construct reality through it
nonetheless (Esland,1971, pg. 111). However, if schools could develop conditions that protected
the "pedagogic rights" (Bernstein, 2000, pg. xx) of all student groups to inclusion, enhancement,
and participation, these conditions would serve as effective conditions for democracy.

The Current Educational Marketplace & De-contextualized Values of Knowing
Times have changed since Dewey and Mannheim argued for a more contextualized and
critical value of knowing that should guide instruction for children. But indeed, teachereducators have developed a range of pedagogical practices that take serious the contexts of
students, including their languages, contributions, knowledges, and histories, particularly those
from diverse cultural groups whose experiences in American schools have been marked by
marginalization and discrimination (Banks et. al, 1995; Ladson-Billings, 1995; Gay, 2000).
"Culturally relevant pedagogy" (Ladson-Billings, 1995) for example is a practice that grew out
of successful efforts on the part of teachers to include and "make relevant" academic discourse to
historically marginalized students, by holding students to high standards on state-based
curriculum, but affirming their right to cultural expression in the classroom (i.e. in language,
speech, presentation, style, etc.), and which grounded academic material in explicit discussions
about social injustice (Ladson-Billing, 1995).
However, contemporary education reforms in the United States have revived some of the
early 20th century conceptions of teaching and learning that Dewey and Mannheim warned
against. Market-based reforms, in particular, have gripped the education establishment for the
past 30 years. These reforms work to deregulate the public education system to allow for greater
4

choice, private management, and competition for students and tax dollars. A pro-market,
deregulatory argument of education reform helped lead to, in 1989, to the creation of what are
known today as "charter schools." Charter schools are free, publicly funded schools that receive
tax revenues, but are independently managed apart from traditional governing bodies such as
districts and school boards. A "charter" is a performance contract granted to independent groups
who petition to manage a school. Advocates for charter school reform have been wide-ranging,
including those who valued the school-level autonomy it could provide to foster innovative
teaching and learning (Lubienski, 2004). Yet, the most effective advocates for charter schools
have been bolstered by the claims of market reformists who argued the benefits of a complete
deregulation and devolution of government run public schools (Chubb and Moe, 1990).
In a marketized vision of school choice and competition, atomized consumers shop for
schools and atomized schools compete for consumers. The freedom of maximizing one's
individual interests or “utility,” as the free market logic goes, helps to make all schools and even
the whole “society” better. The problem with this theory, however, is that, taken to its extreme
"there is no such thing as a society" (see Margaret Thatcher in Whitty, 1997).
Contrary to a sociology of knowledge and indeed "a sociological imagination" (Mills,
1959) altogether of the intimate connections between individuals and the socio-historic contexts
that shape them, free market rationales offer up much older imaginings of boundless and desocialized individual actors, driven not by experiences or interrelations in contexts, but by
rationalistic impulses and calculations in the mind.
Market forces are not the only dominant policy shaping current education reform. Choice
and competition are also accompanied by accountability policies, enshrined in the No Child Left
Behind Act (2001), which introduced regular and enduring norms of annual testing, the basis
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upon which students, teachers, and schools face punitive consequences or rewards. Also
receiving broad support at its inception, accountability measures were framed as equity-oriented
policies designed to equalize disparate outcomes between student groups, in particular between
higher scoring white and Asian students and lower scoring black and Latino students —often
referred to as the "achievement gap." Student test scores are the primary pivot upon which
market reforms and accountability measures rest. Hence, charter schools in many states are
tasked to outperform district schools and other charter schools on state assessments, the winners
and losers of which are identified by their students' test scores —both for school and in some
cities for teachers as well (i.e., California, New York). With this logic, markets promise freedom
through individual choice, while accountability and competition promise equity through student
achievement on examinations.
We face again, however, the problematic dualisms of child and context, particularly the
role of context in shaping student outcomes. Though presented as 'objective' measures of merit,
talent, and hard work, and often experienced by teachers and students as real (i.e. in terms of
benefits and consequences), test scores are social indicators of the differentiated contexts of
development, relations of power between contexts and groups, and differential access to
opportunity and privilege (Orfield and Kornhaber, 2001; Sturm and Guinier, 2001; Steele, 2001).
A sociology of knowledge derived from Mannheim’s understanding of the relationship
between knowledge, power, and ideology, would ask in whose interest does a de-contextualized
market of schooling serve? Furthermore, a more sociological framing of market-based reforms
would question how the focus on competition between individual students, teachers, and schools
ignores (and preserves) privilege among powerful groups and legitimates control of less
dominant groups, including emergent forms of knowing and counter-constructions of reality that
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these groups possess. These broad concerns shaped my conception and design of the study. I
funneled these questions and concerns through an analysis of pedagogy in classrooms and across
charter schools.
"A Vulture's Eye-View": A Contextual Approach to Policy, Pedagogy, & Issues of Power
In light of the influence of sociology of knowledge on this project, it is fitting to heed the
metaphor of education researcher Geoff Whitty, the former Karl Mannheim chair of education at
the Institute of Education, University of London. After calling on researchers to think not only
about policy initiatives that concern schools but the wider context of relationships in society,
Whitty described the need for what he called a 'vulture's eye view' (1997). According to Whitty,
"A vulture is always able to keep the background landscape in view while enlarging its object of
immediate interest" (pg. 157).
This notion of a “vulture’s eye view” is perhaps the best description of my dissertation’s
examination of market reform policies in a local community. My interests were not in charter
schools themselves or whether market-based reforms "worked" in terms of carrying out stated
policy goals and intentions. Instead, I aimed to situate the current reform within historic
struggles and relations of power which shaped control of schools and the organization of
practices within them. Most importantly, I cared whether and how the organization of teaching
and learning across and within a deregulated market of schooling in one historically significant
community created opportunities (or limitations) to integrate values of knowing that were tied to
children's context and development.
Market Policy & Charter Schools in New York City. New York City, like so many
urban centers across the country, has become a Mecca of competitive market-oriented school
restructuring. By "markets," I rely on both the theory of markets as a tool for organizing
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productive activity whereby individual entrepreneurial freedoms and skills are allowed to be
enacted in hopes that the gratification of one's self-interests will benefit the interests of society as
a whole (Friedman, 2002). Though free-market policy reforms are discussed as an economic
theory (i.e. neo-liberalism), I also view the implementation of market reform critically, as
neoliberalization (Harvey, 2005), which recognizes the politicized and ideological manner with
which it is implemented, and oftentimes in contradiction to free-market theory itself (Harvey,
2005; Apple, 2006). In education, the shifting (though not diminishing) role of the federal
government from protector of civil rights goals for poor and historically marginalized students
(e.g. opportunity-to-learn goals, access to equal funding, and racially integrated schools) to
protector of consumer choice and the rights of private managers and investors of public schools
is an example of the ideological interests reflected in how market reforms are implemented.
The shift in the role of state and federal governments in market-driven times can also be
characterized as a move toward more punitive oversight and compliance of high-stakes
accountability measures. These policies, compounded by urban landscapes that have been
profoundly altered by de-industrialization, bifurcated labor markets, weak unions, deregulated
industry, and privatization over the past thirty years work to shape the broad context of school
reform today and the popularity of market reforms in particular (Harvey, 2005).
In New York City, market forces have undoubtedly shaped the political and economic
landscape in which school choice polices have emerged, particularly in the form of charter
schools. The NYS Charter Schools Act was established in 1998, and the state’s first charter
school was founded in 1999 in Harlem, NYC. Shortly after charter school reform came to NY
State, Mayor Michael Bloomberg, under state law, gained control of New York City’s public
schools in 2002 (Meyer, 2008). From the beginning, he championed charter schools as a key
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element of his education reform policies. Indeed, along with his Chancellor of Education Joel
Klein, Bloomberg extolled the promise of charter schools as example of the promises of market
reform. He courted business leaders to support the overhaul of the nation’s largest school system
of 1.1million children, and in accordance with ideas of competition, choice, and accountability
(Ravitch, 2010). By the 2012-13 school year, New York City had an estimated 150 charter
schools, enrolling approximately 50,500 students (nyccharterschools.org, retrieved September
19, 2013). According to state law, charter schools are exempt from traditional regulations,
including those that monitor curriculum, pedagogy, staffing, and budgeting
(nyccharterschools.org, retrieved 2011).
Why Harlem? Harlem is the epicenter of NY's charter sector. The first charter school in
the NY state was founded in central Harlem, nearly 15 years ago. In Manhattan alone there were
59 charter schools in 2013, of which 75 percent were in Harlem. This meant that there were 44
charter schools in Harlem and a vast field of exploration to understand what the marketplace had
created for teaching and learning in the community. As an enclave of Black and Latino life and
culture, moreover, which spanned nearly 100 years, Harlem is one of America's most famous
cities. Yet decades of racial and economic segregation from Manhattan's wealthiest
neighborhoods, also makes Harlem an "island within an island"— a place where masses of
everyday poor and working class families have survived years of urban blight and neglect (Clark,
1965; Clarke, 1964). More recent efforts related to gentrification and urban renewal have
brought a mix of good and bad for Harlem residents (Freeman, 2006; Maurrasse, 2006), many of
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whom have been displaced in what could be described as a "changing-same"1 (Collins, 2010, pg.
8) pattern of power relations and shifting social inequalities across contexts.
In light of this history, Harlem's charter sector is perhaps a reflection of convergence,
"strange bedfellows"2 (Pedroni, 2007), between black community residents disillusioned by
economic restrictions, including high-poverty under-resourced and over-crowded public schools
and private elites seeking new investment opportunities in light of a market-friendly Mayor.
Nonetheless, as a small section of the city, bounded geographically by the Hudson River to the
West and the East River across the way, and situated in a 90-block radius from 103rd to 190th
street, Harlem's mix of diversity amid suffering, aspiration and resilience, and celebration
engenders it a rich history and context for research. It provides educators and researchers an
abundance of “community cultural wealth”3 (Yosso, 2005, pg. 17) to draw upon when
considering the range of possibilities related to the organization of schools, curriculum, and
pedagogy. Hence, if innovative and inclusive visions of teaching could be achieved anywhere, it
should ideally happen here.
Research Questions
In light of a sociological framework of knowledge, culture, and pedagogy, I focused my
study on the following research questions:
1

In her 2010 Presidential Address to the American Sociological Association, Patricia Hill Collins noted, "I refer to
intersecting systems of power as the broader analytic framework, and changing-same patterns of social inequalities
as the product of these broader systems" (pg. 8, see also footnote #1 on pg. 29).
2

Thomas C Pedroni acknowledged the "complex assemblage" among conservative education movements,
particularly between neoliberal and neoconservative education voices and black community organizers. Pedroni
recognizes that the relationship between these groups are tense and unstable (see Michael Apple, 1996, pg. 44-45 in
Pedroni, 2007, pg. 17)
3

Tara Yosso is a critical race theorist who critiqued interpretations of Bourdieu's cultural capital theory, particularly
interpretations that perpetuate deficit-based views of culture practiced among Communities of Color. In particular,
Yosso described the cultural assets practiced within Latino/a communities, which include aspirational, navigational,
social, linguistic, familial and resistant forms of capital (2005).
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1. How did instructional leaders and administrators within one urban market of charter
schools make sense of market competition and student culture when organizing,
directing, coordinating, and describing pedagogical practices promoted in their school?
a. How did these instructional leaders determine and define the goals of instruction
for their students?
b. Did they identify instructional tensions and contradictions between the goals of
market competition and the cultural knowledges and traditions of their students?
2. Within four charter schools in this same community market of schools, what did the
culture of teaching look like and to what extent was it socially and culturally inclusive of
low-income students of color enrolled in the schools?
a. How did teachers understand and work through instructional tensions between
market competition and student culture when carrying out instruction on a dailybasis?
b. Within their classrooms, in what ways did teachers enact, resist, or remake the
forms and functions of pedagogy organized and advocated by their school’s
instructional leaders?

Methodology
Based on in-depth interviews with instructional leaders and participant observations with
teachers in four charter schools, this study outlined the goals, forms, and functions of instruction
developed and endorsed across a 13 charter schools in the Harlem neighborhood. In four charter
schools, I analyzed in-depth how and why the pedagogical needs of students were defined by
teachers and within what types of cultural frameworks (i.e. inclusive, deficit-based, flexible,
multi-cultural, etc.), particularly for low-income students of color. The four schools were
purposefully selected based on a number of criteria, but primarily designed to achieve maximum
variation. In the event that common themes were emerged, these themes were robust given the
range of variance in selection.
Access and general openness between the researcher and school faculty were also factors
shaping selection. Comparisons between the cases helped to understand different responses to
11

market competition, as well as the degrees of autonomy educators had in different schools to
shape teaching and negotiate the competitive forces and the pressures of accountability. The unit
of analysis for the study were instructional leaders' attitudes about culture and teaching, as well
as teachers beliefs about similar issues but including their classroom practices. Teachers'
practices were also interpreted and analyzed using Basil Bernstein’s (2000) theory of pedagogic
structure and social reproduction (reviewed in chapter II).
A multi-level approach of this nature — the classroom level (e.g., observation and
interviews with teachers), the school level (interviews with instructional leaders in a school), and
community level (document analysis and interviews with leaders across multiple schools)—
allowed for an understanding of the creative ways in which teachers taught in a specific context
that was part and parcel of broader market reforms and agendas—at times conforming to,
contesting, and remaking theories of learning and the imperatives of market reformers and school
leaders.
The Significance of This Research
While often overlooked in discourses about equity for urban children, the organization of
knowledge and the form and manner of teaching and learning used in schools can have broad
social and symbolic meaning. Traditionally, equity measures have been concerned with, and
rightfully so, the unequal distribution of resources across schools and neighborhoods (i.e. school
financing), the distribution of students across schools and neighborhoods (i.e. desegregation
efforts, inter-district transfers), as well as the distribution of and access to high-status curriculum
within schools and across classrooms (e.g. Advance level classes such as AP/honor classes).
While the distribution of these “inputs” or “tangible” factors is important, this study
demonstrates the need for attention to the organization of “knowledge” itself. In this sense, the
12

classification of knowledge in Harlem, across its charter schools, involved issues of equity
because it shaped enduring patterns of exclusion and marginality. For example, while the
linguistic practices of students were acknowledged by some teachers as fundamental in a multiethnic and multilingual community, these values of knowing and knowledge were often regarded
as impediments to an efficient, data-driven focus on student performance of academic discourse
and other hierarchically organized information valued on state exams. The exclusion of
experiential knowledge worked to draw rigid boundaries between local practices and forms of
knowing generated in the context of students' experiences, and school-based academic forms of
knowledge rewarded in a market of competition and test score production.
Explicit value differences in knowledge shaped pedagogies that enforced boundary and
hierarchy between schools and local school communities. These outcomes were somewhat
contradictory to market-based deregulatory agendas that claimed to return schools to their
"clients" and "consumers," shaping a more responsive system of education. Yet, the socially and
culturally differentiated world of Harlem complicated de-contextualized rationales of atomized
competitors. Hence, many educators, like Mr. Baruti in the opening of this dissertation, struggled
with a sense of what was missing in their efforts and abilities to "know" and understand the
"clients" they served.
Bernstein (1996) argued, however, that the more unequal and socially differentiated a
society became, the stronger it drew boundaries between knowledge (i.e., "strong"
classifications). Hence, the social distances between groups outside of school often perpetuated
social distances inside schools, and between knowing and knowledge. These distances were
evident in Harlem's charter sector, and the stark classifications of knowledge conveyed meanings
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about whose contexts (and ways of life) had value, and what groups had power to control what
'counted' as knowledge, and who would be regarded as "knowers" and "not-knowers."
Thus, market competition in a stratified context, complicated easy notions of "1,000
flowers blooming" of competitive and disconnected schools, as if a neutral field without history
and struggle were possible. There were those in Harlem's charter sector who started to question
the kinds of teaching and learning the market had produced, and whether it resolved the social
and cultural distances between themselves and their students. Yet there were those blinded by the
'bottom line' of test scores and the 'success' of winning that they failed to see the social and
cultural walls they had erected. Teachers, moreover, negotiated these forces and articulated the
epistemic tensions and relations of power at stake. Their voices give us the best hope and
direction for how to create inclusive schools in a multicultural democracy, even in competitive
times.
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Chapter II
Socio-cultural Theories & Sociological Theories of Culture
All individuals have culture and all people live culturally.
– (Tyrone Howard, 2010)

Educational researchers have established that high rates of academic failure among black
and Latino children, as well as children of poor and working class backgrounds, are not simply
about cognitive skills. Instead, research has helped us understand that there is a significant
cultural dimension to the educational process that is tied to social and historic forces and too
often goes unrecognized and thus not discussed. This is particularly true in the current political
context of educational reform in Harlem, where the focus is mainly on raising test scores of
black and Latino children via market-based choice and competition. This narrowed focus may
implicitly endorse theories of learning which fail to consider the influence of culture on thinking
and learning, in addition to historical group experiences or the role of environment on thinking
and learning (Howard, 2010). This chapter, therefore, is to review what we know about culture
as a central factor in teaching and learning.
In the following pages, I review literature in both socio-cultural theory and cultural
sociology to frame my study of the relationship between recent policy efforts to innovate
teaching via market competition and high stakes accountability in Harlem and what happens on a
day-to-day basis in charter school classrooms in low-income communities of color. The first half
of this chapter reviews the importance of culture as a key dimension to the education process that
shapes student outcomes. The ways in which culture in school is shaped by social inequality and
relations of power will be discussed. Because the workings of power are neither static nor
unidirectional, the ways in which culture is a mechanism for resistance on the part of students
15

and teachers will also be reviewed. In this section, conflicts in classrooms between students and
teachers are framed not only as cultural difference between students and school actors but as
contestation on the part of students to the imposition of dominant norms.
The second half of this chapter moves the focus from students to teachers. In order to
understand the practices of teachers working in Harlem’s charter schools and whether they are
supported in their efforts to make schooling more culturally responsive, I review literature on
theories of action among teachers and their cultural practices. The most important actions on the
part of teachers are their pedagogies—the how of what teachers teach. A framework of pedagogy
as a cultural device will be discussed as a model for observing, describing, analyzing, and
classifying teachers’ pedagogies in Harlem today. By teasing out pedagogic codes of school
practices in charter schools, they are no longer vague activities in the backdrop of ubiquitous and
obscure processes of social and cultural reproduction. Literature from this review, therefore, can
be applied to the instructional patterns across Harlem in order deconstruct the culturallyinscribed vehicles of power, reproduction, and transformation.
A Sociocultural Theory of Learning for Culturally Diverse Learners
Theories of learning that centralize the importance of culture have been informed by
social science research in psychology, anthropology, and sociology. These fields broadly
conceptualize culture as the “learned norms, values, beliefs, behaviors, and ways of
knowing…that people use in response to their social environments” (see Trumbull, 2001 in
Howard, 2010, p 52). Yet in light of chronic disparities in academic outcomes among students
from culturally diverse backgrounds, some scholars argue the need for new ways to examine
culture. Scholars have pushed for a move away from psychological constructs of culture that
“resides in a person’s mind” toward a socio-cultural construct of culture that is “influenced by
16

the external or outer factors that shape human cognition” (see M. Cole, 1996 in Howard, 2010).
For socio-cultural theorists, “Culture is situated in a context of relations and thus learning (or
cognitive processing) occurs in authentic situations where students make meaning of new
information, convey understanding, and interpret their surroundings” (see Vygotsky, 1978 in
Howard, 2010). Gutierrez and Rogoff (2003), for example, note that while anthropological
perspectives of culture have relevance for understanding human development, socio-cultural and
historical constructions of culture are “more relevant for educators as they seek ways to improve
outcomes for students who have perennially underperformed” (in Howard, 2010, p 52). Banks
and Banks (1989) also add that both tangible and intangible aspects of culture are important
dimensions in learning and must be examined as they shape attitudes and behaviors in diverse
schools in consequential ways.
For my study of Harlem’s charter schools, a context with large concentrations of
culturally diverse learners who have chronically underperformed, students would seemingly
benefit from a socio-cultural theory of learning that takes into account their social environment
and their community’s historic group experiences. For teachers in Harlem, moreover, a sociocultural theory of learning seems the most viable path toward achieving a culturally responsive
praxis. In light of the dominant discourse of competition and test score production in which
students and teachers in Harlem work, I will explore whether socio-cultural theories of learning
are as absent in classrooms as they are in the dominant discourse. If socio-cultural theories of
learning are indeed absent in classrooms, I question what theories of learning have emerged in its
place, such as behaviorism, information processing, or cognitive constructivism, and what
consequences these perspectives have for diverse students.
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Socio-cultural theory is also helpful in framing my understanding of culture as distinct
from race and ethnicity. Though culturally diverse learners include students of particular race
and ethnic groups, “culture is not bound exclusively by one’s race, ethnicity, or place of origin,
but is shaped by a myriad of factors…that include geography, immigration status, generation,
social class, gender, family history, migration patterns, language, and religious affiliations”
(Howard, 2010, p 53). Thus, socio-cultural theory notes that, “Culture, while closely tied to race
and ethnicity, is a different concept that shapes learning in unique and meaningful ways”
(Howard, 2010, p. 53). In this vein, theorists argue that, “A more comprehensive, complex
account of culture must recognize that culturally diverse groups frequently bring cultural and
social capital to the classroom that is not mediated exclusively by ethnicity (see C.D Lee, 2002 in
Howard, 2010). This point is especially important in a community like Harlem, where diversity
in language, social class, religion, and immigration status is often overshadowed by
commonalities in race and ethnicity. I take heed, therefore, of culture as a comprehensive and
complex construct.

Sociological Theories of Culture Related to
Schooling and Inequality

In addition to socio-cultural theories of learning, research in cultural sociology has also
informed what we know about teaching and learning in schools and are useful for making sense
of educators’ practices in Harlem. Sociological literature takes account of not only the social and
historic environments in which teaching and learning happen, but also the social relations and
inequities within and outside of school that complicate this process. Culture, in this vein, is a
symbolic mechanism that facilitates, maintains, resists, or even transforms social relations inside
and outside of school (Bourdieu, 1977; Bernstein, 1996). Schools, in this way, are often sites of
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cultural conflict and can be understood as "cultural places that transmit evaluative messages
about whose ways of life are noteworthy and whose are not" (Carter, 2005, preface). A
sociological framework of how culture operates in school, therefore, contextualizes practices,
actions, and behaviors of students and teachers in broader social forces and recognizes that these
practices can work to reify social group status outside of school. In this way, culture in school
plays a role in the reproduction of dominant social relations (Bourdieu, 1977).
Disparities in school outcomes, for example, have been tied to both historic and current
inequalities within and across urban communities (Ladson-Billings, 2006; Orfield, and
Kornhaber, 2001; Darling-Hammond, 2004, 2010), as well as to the political economy of central
cities as a whole and the material resources and opportunities available to children who live there
(Massey and Denton, 1993; Anyon, 1997; Kantor and Lowe, 1995, 2006; Berliner, 2006;
Harvey, 2005; Lipman, 2004; Saltman, 2009). Inequalities outside of school, however, can
shape processes within schools, largely through representation, expectations, and beliefs that are
shaped by more advantaged groups to the exclusion of less dominant groups (Carter and
Reardon, 2010). Asymmetrical webs of influence over school processes and practices on the part
of advantaged groups may cause significant problems for students from disadvantaged groups.
Decisions about curriculum and teaching, for instance, signal important representations
and reflect norms and practices that are often tied to group-based positions—such as race, class,
or gender. Even basic practices like reading, writing, and arithmetic can signal to children ideas
about what is “worth” reading, writing, or computing and the socially acceptable forms and
styles by which to do it (Apple, 1980). According to critical educator Ernest Morrell (2008),
reading and writing can and should have both functional and critical purposes, particularly for
disadvantaged students. In this vein, functional literacy is the acquisition of literacies of power
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that are transmitted through traditional academic instruction (reading and writing). While the
acquisition of functional literacy is important for one’s social and economic life, they are not
always empowering and transformative of structural inequity. Morrell argues instead that the
promotion of functional literacy to the exclusion of critical literacy is problematic, as it may
“contribute to the production of literate yet docile and complicit workers and citizens with a
limited ability to navigate an imperialist Western capitalist hegemony” (pg. 223).
Hence, decisions about school practices and the purposes they serve for learning, are
inextricably tied to power and knowledge, and can cause distinct learning dilemmas for students
not of dominant power groups (Ogbu and Fordham, 1986; Fordham, 1996; Carter, 2005; Perry,
2003). When school environments are not organized to acknowledge or address these learning
dilemmas, students can experience schools as unresponsive and complicate their learning
experience (Carter, 2005).
In Harlem today, a sociological framework of culture and schooling is important given its
highly unequal context, with large concentrations of less dominant groups who are largely poor,
working class, black/African-American, Latino, immigrant, and English language learners. These
groups are vulnerable to influential market advocates and charter school leaders with
considerable resources to shape representations and practices within schools. These groups are
made up of business elites, investment bankers and wealthy philanthropic funders (aka “venture
philanthropists”), charter management operators, and even real estate development organizations.
These groups, in stark contrast to the student groups attending their schools, are largely white,
male, and from upper class backgrounds (Scott, 2009).
Hence the promotion of ‘new’ and innovative ways to teach by market advocates are
more complicated when these reforms are placed within a web of power relations between social
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groups and the control of knowledge. Fieldwork with educators in Harlem will be important in
order to understand the degree to which market reforms have freed teachers to act creatively and
innovatively in response to the cultural experiences of students typically excluded by dominant
norms and representations shaped by dominant groups. A sociological framework, therefore,
considers innovation in light of not only raising test scores but promoting equity and affirmation
of typically disadvantaged social groups. Research in socio-cultural theory recognizes, moreover,
that culture has an important influence on student motivation, and thus innovation solely for
instrumental goals (i.e. to obtain a high test score) may not sustain motivation for learning in
ways that culturally responsive pedagogy does (Howard, 2010). Consequently, if charter schools
across Harlem are not organized to reflect students’ experiences, patterns of pedagogical
exclusion represent not only reproduction of cultural inequality but may lead to disaffection and
disengagement on the part of students and ultimately hinder student learning and outcomes
(Lewis, 2004; Carter, 2005).
Unraveling Ties between Culture, Learning, & Academic Engagement for Culturally
Diverse Learners
Perhaps the most well-known research related to student culture and its impact on student
behavior and academic outcomes is Signithia Fordham and John Ogbu’s (1986) work on the “the
burden of acting white,” which argued learning for African American children was complicated
by perceptions of education as a culturally “white” endeavor. This work was grounded in a
cultural ecological theory to explain black students’ poor academic performance, a problem that
Ogbu (2003) argued was connected to a larger ‘oppositional cultural frame of reference’ toward
mainstream institutions due to discrimination in various sectors of American society (i.e. labor,
housing, education, etc). This oppositional culture shapes present behaviors and serves as a
fundamental impediment to success for black students in mainstream institutions like school.
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But while Fordham and Ogbu’s cultural ecological approach moved dominant discourse at the
time about Black students' academic behavior away from issues of genetic inferiority in
cognitive skills (Jensen, 1969), as well as cultural deprivation (Banfield, 1968), and culture of
poverty (Lewis, 1968), the burden of acting white theory nonetheless advanced a belief in
maladaptive Black behavior as a primary cause of minority student underachievement, and
concluded with behavioral prescriptions for change on the part of African American families.
Scholars using a more contextual approach to understand the influence of culture on
learning, have challenged the racialized notion of oppositionality argued by Fordham and Ogbu,
and instead focus on the formation of student oppostionality more broadly. Karolyn Tyson and
Darity (2005), for example, provide an expanded notion of oppostionality among both black and
white teens in North Carolina and its contingency upon school structure. They show specifically
the ways in which expressions of oppositionality by students are not inherently racial, but
instead shift across different school contexts, at times revealing class-based oppositionality (i.e.
where academic success was viewed as ‘uppity’), at other times a general anti-intellectual
oppositionality (i.e. where smart students were called ‘nerd’ or ‘geek’), as well as race-based
oppositionality (i.e. where academic success was viewed as ‘acting white’). These different
forms of oppositionality emerged depending on school structure and context. In racially
homogenous schools, for example, class-based forms of opposition emerged, while in racially
mixed schools with racially patterned tracking policies a racialized oppositionality took shape
(Tyson et al, 2005).
For my work in Harlem, research by Ogbu and Fordham (1986) and Tyson et al. (2005) is
helpful because it positions different ways in which school leaders and teachers may view
student culture as it relates to academic behavior – as perhaps pathological or maladaptive and
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thus requiring behavioral prescriptions for change, or as tied closely to the context and structure
of school and thus requiring institutional responses. The unique and often overlooked
observations by Signithia Fordham (1996), however, have acknowledged that black students’
learning dilemmas are not simply the result of the “burden of acting white,” but the result of
status given to “Blackness” and to “Whiteness” in the cultural milieu of schools, and all the
knowledges, practices, and traditions associated with either. In this vein, Fordham’s work
focuses more on the fact that the actions of students in school happen within a context of
meanings that signify cultural hierarchy, or boundaries, of belonging and exclusion on the part of
school officials. This contextualized approach is better equipped to explain not only the
behaviors or actions of students in Harlem and its consequences for academic outcomes, but
more so the relationships between students and teachers and attempts on the part of school actors
to promote inclusive and responsive learning environments for all students.
In my work, I draw upon Fordham’s understanding of cultural status in school and will
pay careful attention to how school practices symbolically position students differently (and
hierarchically) according to social group attributes that may be reflected (and challenged)
through culture (Carter, 2005; Fordham, 1996). Hence, practices within Harlem’s charter
schools can happen through cultural processes that reproduce the social group status of students
outside of school (socially disadvantaged by race, class, gender, language, or immigrant status).
To the contrary, school practices can work to affirm students’ cultural competencies by
acknowledging the social capital and "community cultural wealth" of students from
Communities of Color possess (Yosso, 2005). School practices, therefore, will be analyzed for
their tendency to position (or reposition) the cultural status of students of color from the margins
of the learning process to the center.
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Student Culture and Social Reproduction: From Cultural Capital to Community Cultural
Wealth
Taking heed of cultural practices in Harlem and the status it gives to students is important
in light of research that indicates the important role that culture plays in the reproduction of
dominant social relations (Bourdieu, 1977). The theoretical and conceptual development of
sociologist Pierre Bourdieu took seriously the symbolic dimension of schools, as an
indispensable element in the reproduction of unequal academic outcomes. Bourdieu (1973)
argued that schools are indeed bastions of dominant group culture whereby children of the
dominant class are rewarded academically for demonstrating their knowledge and embodiment
of norms they have learned at home and that are not taught explicitly in school. His concept of
cultural capital (i.e. behaviors, knowledges, and artifacts that are tied to wealthy and middle
class groups) is a framework for understanding why differentially valued practices and behaviors
of children in school become advantages and/or disadvantages in the education process. This
concept is significant because it explains the durability and regularity of group differences in
academic performance and outcomes.
For example, by camouflaging as academic that which is truly non-academic (norms tied
to socially structured differences between working class and middle class groups), schools
consecrate as “normal” and “correct” the norms of particular groups—in the U.S these norms are
usually associated with white, male, middle-class, Protestant, and heterosexual backgrounds
(Howard, 2010). In this way, schools perform an internal function of cultural reproduction.
Moreover, by bestowing particular cultural norms (knowledges, tastes, and behaviors of
dominant groups) with markers of merit, schools create cultural capital in the form of good
grades, high marks on tests, favorability of teachers, high school diplomas, and college degrees.
When cultural capital is legitimated as merit, schools not only reproduce uneven distributions of
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cultural capital, but they perform a second external function of legitimating inequality and
stratification.
Building on Bourdieu’s construct of cultural capital, Prudence Carter (2005) recognizes
that school practices are inscribed with cultural meaning. Carter, however, considers what
cultural norms mean for non-dominant groups. Like Fordham (1996), Carter argues that cultural
meanings in school are understood by students hierarchically and become central to issues of
conflict and success for youth of color. Carter notes, however, that the cultural identities of youth
of color are not inherently deviant or represent a fixed singular narrative, but are instead part of
the negotiation for status based upon conformity or nonconformity to mainstream cultural norms,
images, and rules in school. Though Carter acknowledges that accruing dominant cultural capital
is important for student mobility in dominant settings, school officials often ignore that students
can, and should, possess different kinds of cultural capital (Carter, 2003). For this reason, Carter
insists on needed theoretical development of how youth from non-dominant groups navigate the
cultural world of school and employ other forms of cultural capital. This is important because it
is the dismissal of these forms of capital, indeed students' own cultural competences, that causes
tension in schools, affecting students’ school attachment, engagement, and subsequent academic
achievement (Carter, 2005). In my study of Harlem’s charter schools, I am curious whether
school officials affirm students’ varied cultural competencies and thus recognize that they can
and should possess and maintain different forms cultural capital.
Examples of cultural wealth possessed by youth and communities of color, though not
typically recognized and legitimated by schools, have been explored by critical scholar and
educator Tara Yosso. She argues that interpretations of culture are often framed within a deficit
view of Communities of Color, and should instead utilize a “community cultural wealth”
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framework. In this vein, researchers and school officials focus more attention on the “cultural
knowledges, skills, abilities and contacts possessed by socially marginalized groups that often go
unrecognized and unacknowledged [in and out of schools]” (Yosso, 2005, p 69). These skills can
be marshaled to enrich and assist the academic endeavors of children of color. Community-based
forms of cultural wealth include “aspirational, navigational, social, linguistic, familial and
resistant capital” (Yosso, 2006, pg. 17). Thus, both Carter and Yosso recognize that cultural
practices of youth of color signal very positive values and functions that get overlooked when
viewed as deficient, maladaptive, or exclusively oppositional to dominant groups. Instead,
culture is deployed by youth for several reasons to achieve multiple goals and purposes, “ranging
from the stylistic to the political” (Carter, 2005, p. 8).
Culture is even more misunderstood when confused with ‘values.’ Sociologist Anne
Swidler (1986) argues that the way in which youth of color go about their academic endeavors—
the different styles, tastes, and practices they adopt—should not be confused with different
values. Swidler offers a framework of culture as action, as a symbolic production based on a
“tool-kit” of strategies to organize oneself toward valued ends. According to Swidler’s
framework, in order for youth to realize their values, they deploy a certain style, a set of skills,
habits, preferences, or wants. For Swidler, these actions are the symbolic components of culture,
a tool kit which organizes action to realize a set of goals. Interestingly, Swidler argues that the
tool-kits shaped by one’s culture, and which organize lines of action, are “more durable than the
ends they seek” because oftentimes individuals intuitively adjust their ends based on the
available tools they have or find different ends to which they believe their tools are well-suited
(Swidler, 1986). Youth in inner-city neighborhoods, for example, who may be adept at ‘reading’
signs of friendship and loyalty may place group loyalty above individual achievement because
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the risk of cultural retooling to play another game is deemed too costly (Swidler, 1986). In
Harlem’s market-oriented climate, it is unclear what the valued ends are for students and
teachers and whether they are similar. If valued ends are similar, the skills that students possess
may be perceived (by students and teachers) as unsuitable for achieving those ends. In the
absence of contexts that tolerate varied strategies and skills to achieve valued ends, youth may
choose to “play another game.”
Swidler’s example of the complexities of culture and action is reminiscent of youth in
Carter’s (2005) Keepin It Real. In her ethnographic work in Yonkers, NY, Carter found that all
the students she studied expressed a high value for education, with a large percentage of students
demonstrating a nuanced, achievement-conducive ideology of "cultural straddling." These
students valued both their own forms of cultural capital, as well as the dominant forms of
cultural capital validated in school and conducive to academic success and upward mobility. A
sizeable portion of students in Carter’s study, however, expressed an ideology of cultural “noncompliance” to what they perceived as white, middle class cultural norms in school. These
students valued education and wanted to go to college, yet were unable (and unwilling) to
conform to cultural expectations (i.e. repertoires of action) demanded by school officials. Using
Swidler’s framework, the repertoires of action (or cultural took-kits) among youth in Carters’
study affected quite tragically their levels of engagement, attachment, and achievement despite
their shared values.
In my preliminary work in Harlem’s charter schools, many teachers and students express
a high value for academic success and college attendance in the future. The shared values and
goals of students and teachers in these schools, however, may not be enough to avoid problems
of student failure and disengagement. Drawing upon Swidler (1986), Carter (2005), Yosso
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(2006), and Fordham (1996), institutional disregard, dismissal, or devaluation of the cultural
competences and actions of children of color in Harlem—the repertoires of action they deploy in
pursuit of their educational goals—is what may fundamentally undermine academic endeavor
and shape student outcomes.
Refusing Conformity: Culture, Power, and Resistance in Classrooms
In the absence of culturally responsive school environments, youth of color are far from
determined or dominated actors. Research indicates that although decisions about school
practices are expressions of power on the part of school officials and teachers, and may reflect
symbolic representations that are marginalizing to students of color, these expressions of power
are not uni-directional. In many ways, students who do not conform to school expectations may
struggle not because of difference but because of resistance.
Lisa Delpit (1988) recognizes firstly that in most schools in the U.S., acceptable norms
reflect a “culture of power.” Building on the work of sociologists like Pierre Bourdieu, Delpit
describes the workings of culture and power from the standpoint of U.S norms and racial
inequity. Delpit describes the culture of power, for example, as a set of codes for participating
successfully in school and are associated with white, middle and upper-class groups. Delpit notes
that children from middle-class white homes tend to do better in school than those from nonmiddle-class homes and homes of African Americans because the culture of the school is based
on the culture of the these groups, “The upper middle classes send their children to school with
all the accoutrements of the culture of power” (pg 284). The considerable influence of whites as
a group allows them to shape expectations about ‘normal’ and ‘right’ ways of knowing,
behaving, interacting, or expressing in schools. Rules for participating in the culture of power,
therefore, include knowing and enacting the right linguistic forms, communication strategies, and
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presentations of self (ways of talking, dressing, and interacting) that are common among white as
well as middle-class teachers (Delpit, 1988). By power, Delpit (1988) means all of the following:
the power of the teacher over students; the power of publishers of textbooks and of the
developers of the curriculum to determine the view of the world presented; the power of the state
in enforcing compulsory schooling; and the power of an individual or group to determine
another’s intelligence or ‘normalcy’ (pg. 283-85). Success in school, therefore, is “predicated
upon acquisition of the culture of those who are in power” (Delpit, 1988).
In Harlem, power differences between teachers and students in schools are quite
evident—the former often of white, middle class origin and the latter of raced, poor, or working
class backgrounds. These power differences may create tensions and struggles that are
symbolically waged through culture—language, styles of dress, behaviors, etc. But recognizing
that cultural struggles may happen in school means also recognizing that power and
reproduction is not a unidirectional, ‘top down,’ or mechanistic process whereby students are
passive victims of cultural imposition and domination. More likely, issues of culture and power
make take on processes resembling what sociologists of education refer to as “contested
reproduction.”
Lakomski (1984), for instance, reviews the popular theory of cultural capital and the
system of promotion and punishment in schools which reproduce social class inequality among
children. He rejects the image of subordinate groups as passive, compliant, and acquiescing and
calls attention to the agency displayed by working class groups and the pedagogic actions of
progressive teachers to change the dominant structures of oppression. In doing so, Lakomski
argues that many children reject school norms and rules of conduct, not because they are
oppositional to education as some have argued (see Fordham and Ogbu, 1986), but because such
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school norms are regarded as closed, unfair, and/or insulting to their experiences and lived
realities. Consequently, some children respond to the ideology of school as if saying, "I know
what your game is; I will not play it, but rather play my own" (Lakomski, 1984).
In this way, Lakomski’s (1984) research contributes to a growing body of sociological
literature that illustrates the multiple ways in which low-income youth demonstrate agency in an
effort to resist the dominant, middle- and upper-class culture that defines valued knowledge
within schools. Lakomski (1984), like so many sociologists who write about “resistance theory,”
concludes, however, that often the youths who reject the ‘game’ of school, do not go on to ‘win’
but end up further marginalized than before, ultimately adding to social reproduction anyway.
Similarly, in Learning to Labor: How Working Class Kids Get Working Class Jobs, Paul
Willis (1977) conducted a study of working class boys whose cultural codes were out of sync
with that of school teachers and leaders. Willis argues that the youth were not simply objects of
the cultural hegemony of in the school but instead created their own culture of resistance (a
counter-school culture) to challenge the dominant norms of articulated by teachers and reified in
curriculum. The youth ultimately dropped out of school and took up jobs similar to their parents,
reproducing their class positions. Willis (1977) notes, however, that the counter-school culture
among the lads was an act of creativity and resistance though it “entrapped them further in their
subordinate position in the capitalistic class structure.” The significance of Willis’ work is that it
challenges mechanistic depictions of cultural reproduction in schools and establishes agency and
struggle on the part of students as waged through cultural resistance (Willis, 1977).
Applying both the resistance theory emanating from the cultural resistance theory of
Willis and the theoretical work of Bourdieu on cultural capital to low-income black and Latino
youth, Carter (2005) notes, “Many students perceive schools as closed cultural and intellectual
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environments that do not allow them to link the concrete values of education to deeper
understandings of their own economic, political, and social realities” (pg. 14). She describes the
struggles of a youth in New York, DeAndre Croix, whose experiences in many ways resembles
those of the lads in Willis’ study, “[DeAndre] needed his schooling to engage him in a way that
goes beyond a cursory recognition of student differences…He needed role models who could
show him how to bridge culturally his poor neighborhood to the white-collar world to which he
aspired” (Carter, 2005, pg.14). As Carter argues for the presence of multi-culturally adaptive role
models and the validation of non-dominate cultural capital, one wonders how schools which
deliberately employ culturally relevant and responsive practices might prevent the academic
perils of students like DeAndre, or the lads in Lakomski and Willis’ work, and especially the
countless youth in Harlem today.
The Role of Teachers in Harlem’s Education Market:
Technicians for Test Score Production or Cultural Workers for Social Transformation?
Like their students, teachers are cultural beings who live and carry out their work within
contexts circumscribed by power and inequality, all of which shape perceptions and actions
about ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ ways of teaching and learning. And like students, moreover, teachers
are not merely determined or dominated agents who willfully carry out social reproduction in
schools. To the contrary, many teachers are witting and unwitting actors in this process
(Bourdieu, 1986; Tyson, 2003). The complexity of teachers’ work, however, is overlooked
within the dominant discourse of market competition and the focus on test score production.
With this focus, it is easy to regard teachers as having no cultural ‘work’ or influence in schools
as it relates to their practices. Yet, we know that culture is as central to teaching as it is to
learning.
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An ethnographic study of teachers of black students found contradictions between the
goals of teachers to resist dominant representations of black students and blackness and the
tendency nonetheless to interpret students’ behaviors through the same dominant norms they
hoped to resist—resulting in expressions about black students such as “they can’t afford to mess
up”, “they can’t act like that because ‘other’ students don’t act like that in other schools,”
“they’ll end up on the street like a lot of other black people if they don’t act right” (Tyson,
2003). Thus, even as teachers try to resist reproduction of minority students’ social position and
status, they can unwittingly reinforce and reproduce the social and cultural norms of white
middle class society (Tyson, 2003). Teachers, however, can achieve a critical and
transformational resistance in their practice that effectively works against marginalizing norms in
school and society (Solorzano and Delgado, 2001). When teachers are explicit with students
about the political nature of their work they are less likely to unwittingly reinforce and reproduce
dominant norms (Tyson, 2003).
Oftentimes, however, taken-for-granted rationales among teachers result in “logics of
practice” that are deeply tied to dominant cultural norms and social structure (Bourdieu argues,
1977). Like their students, teachers’ experiences have shaped their unconscious beliefs about
school success, as well as expectations about how school and society work. According to
Bourdieu’s “logic of practice,” shared dispositions and taken-for-granted beliefs have been
shaped by one’s lived experiences and positions. These dispositions are the mediating link
between larger social structure (including one’s race or class positionality) and teachers’
everyday practices. These dispositions are what Bourdieu calls habitus.
Habitus shapes teachers’ social and cultural practices. Pierre Bourdieu conceptualized
habitus as an individual’s embodied history, internalized as a second nature, and so forgotten as
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history (Bourdieu, 1973). Bourdieu also noted that habitus is what “give practices their relative
autonomy with respect to external determinations of the immediate present…it is also opposed to
the reflexive freedom of subjects ‘without inertia’ in rationalistic theories” (Bourdieu, 1973, pg.
56). While Bourdieu was concerned with understanding how patterns in society give shape to
social inertia and regularity, particularly the reproduction of stratification in the absence of overt
and coercive force, this concept of habitus is also important for understanding occurrences of
‘pedagogical inertia’ and particularly within contexts of market deregulation and school
autonomy. As Bourdieu is able to explain the durability of social inequalities using the concept
of habitus, so too might one understand academic inequalities in school contexts and the means
by which social and cultural processes give shape to its regularity. In this sense, conditions of
structural inequality are themselves conditionings in that they structure schemes of perception
and repertoires of action which are generative and reproductive of status distinctions (Bourdieu,
1973). Though actors embody durable schemes of perceptions and enact these ideas individually
and unconsciously, they are collective dispositions nonetheless and shared by others of similar
conditions related to class or race positionality.
In schools, the concept of habitus is quite explanatory. Bourdieu stresses that educational
choices of teachers are dispositional rather than conscious or rational calculations (see Bourdieu
in Swartz, pg. 197). Teachers’ habitus are informed by their positional schemes of perception,
thought and action, and tend to guarantee the ‘correctness’ of practices and their constancy
overtime “more reliably than all formal rules and explicit norms…it is the principle of the
continuity and regularity which objectivism sees in social practices without being able to
account for it (Bourdieu, 1973, emphasis added). In this vein, I argue that habitus, as durable
and transposable schemes of perception which permit regularity of social life, can also be
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extended to teachers’ pedagogical practices in Harlem and which have create regularity of
teaching forms across market contexts urging autonomy, innovation, and diversification.
Habitus has been used to explain other social patterns, including students’ behavior in
school as it relates to the attitude-achievement paradox whereby the motivation and aspiration of
students from socially marginalized backgrounds is theorized as socially structured by their
habitus (Mickelson, 1990; Ainsworth, 1998). Habitus has also been used to theorize the actions
and choices of parents in school placement or academic tracks for their child (Wells and Rhoda,
2012; Wells and Oaks, 2004). Racial habitus has been used to make sense of white middle-class
students’ dispositions as well, particularly toward other race groups as conditioned by their often
structurally privileged and segregated experiences in schools (Bonilla-Silva, 2010).
In a similar vein, in my research on the cultural logic of market-driven charter schools in
Harlem, the concept of habitus enables me to make sense of teachers’ pedagogical practices, the
possibilities and constraints for creative cultural work and innovation in teaching, especially in a
changing-same context of market competition which offers schools (at least rhetorically)
autonomy from traditional forms of bureaucratic control—though still subjected to new forms of
control (standardization, exams, etc). Before standardization or high-stakes market-competition,
Bourdieu argued that education was a relatively autonomous field of cultural production—from
state and economic forces (Bourdieu and Passeron, 1977). This autonomy, however, did not
mean that school processes, or school agents, were ‘free’ and ‘unattached’ from structural forces
and determinants. Indeed regularities in disparate student outcomes, ones which were routinely
correlated to social class, was indicative of the fact that schools and teacher practices in schools
were limited or restricted by social determinants.
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Bourdieu’s work, therefore, helps us establish the social conditions of cultural production
in schools—mainly involving pedagogy—and the social determinants limiting or restricting
teacher activity. His work helps us to transcend dichotomies of teachers as either determined
agents whose work is shaped mechanically by structural forces or as free agents employing
purely rationalistic, as either conditioned or freely creative, as either conscious or unconscious,
and as either reflecting society or the individual (Bourdieu, 1973). Instead, teachers’ work
represents infinite capacity for generating new thoughts, perceptions, expressions, and actions
but also limited by the historical and socially situated conditions of its production—this is best
described as a conditioned and conditional freedom and creative potential (Bourdieu, 1973,
emphasis and bold added).
For my work in Harlem, habitus serves as an analytic tool which can help challenge ideas
of teachers and leaders in market-oriented schools as ‘free’, unattached, or rational actors. In my
work with teachers in these schools I will explore teachers’ habitus as a factor shaping, and
constraining, pedagogical creativity and innovation.
Decoding Teachers’ Practices: Dominant Norms & Taken-for-Granted Pedagogical Forms
In urban contexts in the U.S., we know that dominant pedagogical forms that emerge in
poor and working class communities of color are often teacher-centered and rigidly employ
highly verbal and written modes of communication (Delpit, 2002). These teaching norms are
distinctly impactful for children with diverse linguistic and cultural backgrounds. In Skin that We
Speak, Delpit notes that “[American] students rarely get to talk in classrooms...and when
students do get the chance to speak, if anyone uses what the teacher considers to be ‘bad’
English, the transgressor is told that he or she is peaking incorrectly and must ‘fix’ the language”
(2002, pg. 40). Delpit notes, therefore, that oftentimes literary and linguistic practices in U.S.
schools are quite closed to multiple dialects and forms of speech belonging to peoples of color,
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such as African-American vernacular English. When speculating reasons for African American
children’s difficulty with acquiring codes of power in the form of standard English (struggles
which do not fit with evidence of meta-linguistic facility on the part of African American
children who speak sometimes two or three dialects), Delpit notes powerfully, “I have to come
realize that acquiring an additional code comes from identifying with the people who speak it,
from connecting the language form with all that is self-affirming and esteem-building, inviting
and fun” (p. 39).
Consequently, Delpit concludes that disaffection, disconnection, and anxiety with
learning among children of color is related to the fact that linguistic instruction is often
embedded in practices that “have little connection to children’s cultural lives and personal
interests,” and oftentimes “when a child’s language is considered defective they are themselves
considered defective” (p 40). Delpit (2002) laments the fact that often “there is little in
curriculum that apprises the students of their intellectual legacy” and instead “strips children of
their cultural legacies” whereby they are “forced to believe that the world and all good things in
it were created by others” (p 41). Delpit (2002) argues that schools must do better at being
places of affirmation and freedom, places that nurture creativity and ingenuity, particularly for
peoples whose experiences and cultural traditions have been severed from the learning process
and deemed inferior. In this way, Delpit speaks against pedagogy that rejects or vigilantly
classifies as ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ different ways of speaking, knowing, and demonstrating
competence. Thus, while pedagogy in the service of dominant culture is important, Delpit warns
of pedagogy that degrades and neglects non-dominant cultural codes.
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In market oriented4 times where innovation and diversification via competition are
primary goals, there may emerge multiple and ‘new’ modes of teaching. It is unclear how to
make sense of new teaching practices in market oriented schools, as they are ideally driven by
parent/consumer demand as opposed to dictates of state and district officials. As charter schools
they are also geared toward generating rigorous outcomes in terms of accountability mandates
and test score outcomes. Together, consumer demand and competitive outcomes may work
nonetheless to prompt school officials to rely on practices which reify and reproduce dominant
group culture. The structure and form of teaching itself, and the rationale for how these
formations take shape, are issues less understood in literature on teaching and social
reproduction, and especially in literature on the contemporary school marketplace. It is at this
juncture that the work of Basil Bernstein is unique and perhaps most helpful for observing and
deconstructing pedagogical forms and their social and cultural implications.
Decoding Teacher’s Practices in Market Times: Recovering Bernstein’s Pedagogic Codes 5
In a contemporary policy climate urging innovation and diversification, and where
teachers and children are punished based on performance on narrow measures of learning and
competition, how can researchers concerned with culture in schools distinguish between
pedagogy that that neglects the cultural legacies of students in pursuit of competition for

4

"market oriented" - refers to the idea that school practices are oriented toward satisfying the wishes and desires of
consumers/clients/parents, as opposed to state and district norms or traditions. This also includes the orientation
toward satisfying market indicators of success, including parent demand, test scores, and charter renewal.
5

Bernstein’s earlier work, Class, Codes, and Control Vol. I (1971) was notable though controversial for connecting
children’s orientation toward particular forms of language (i.e. elaborated vs. restricted linguistic codes) to their
material conditions and structural positions in society. These structural orientations to language, when manifested in
class-regulated schools, yielded consequences or rewards for children of different social class positions as it
rewarded one language form over another. His work soon evolved toward a thoughtful analysis of the class-based
forms of pedagogic practice in schools. Indeed, four volumes later, in Class, Codes, and Control Vol. IV, Bernstein
lays out an expanded thesis of pedagogy as a cultural device, one which establishes the condition for the production,
reproduction and transformation of culture (Basil Bernstein 1996, 53)
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instrumental reasons and pedagogy that prepares students for proficiency on exams while also
affirms their cultural legacies? Important for empirical research, what might these pedagogies
look like and how can they be described?
Basil Bernstein’s work is useful because it fore-grounded school practices and provided
complex codes for describing and analyzing teaching as a social form with implications for
reproduction and resistance of dominant norms. These codes provide a research framework that
I can use to observe, describe, analyze, and classify teachers’ pedagogies in Harlem today. By
teasing out pedagogic codes of school practices in charter schools, they are no longer vague
activities in the backdrop of ubiquitous and obscure processes of social and cultural
reproduction. Instructional patterns in these schools can be identified based on distinct social
forms and in ways that allow them to be deconstructed as culturally-inscribed vehicles of power,
control, and stratification.
Bernstein’s Pedagogic Codes Generated Four Broad Types of Pedagogy
The following pages lay out the social forms and qualities within a pedagogic code. After
describing these forms, I begin a discussion of how I intend to use this framework for mapping
pedagogic codes across schools in Harlem today, a process requiring revisions to Bernstein’s
framework that accounts for a U.S. context with culturally diverse learners.
According to Bernstein (1996), pedagogic practices were regarded as both a social
relation (social form) and what it relays (specific content). The form and content of practice in
turn acted selectively on those who successfully acquired and interpreted the rules. In this way,
there are social class assumptions and consequences for children based on their familiarity with
particular social forms.
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Rule 1: Hierarchy. Hierarchy was a central rule shaping the social relation of pedagogic
practice for Bernstein. In any pedagogic relationship, the transmitter had to learn to be a
transmitter and the acquirer had to learn to be an acquirer. How acquirers learned to be an
acquirer and a transmitter learned to be transmitter entailed acquiring rules of social order,
character, and manner which became the condition for appropriate conduct in the pedagogic
relation. It were these rules which were a prerequisite of any enduring pedagogic relation. In
some relationships, the rules of conduct permitted a space for negotiation to different degrees.
But in general, Bernstein noted that these rules of conduct were indeed the hierarchical rules
which established the conditions for order, character, and manner between transmitter and
acquirer.
Rule 2: Sequencing. If there is a transmission, it cannot always happen at once.
Bernstein recognized that "something must come before and something must come after." If
something comes before and after, he referred to this as a progression. And if there was a
progression, there must be sequencing rules that shaped it. Every pedagogic practice, therefore,
was regarded has having sequencing rules, which also implied pacing rules (Bernstein, 1996).
Pacing is the rate of expected acquisition of the sequencing rules. In short, Bernstein described
pacing as how much one had to learn in a given amount of time. Hence, pacing was the time
allowed for achieving the sequencing rules.
Rule 3. Criteria. Finally, Bernstein noted that there were criterion which the acquirer
was expected to take over and to apply to his/her own practices and those of others. The criteria
enable the acquirer to understand what counted as a legitimate or illegitimate communication,
social relation, or position.
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For each rule, Bernstein established various modes of emphasis, such as explicit and
implicit modes. Issues of power and control were related to whether rules were explicit or
implicit for the acquirer, selectively shaping what was accessible. It is here, for Bernstein, that
the social form of pedagogic practice, and its mode of implicit or explicit regulation and
instruction, relied upon social class assumptions on the part of the acquirer and selectively
shaped varying degrees of acquisition. The following figure is a summary of the modalities of
each rule—hierarchy, sequence/pacing, and criteria—and their implications.
Table 1. Basil Bernstein's Modes of Emphasis & Pedagogic Forms

Though Bernstein mapped a range of implicit and explicit modes of emphasis and
expectations during pedagogical activities between teachers and students, he acknowledged there
problems with both ends of the spectrum. Indeed, visible forms 'transmission' often produced
open hierarchies and positions of authority that could perpetuate stratification norms related to
class. Implicit modes of teaching, however, were usually only invisible to students but existed
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nonetheless for authority figures such as teachers. As a researcher noted, "Invisible pedagogy. . .
simply masks the inescapable authority of the teacher." (Bourne, 2004, pg. 65). Hence, this mode
of instruction was equally problematic in that students were not made aware of expectations and
could fail due to unstated standards or goals. Typically, disadvantaged children, children from
homes whose social norms were least like school, would suffer from implicit modes of
instructional transmission and acquisition. Nonetheless, Bernstein referred to implicit
instructional modes as 'progressive' due suppression of explicit hierarchies and positions of
authority that emerged in explicit modes of teaching.
Using the various pedagogic principles and modes of emphasis noted above, Bernstein
sketched four types of pedagogic forms which had implications for stratification and the
inclusion (or marginalization) of disadvantaged learners in particular. In addition to the explicit
and implicit modes of emphasis, Bernstein stressed the importance of acquisition/competencebased goals and transmission/performance-based goals of instruction. Acquisition and
competence were instructional practices that emphasized the child's own pacing and
comprehension of material, while transmission and performance was based on teachers'
transmission of material and the performance/mastery of material according to a fixed pace and
sequencing set by the teacher. Also, Bernstein noted the importance of instruction that
emphasized different modes of change, either within students (intra-individual change) or change
between student groups and groups in society (inter-group change). These opposing modes of
emphasis could be represented on a vertical and horizontal axis (see table below).
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Table 2. Bernstein’s Additional Modes of Emphasis
Change
Intra-individual
Implicit Expectations

Explicit Expectations

Acquisition
(competence-focus)

Transmission
(performance-focus)

Change
Inter-group

Again, the instructional modes of emphasis worked to produce qualities and
characteristics that could be classified into four broad types of pedagogy. These four types of
pedagogy include: 1) progressive (child-centered) practices; 2) conservative (teacher-centered)
practices; 3) radical-progressive practices; and 4) radical-conservative practices. These
pedagogies and their instructional qualities can also be represented along the vertical and
horizontal axis:
Table 3. Bernstein’s Four Pedagogic Types
Change
Intra-individual
Implicit
Acquisition
(competence)

Explicit
Progressive

Radical-Progressive

Conservative

Transmission
(performance)

Radical-Visible

Inter-group
Change

Progressive Pedagogy: The top left-hand quadrant represented forms of teaching that
sought to produce change in the individual student and focused on students’ acquisition of
knowledge and his/her internal competences. Learning goals were "invisible" to the learner, but
existed nonetheless. These goals were known by the teacher, but not explicitly stated or
regulated. Hierarchies between students and teachers worked in the same manner, largely
invisible to the students though existing nonetheless. Bernstein acknowledged this form of
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pedagogy as generally “progressive”, as it was based on theories of instruction that were drawn
from child-development theories such as Piaget, Freud, Chomsky, and Gestalt.
Radical-Progressive: The bottom left-hand quadrant represented a form of practice that
sought to produce change between social groups—whereby the acquirer came to understand the
relation between social groups and, through this appreciation, change his/her position or practice.
Like the implicit nature of learning in progressive pedagogy, radical-progressive pedagogy for
Bernstein was also "invisible", where indeed hierarchies, rankings, and objectives were largely
invisible to the student. However, because of the object of learning was to produce inter-group
change between social groups, Bernstein regarded this form of practice as radical rather than
progressive. He gives as an example, the theorist Paulo Freire, and through the work of Freire,
the development of a pedagogy of liberation pedagogy. He also notes that this form of pedagogy
would also include neo-Marxist formulations such as those of Giroux (1989). Theorist have
revised Bernstein's theory of radical invisible pedagogy, arguing instead that radical forms of
pedagogy can (and should) exist that are explicit about social hierarchies for the purpose of
changing and transforming them (Bourne, 2004).
Conservative. The top right-hand quadrant is a pedagogy most likely derived from
behaviorist or “neo-behaviorist” theories of instruction, which focuses on the transmission of
knowledge and students performance of the transmission. Performance of knowledge is usually
an explicit goal, and evaluated based on external, gradable criteria. Emphasis on performance
often creates rankings of children and differentiation in ways that promote hierarchy and
stratification. Bernstein notes that, compared to the top left-hand quadrant, this form of practice
is conservative.
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Radical-Visible Pedagogy (Bourne, 2004): The bottom right-hand quadrant of
Bernstein's model shows what he referred to originally as a “radical realization of conservative
pedagogic practice.” Given his belief in the conservative tendency of 'visible' modes of emphasis
to drift toward individual ranking of children and perpetuation of hierarchies, it is not surprise
that Bernstein regarded this fourth model as conservative. An explicit, disciplined, and even
routinized learning form argued for by neoconservatives could fall along emphasis on
transmission-performance for the object of group advancement based on the restoration of
nationalistic, ‘official culture’ and history—what theorists Michael Apply regards as principles
emphasized by neoconservatives (Apple, 2006). While Bernstein does not explore in-depth what
this quadrant of pedagogic practice may look like, or the theories of instruction from which it is
derived, one could reasonably argue that perhaps the work of neoconservatives and those arguing
for more paternalistic policies fall close (Apple, 2006). However, other researchers keen on
adapting Bernstein's theories have considered the possibility for a radically visible and
progressive pedagogical form. As Jill Bourne notes, the fourth pedagogical model is not
inevitably conservative:
This ‘visible’ radical pedagogy draws on social psychological theories of learning, in which
competitive concepts of innate individual ‘ability’ and ‘talent’ are replaced by the concept of
collective access to and participation in academically valued social practices and the discourses by
which they are constituted. It situates learning within the social and political context in which
learners are themselves socially positioned. Thus it foregrounds learning as a collective endeavor
rather than a neutral and individual attainment. (see Bourne in Muller et. al, 2004, pg. 66)

Furthermore, given its mode of collective and group consciousness as an object of
change, social and cultural connectedness may also be welcomed in this fourth mode of
pedagogic practice. In order to promote and/or maintain a sense of collective identity among
students (related to class, race or ethnic cultural groups), teaching practices in this quadrant
would stress value for local practices which managed introduction of "horizontal discourses".
Indeed horizontal discourses as well as vertical discourses were also Bernstein-ian concepts
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related to local practices and knowledges and formally organized, school-based practices valued
by school and state authorities, respectively. For Bourne, a radical visible pedagogy would seek
to foster cultural connectedness and maintenance of collective identities through the management
and incorporation of horizontal practices. Hence school practices were contextualized not only
socially and politically, but culturally. Together these practices were mixed with vertical
discourses represented in explicit expectations set by the school and state officials, yet with
critical and socially transformative goals.
As noted later in this study, El Barrio charter school in Harlem represented most this
fourth quadrant of pedagogical emphasis, which managed the incorporation of local practices
along with vertical pressures on accountability mandates and testing. And while these goals were
explicit, conservative tendencies toward explicit ranking of individual students were avoided.
Summary of Bernstein's Pedagogic Forms
Pedagogical Forms

Conservative



Instructional
Modes of
Emphasis

Instructional
Characteristics

Examples

Focus of Learning:
Teacher centered,
performance

Progressive

Radical Progressive



Focus of Learning:
Student-centered,
competence



Focus of Learning:
Student-centered,
competence

 Object of Change:
intra-individual



Object of Change:
Intra-individual



Object of Change:
Inter-group

 Explicit/Implicit
Pedagogy:
Explicit



Explicit/Implicit
Pedagogy:
Implicit



Explicit/Implicit
Pedagogy:
Implicit

 Ind./Market-Oriented
Knowledge:
Independent (official
knowledge)



Ind./Market-Oriented 
Ind./Market-Oriented
Knowledge:
Know:
Independent (sacred
Ind. (critical,
knwl)
transformative)

Rigid hierarchy btw
students and tchrs
Strong pacing, sequence
frmwrk
Teacher-centered
instruction
Gradable forms of
output/product
Rewards indiv mobility,
success
Few given

Less rigid hierarchies,
Flexible pacing, sequence
Student-centered
instruction
Authentic assessments
Rewards individual
mastery, skill

Less rigid hierarchy, flex
pace/seq
Student-centered instr.
Authentic assessments
Rewards transformation
of group positions,
hierarchies

Few given

Liberation pedagogy
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Radical
Conservative or
Radical Visible



Focus of Learning:
Teacher centered,
performance
Object of Change:
Inter-group



Explicit/Implicit
Pedagogy:
Explicit



Ind./MarketOriented Know:
Market-oriented
(profane)
Rigid hierarchy btw
stdnts, tchrs
Strong pacing,
sequence frmwrk
Teachercentered/directed
Gradable forms of
output/prdct
Rwds group
competition, success
Few given

Skinner (behavioral)

Theorist/Research

Piaget, Erikson, Gestalt
Dewey

Freire, Giroux and
McLaren

Building on Bernstein’s Pedagogic Codes
to Study Practices in Harlem’s Education Market

While Bernstein generated four broad pedagogical types, his typology was concerned
primarily with social class reproduction and less on the reproduction of dominant race relations.
His framework, moreover, associates implicit instructional goals with “progressive” teaching.
African-American educators in the U.S., however, have challenged these assumptions and note
the ways in which implicit rules are problematic for diverse learners, particularly those not of the
“culture of power.” Lisa Delpit argues, for example, that since the codes for participating in the
culture of power are often implicit, they should be exposed and taught explicitly to children of
non-dominant backgrounds. Educators who are unaware or uncomfortable exposing codes of
power, what is often their power (as teachers are most often part of the culture of power),
inadvertently set their students up for failure because they implicitly “expect what they do not
teach” (Delpit, 1988, 2002). For young people, implicit practices can feel as though teachers
‘hide’ or ‘keep secrets’ from them that they are later punished for (Delpit, 1988).
Bernstein’s work was also less tailored to the distinct ways market policies have unfolded
in the U.S and how American values of ‘liberalism’ and ‘equality’ are intertwined to complicate
the political and economic concept of freedom and democracy, which works to facilitate support
and alliances in poor communities for free-market reforms (Apple, 2005; Apple and Pedroni,
2007). In general, a more race-conscious, U.S-specific, and contemporized revision to
Bernstein’s typologies is needed to make sense of possible pedagogical forms in Harlem at the
moment.
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Drawing upon Bernstein’s framework nonetheless, I hypothesized that instead of ‘free’
and unstructured innovation and diversification in teaching across Harlem’s market of schools,
there would be patterns of conservative, progressive, as well as neoliberal and emanicipatory
forms of teaching. Similar to Bernstein’s model, I offered distinct characteristics for each form
that may shape the culture of teaching and learning in classrooms. Unlike Bernstein, however,
each of these forms was concerned with its impact on more culturally diverse learners, including
race and class as well as language, immigration status, religion, etc. Despite the possible
pedagogical forms and practices that may emerge in Harlem’s marketplace, I am concerned that
one particular form predominates in the marketplace of charter schools over others. In this vein,
perhaps practices in the market more often fit with values connected to a neoliberal-pedagogical
form (described in the table below). On the other hand, and in light of free-market values of
autonomy, choice, and innovation, perhaps there is a wide range of practices in Harlem’s market
that can meet the needs of diverse learners and thus do not fit within the above categories. In this
vein, I will not be able to easily classify or identify instructional patterns or forms.
The role of teachers, moreover, as agents of both (re)production and resistance are less
understood in Bernstein’s model. My case-study approach with educators in two of Harlem’s
charter schools can provide a more in-depth look into the dynamic and nuanced actions of
teachers and how they make sense of and respond to potential tensions in their work with
students, particularly as they respond to market competition and the development pedagogy that
is responsive to their students’ diverse cultural legacies and competencies.
Lastly, based on preliminary work with teachers in Harlem, many teachers hold
contradictory beliefs and practices about student culture that do not fit neatly into single
categories of deficit or anti-deficit perspective. Teachers’ beliefs about culture and their
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classroom practices may be in tension and may operate in conscious and unconscious ways. To
understand these processes, researchers must document teachers’ philosophies, observe
classroom practices, and reflect with teachers about the continuities and discontinuities between
the two (i.e. theory and action). My dissertation will illuminate these tensions and contradictions
as it relates to culture and marketplace competition.
Concluding Thoughts and Necessary Next Steps
The literature in this chapter signifies several implications for contemporary efforts to
innovate pedagogy within Harlem’s market of charter schools. We know based on the work of
Delpit (1988; 1992; 2002) and Bourdieu (1977) and Bernstein (1996) that teaching is tied to
culture, power, and structures of inequality. Perhaps this is why several of these researchers are
profoundly skeptical of market ideology today and its claims of promoting innovation in
teaching. In Firing Back: Against the Tyranny of the Market 2, Bourdieu notes that “The
prophets of the new neoliberal gospel profess that, in cultural matters as elsewhere, the logic of
the market can bring nothing but boons” (2003, p. 67). He points out, however, that in culture
industries like publishing, media, film, music, and communications, competition has a regressive
impact that works against differentiation and diversification (p. 68-69). He concludes by noting
that the “logic of profit” is the “very negation of culture” which threatens “the hard-won
independence of cultural production and circulation from the necessities of the economy” (p. 67
and 70).
Indeed, I extend Bourdieu’s warnings about competition and its regressive impact on
fields of cultural production to education. The work of Delpit acknowledges that teachers are
cultural workers and their decisions about what and how to teach are creative processes that
involve evaluative messages about culture and power. Hence, Bourdieu’s concerns for education
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may include regressive forces of the logic of competition and test-core production (a school’s
“bottom-line” in ways similar to the commercial logic of profit), forces which may limit
diversification and differentiation of teaching. The limitations of market competition for
pedagogical innovation is compounded all the more by the changing-same structure of social
stratification and the maintenance of dominant (and subordinate) relations between groups.
Though Bourdieu argued education held a relative autonomy from this structure, the present
relationship of schools to the economy has shifted and the influence of economists (its
intellectuals and ideologues) play major roles in policy reform, in school management and
operation, and in instructional development. Hence, in light of competitive forces today and the
infusion of private capital in charter school management, perhaps Bourdieu would revise his
early thesis.
Bernstein, lastly, warned of what market restructuring would mean for pedagogy. He
hypothesized that market-oriented school policies would generate instrumentalist forms of
teaching that were tied to “profane” and/or “secular” conceptions of knowledge and competence,
conceptions that limited pedagogic conditions for diversity, equity, and social change. Indeed,
conditions which held both academic and social class consequences for low-income learners in
particular (Bernstein, 1996/2000, Beck, 2002). Thus, when reflecting back on the statements of
the educators chapter 1, it is very probable that Bourdieu and Bernstein were right. It seems
indeed that teaching for the sole purpose of being able to “sell [your]self to that employer” or for
“slamming the exam” is quite instrumental and not very creative. Yet, a consideration of these
concerns in relation to the work of Delpit (1988) indicates that educators must take seriously the
necessity of children of non-dominant groups to compete—in this way exposing the “realism of
structure.” Indeed, the stakes have been raised and the futures of children who are not part of the
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“culture of power” depend more than ever on being able to access its codes and rules—rules
which make it possible to perform well on scholastic forms of achievement.
How can educators interested in valuing student culture and meeting the demands of
market competition and test score production find balance? Fieldwork with everyday teachers
and instructional leaders in competitive schools in a market-oriented context can best answer this
question. A synthesis of the literature above has helped me to establish a more contemporary
pedagogical framework that can distinguish between neoliberal (i.e. progressive-regressive)
pedagogical forms and liberatory pedagogical forms- the former understood as perhaps the ‘new’
and innovative ways to teach mythologized by market advocates but are instrumental and lack
critical and culturally relevant forms of teaching, and the latter form that offers avenues for
explicit instruction that gives children access to codes of power yet coupled at the same time
with critical interrogation of the codes of power in ways that are critical and transformative as
well as affirming of children’s own creativity and cultural competencies. This latter pedagogical
form is what Freire calls ‘reading the word’ and ‘reading the world’ (1980).
These distinctions can also be understood as pedagogies that provide functional literacy
to the exclusion of critical literacy (Morrell, 2008). While neoliberal practices focus on the
acquisition of literacies of power and are transmitted through traditional academic instruction
(reading and writing), liberatory pedagogies acknowledge that acquisition of literacies of power
is important for one’s social and economic life but are not always empowering and
transformative of structural inequity. Liberatory pedagogies, therefore, promote both functional
literacy and critical literacy so as not to “contribute to the production of literate yet docile and
complicit workers and citizens with a limited ability to navigate an imperialist Western capitalist
hegemony” (Morell, 2008, p. 223). In general, distinctions between these various forms of
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teaching in Harlem today can help us make sense of the cultural work of educators who are in the
midst of changing-same social and political dynamics that have turned notions of teacher
autonomy, innovation, and ‘good’ teaching topsy-turvy.
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Table 4. Modified Theoretical & Analytical Framework of Contemporary Pedagogic Forms

Conservative


Instructional
Modes of
Emphasis

Focus of Learning:
Transmission (performance)
Teacher-centered

Examples
Theorists

Emancipatory
(Radical Visible Pedagogy)



Focus of Learning:
Acquisition (competence)
Student-centered



Focus of Learning:
Transmission (performance)
Teacher-centered



Focus of Learning:
Acquisition (competence)
Student-centered

 Object of Change:
intra-individual



Object of Change:
Intra-individual



Object of Change:
Inter-group



Object of Change:
Inter-group

 Explicit/Implicit Rules and Goals:
Explicit rules, goals



Explicit/Implicit Rules and Goals:
Implicit goals



 Origin of Knowledge: Positivistic
Official, sacred, objective
Clear holder, receiver of knowl
Clear right/wrong, smart/dumb,
good/bad



Origin of Knowledge: Constructed 
Multiple Knower(s), meaning(s)
Interpretation, discovery,
interaction btw subject and
object important

Explicit/Implicit Rules and Goals:

Explicit/Implicit Rules and Goals:
Explicit about competition, market
*Explicit about the political nature
goals, rules
of schooling and injustice
Origin of knowledge: Market
Origin of knowlg: socially
Oriented
constructed
Utilitarian , instrumental use
Critical - ‘Knowledge is Power’
‘knowledge is power’
Transformative agenda – restore,
recuperate subjugated knowledges

*Dominant/Non-Dominant Culture:
Dominant culture as ‘official’ Rightist
Multiculturalism (K. Buras)



*Race Discourse:
Color-blind

Pedagogical
Characteristics

Neoliberal
(market based)

Progressive

Dominant/Non-Dominant
Culture:
Multiculturalism, diversity
Dominant culture as capital

*Race Discourse:
Race, racism acknowledged

Rigid hierarchy btw students, tchrs
Strong pacing, sequence frmwrk
Teacher-centered instruction
Gradable forms of output/product
Rewards indiv mobility, success
Nationalistic, paternalistic culture
Celebrates ‘American’ heroes
Back-to-basics, banking model of
learning, pedagogy of poverty,
Essential knowledge

Less rigid hierarchies,
Flexible pacing, sequence
Student-centered instruction
Authentic assessments
Rewards individual mastery, skill
Democratic classroom culture
Celebrates historic blk/lat. heroes
Montessori, “power of their ideas”
alternative education movement
(Meier)

Skinner (behavioral)
Oscar Lewis (culture of poverty)
ED Hirsch, Thermstrom et al.

Piaget, Erikson, Gestalt
Dewey,

* Dominant/Non-Dominant Culture:
Instrumental purpose, commodified
forms culture for college, job market

*Race Discourse:
Laissez-faire racism
Rigid hierarchy btw stdnts, tchrs
Strong pacing, sequence frmwrk
Teacher-centered/directed
Gradable forms of output/prdct
Rwds group competition, success
Competitive, college-going culture,
‘sanitized’ cultural activities (suppl)
Results-oriented ‘effective’
instruction, banking model of learning
Bonilla-Silva, ED Hirsch
Thermstrom & Thermstrom
Chubb and Moe



Dominant/Non-Dominant Culture:
cultural diff and contestation, critical
multi., community cultural capital

*Race Discourse:
Anti-racism, white privilege
Less rigid hierarchy, flex pace/seq
Student-centered instr.
Authentic assessments
Rewards efforts to transform group
positions, hierarchies in society
Problem-posing, action-oriented cult
Symbols of change agents worldwide
Critical Pedagogies - Social justice
pdgy, feminist Pdgy, Cult Relevant
Pdgy, Queer Pdgy, Hip-hop pdgy,
Freire, Giroux, Anzandua, Hill-Collins,
hooks, Ladson-Blngs, Duncan-Andrade,
Lewis, Hill, Morrell, Solórzano, Yosso
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Ideological
Frameworks

CHAPTER III

Troubling the Absence of Research on Culture & Teaching
In Market-Based Education Reform
"Markets have become hugely efficient at responding to individual
desires for better deals, but are quite bad at responding to goals we would
like to achieve together…While Wal-Mart and Wall Street aggregate
consumer and investor demands into formidable power blocs, the
institutions that used to aggregate citizen values have declined.”
-Robert B. Reich, former Secretary of Labor, 2007, pg. 7

Despite research on the importance of affirming student culture in the learning process
and the value of culturally responsive teaching, it is unclear whether recent policies to restructure
schools according to market principles have facilitated or disrupted teachers’ abilities to develop
these practices. Clarity is missing on this issue in part because charter schools are mired in a
results-driven focus that is due to the political context of market competition and accountability.
Yet knowledge of the relationship of markets to culture and teaching is also limited because
research itself has been mired in the same results-driven focus as charter schools and the political
discourse.
By reviewing the early diverse roots of charter schools and its evolution overtime, this
chapter brings to light the missing discourse on the pedagogical goals and purposes of charter
schools today, particularly as sites of innovation in teaching and learning. The implications of
this literature for culture and the development of a responsive practice will be discussed. A major
concern, for the most part, is that issues of culture in general – be it the culture students bring
with them to school or the culture inherent in the market-based reform efforts — are completely
absent from the dominant reform rhetoric of markets, accountability, choice and competition. To
be sure, culture is not necessarily “absent” in these discussions but in many instances ignored –
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e.g. when the cultural assumptions of the market are not discussed — and in other instances
discussed in terms of the ‘deficient’ culture of the low-income students of color being served in
these schools (Thernstrom and Thernstrom, 2003).
The Diverse Philosophical Roots of Early Charter Schools
The early years of charter schools in the U.S was an incredibly diverse movement with
educators, reformers, and even union officials supporting it, creating a “diverse and confusing”
collection of values, motives, beliefs and assumptions (Brett, 1998). For instance, Wells, Grutzik,
Carnochan, Slayton, and Vasudeva (1999) note that despite its conservative roots in England—as a

product of the Thacther-government and arguable designed to disempower the Labour Party’s
control on Local Educational Authorities (LEAs) at the time—the concept in the U.S was
initially spearheaded by educators and leaders in the early 1990s.
One educator included Ray Budde who was one of the first to write about charter schools
in a book called Education by Charter in which the term “charter” first appeared in 1988. Budde
described an educational system in which school districts granted charter agreements to teachers,
for exploration and risk taking, and who wished to create new curricula (Kane and Lauricella,
2001). Educator Sy Fliegel also supported the concept of charter schools, as he was regarded as
an innovative New York educator who had created a teacher-run school in East Harlem District
4. Education leader and former president of the American Federation of Teachers, Al Shanker,
also contemplated a vision of “opt-for” schools that consisted of groups of teachers applying to
run a school within a school for the purpose of developing pedagogical and curricular strategies
to support hard-to-reach students. In 1988, Shanker noted that reforms and standards were
working for traditional students, those “who are able to sit still, who are able to keep quiet, who
are able to remember after they listen to someone else talk for five hours, who are able to pick up
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a book and learn from it—who’ve got all these things going from them” (National Press Club
speech, quoted in Ravtich, 2010, p 122). Yet for the majority of students in many underserved
schools they were unengaged and unmotivated and needed a different approach. Shanker helped
to spearhead legislative interest and endorsement for the first charter school law in Minnesota in
1991 (Kane and Lauricella, 2001; Khalenberg, 2005). Less than a decade later there would be
over 2,000 charter schools in thirty six states, including the District of Columbia (see Center for
Educational Reform in Kane and Lauricella, 2001).
Similarly, in many states such as California, the second state to pass charter school
legislation, several of the early charter schools were founded by teachers and/or grass-roots
organizations that wanted to create alternative educational spaces for culturally marginalized
students. Hence, there were in the early 1990s many “ethnic” charter schools, including those
that infused African American, Chicano and Native American culture into the curriculum (Wells,
1996; Stulberg, 2005).
At the time, however, private choice and vouchers were also supported by those who held
little faith that public schools could be fixed due to the “monopoly” of district run schools and
the inertia and inefficiency of bureaucracy (Brett, 1998; Wells et. al, 1999). Political scientists
John Chubb and Terry Moe (1990), for instance, pushed for an end to democratic control of
schools with markets and choice as a way to liberate public schools altogether from the weight of
traditional bureaucratic entities. These schools, in a market model, would be fashioned after
private schools which they argued were more efficient because they were accountable to
consumer demand. In 1993, Jeanie Allen, a chief education analysts at the conservative Heritage
Foundation established a Center for Education Reform to marshal support for charter schools and
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vouchers. Many conservative, pro-market think tanks supported charter schools, as well as
major foundations like the Broad Foundation and the Gates Foundation (Ravitch, 2010).
Indeed, well into the late 1990s there were a diversity of supporters for charter who held
often competing views of its purpose. According to researchers at UCLA, there were multiple
meanings held by charter school stakeholders and supporters that reflected different underlying
policy assumptions. For instance, Wells et. al. (1999) conducted more than 400 interviews,
including 50 policymakers in six states, and identified three salient and conflicting beliefs held
by charter school supporters. One theme included those who viewed public education as “an
anachronism that threatens to undermine U.S. global competitiveness.” Much like Chubb and
Moe (1990), these supporters hoped that charter reforms would break up the public school
“monopoly” through deregulation and competitive force (Wells et al, 1999).
Others, however, believed that “public education [was] at a crossroads” and that charter
school reform “must succeed in order to save the public education system” (Wells et al., 1999).
According to one education official at the time, “‘How can you fix the problem of making sure
kids achieve at much higher levels, which we all want, without disrupting the lives of adults? So
I do believe we’re at the point of disrupting the power and structures and lives and methods that
adults use in serving children’” (pg 513). The third salient theme embraced by another group of
charter school supporters was that public schools could indeed meet the educational needs of a
changing society and that charter schools were simply “one of many mechanisms to revitalize the
system” (Wells et. al, pg 525). The authors concluded that the so-called charter school
“movement” at that time represented less of a consensus about the purpose and meaning of
charter schools and more of a “fragile bargain” between political groups and adversaries.
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Henig, Holyoke, Brown, and Lacireno-Paquet (2005) also explored the diversity of the
charter school movement, and in doing so teased out the different charter school types by
founder and the implications of these differences on school operations, behaviors, and practices.
Henig et. al. (2006) acknowledges how problematic it is to describe all charter schools under one
umbrella term and articulate the need to decipher differences across charter schools in terms of
purpose and support. Failure to do so, Henig et. al. (2005) argue, can create empirical problems
that yield mixed and confusing research findings. They explore, however, these differences as
they relate to actual charter school founders and the influence of such founders on school
behavior. They distinguish, for example, between what they refer to as “mission oriented”
charter schools and “market-oriented” schools, the former belonging to schools started by
nonprofit groups including social service agencies, educators and parents, grassroots community
organizers, and even local businesses and economic development groups. The latter belonging to
for-profit schools with corporate ties and backed by large Educational Management Operators
(EMOs).
According to the authors, mission-oriented schools are rooted in civil society and geared
toward social service provision to high-needs populations and specific groups. Market-oriented
schools are tied to competitive markets. For example, the authors note that non-profit
organizations prioritize “purposive” or “solidary” incentives that emphasize the “collective
good” over the “material gain of individuals” (see DiMaggio and Anheier, 1990 and Wilson,
1973 in Henig et. al, 2005). For-profit organizations, on the other hand, are less concerned with
serving small numbers of students with specific needs and more concerned with quantity and
economies of scale in order to turn a profit and thus utilize aggressive marketing strategies to
attract larger numbers of students (Henig et al, 2005). These schools, run by EMOs, were also
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less likely to delegate to the school decisions regarding curriculum, testing, discipline, and
facilities (see Brown et al. in Henig et. al, 2005).
For my work in charter schools in Harlem, it is important to recognize that there are past
and present differences and contradictory meanings held by supporters, leaders, and teachers
who work within them. As Henig and colleagues (2005) recognize, there are perhaps schools in
Harlem that are more “market-oriented” and others that are “mission-oriented.” Spending time
with teachers in each type of school, and the ways in which teaching practices are influenced by
the type of school will be important. In a somewhat prescient warning, researchers Wells et. al
(1999) warned over a decade ago that “If, over time, we learn that charter schools cannot be all
things to all people, researchers must play the critical role of understanding and communicating
whose vision of charter schools prevails” (Wells et. al, 1999). Examining the practices of
educators in Harlem and the goals and purposes which shape their instruction can reveal a lot
about the vision of charter schools that have prevailed.
Henig et. al. (2005) were able to predict moderate distinctions in charter school
behaviors, norms, and practices. For example, based on survey responses from nearly 270
charter school principals and directors in three different states (Arizona, Michigan, and
Washington D.C), Henig et. al. (2005) learned that EMO-initiated charter schools were less
likely to target particular subpopulations and more likely to use high-cost marketing strategies .
Yet more telling than distinctions between and among charter school founders were the
considerable areas of convergence. Indeed, the authors note that distinctions were less than
expected and perhaps due to the growing involvement of large EMOS “both as founding partners
and as new partners for mission oriented charter schools that find that they need the capital and
management expertise that EMOs appear to provide” (pg). Moreover, the authors note that if
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EMO-run charter schools “gradually muscle aside smaller and frailer mission-oriented schools,
some attributes evident in the charter school movement as currently constituted may prove shortlived” (pg. 515).
Lastly, and perhaps most telling for my current research on charter schools in Harlem, is
evidence on the effect of competitive environments and market pressures on all schools. Henig
and colleagues (2005) note:
Regardless of the different reasons that founders may choose to charter a school, it may be that the
basic task of operating a charter school is relatively uniform and competitive pressures so severe
that entrepreneurs adopting novel themes and targeting small, unique populations cannot survive
for long…According to this perspective, neither the legal nor the cultural distinctions between
nonprofits and for-profits are sharp or strong enough to create distinct patterns of behavior when
the groups are operating within the same institutional constraints. What will matter most are
environmental factors such as the intensity of competition, the particular nature and distribution of
consumer demand, the preferences of foundations and other sources of philanthropic support, and
the funding and regulatory regimes that state governments create by way of the particular laws
they adopt and the manner in which they are implemented (pg. 516).

In this vein, charter schools in Harlem must be understood as a differentiated
mass with varied meanings and purposes, and thus reflected in various founder types and
their school norms. Yet, the context in which these schools exist, one characterized by
market competition and regulatory state accountability systems that push for test score
production, may weaken distinctions in actual practices, norms, and behaviors. In this
vein, a market-oriented institutional and policy environment may overshadow normative
preferences of schools started for mission-oriented reasons. As such, convergence of
school norms due to the dominance of market discourse and policy reform is a force all
schools must reckon with.
In attempting to make sense of the various charter schools in Harlem today, this research
is helpful in many ways, as it begs the question—how might the charter movement in Harlem
reflect different meanings and policy assumptions? More importantly for research on school
practices and pedagogy, what do these various meanings on the part of policymakers and school
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leaders signify for instructional practices carried out by teachers in schools? While the early
work of UCLA researchers on the diversity of charter school support is helpful, it falls short in
helping to make sense of what educators themselves believe about the meaning and purpose of
charter schools, even more so the implications these perspectives have for how and toward what
aims teaching and learning is organized. Indeed, different assumptions of teachers about the
purpose and meaning of charter schools may signify different perspectives as to the role of
student culture in the organization and development of teaching and learning.
Convergence of "Market-" and "Mission-Oriented" Charter Schools and the
Larger Context of Market Ideology
Henig et. al. (2005) find surprising convergence (increasing institutional
similarities) in normative behavior between “mission-oriented” and “market-oriented”
charter schools in many cities. The authors note several reasons for this convergence, all
of which have direct bearing on my study of Harlem charter schools and the cultural
norms within and across these schools, particularly as they relate to teaching and
learning. While Henig and colleagues do not specifically address the implications of their
findings on the role of student culture in the organization of teaching practices, they do
address the policy culture of testing and competition and its impact on teaching and
learning across both mission-oriented and market-oriented schools:
Convergence is also possibly shaped or unwittingly encouraged by the regulator and
policy environment (Witte et al. 2003; Wohstetter et al. 2004). Charter authorizers, for
example, play a key role in accepting and rejecting charter school proposals and thus
shape what charter schools look like in each state or jurisdiction. Testing requirements, a
feature of all charter school legislation, also may lead to convergence in terms of what
schools are teaching and how, even if the organizational structure (for-profit or
nonprofit) varies (pg. 516).

In these instances, internal differences in origin are overwhelmed by the need to compete,
to attract resources, and to face regulations. An example of such pressures might mean that
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“mission-oriented organizations, for example, might begin to behave like for-profit
organizations, abandoning visions about maintaining small scale or exclusively serving highneed population because of necessary pressures to attend to the ‘bottom line’” (pg. 496).
The same may work the other way around, “as profit-oriented EMOs may find that they
must borrow equity-oriented strategies associated with social service and community-based
organizations in order to garner favor from foundations and politically sensitive chartering
agencies or to adopt practices associated with professional educators in order to fit parental
preconceptions of what a school ought to look like” (Henig, 2005, pg. 496).
Another reason convergence between market and mission oriented schools may be due to
the general dominance of market forces to shape schools with otherwise divergent values,
purposes, and meanings. Despite the diversity of the charter school movement in education, for
example, the political context of the past forty years has seen the popularity of free market
ideology and deregulation take shape, representing larger market pressures and a policy culture
of choice and competition.
According to former Secretary of Labor Robert Reich (2007) structural shifts in
American economy took place in the mid 1970s that changed fundamentally the healthy balance
between capitalism and democracy, between big business and big labor, and between the duality
within most Americans as consumers and citizens. According to Reich, “The structure of the
American—and much of the world’s—economy has shifted toward far more competitive
markets…And a power shifted to consumers and investors” (Reich, 2007, p 50). Reasons for this
shift are debatable. Reich (2007) argues technological advances in both the U.S and throughout
the world opened up choices to investors and consumers, the former consisting of shareholders
who exercise flexibility to demand higher returns and the latter consisting of working and middle
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class individuals who seek out better and better deals at lower costs. The shift toward choices for
consumers and investors represents a shift in power away from citizens and their shared social
values. Though citizens and consumers are one and the same, their inclinations and desires are
very different.
Ironically, the technological innovations and inventions that opened up market choices in
society and fueled deregulation were not the result of markets and deregulation itself. The
technological gadgets and advancements that consumers enjoy today are the products of statesponsored experimentation in laboratories run by the Department of Defense (DOD) and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) during the cold war. Robert Reich
argues that during the 50s and 60s the DOD and NASA were the “innovative centers of
American capitalism” (p. 56).
Hence, contrary to market theory, which argues choice and competition fuels innovation,
the historical record indicates that innovation has been fueled by government agencies investing
in basic research which later opened up choices on the market for consumers. Though
competition was important against the Soviet Union, inspired by the launch of Sputnik and the
cold war, competition in private markets tended to stall innovation. The explanation for this
process is that the largest corporations of the 50s and 60s more often avoided competition and
unnecessary risks. Having to ensure investment returns for shareholders, anticipate consumer
behavior and needs, and forecast profits well in advance meant novelty was eschewed in favor of
what proved popular and thus profitable (Reich, 2007). The Pentagon and NASA, on the other
hand was able to underwrite experimentation and take risks, pour money into research, and
marshal tens of thousands of the most talented engineers to devise new devices and weaponry
(Reich, 2007).
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Thus, the political context of charter schools in urban communities — both those founded
by leaders who embrace the market goals of efficiency and competition and those that fall
outside such goals and are more centered on collectivist or social service intentions — may
converge due to the larger policy culture of markets, choice, and competition. This relationship is
paradoxical. Historian Diane Ravitch (2010) noted for example that, “Ironically, at the very time
that the financial markets were collapsing, and as deregulation of financial markets got a bad
name, many of the leading voices in American education assured the public that the way to
educational rejuvenation was through deregulation” (pg. 144).
Other reasons for institutional convergence across charter schools include the “idea” of
schooling that institutional theorists have long acknowledged as a force shaping school norms
(see Tyack, 1974; Meyer, Year; and Huerta and Zuckerman, 2009). Indeed authors Huerta and
Zuckerman (2009) have noted the unique challenges that charter school organizations experience
as they “evolve within a robust institutional environment that expects conformity to normative
institutional definitions of schools” even though they are, in theory, “free to pursue new and
different forms of schooling that challenge long-standing institutionalized patterns of teaching
and learning” (pg. 415).
Interestingly enough, while several authors have written about this institutional
convergence of diverse charter schools within a free-market policy context, very little has been
written about the pedagogy within these charter schools, and when it is discussed it is often
weakly described and rarely if ever deconstructed or critically analyzed. In fact, discussions of
pedagogy as symbolic texts for understanding struggles over culture, power, and knowledge in
charter schools functioning in a market-driven policy milieu are absent from this literature.
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To be sure, accountability continues to play an important role in shaping schooling norms
in Harlem. Indeed, to push schools to reach state-mandated benchmarks of Adequately Yearly
Progress, school leaders in New York, for example, emphasize frequent practice for state tests
and give every school a letter grade (Ravitch, 2010, pp 85-86). Consequently, the competitive
high-stakes environment in which all schools exist has certainly created a data-driven, outcomesbased approach to school practice. In many cases, school leaders and teachers may approach
pedagogical discussions with a “by any means necessary” approach to raising test scores. In this
vein, ‘good’ schools (instead of mission or market oriented ones) may be those that can simply
produce ‘good’ test scores. It follows then that the quality of instruction (i.e. ‘good’ pedagogy) is
that which serves and justifies those ends.
Nonetheless, market theorists like Chubb and Moe (1990) argued that in a competitive
climate, pedagogical practices would nonetheless be diverse, representing a range of interests
and heterogeneity of market segments. Chub and Moe argued, for example, that “schools that
pursue academic rigor may choose to approach it in different ways—some through a highly
structured curriculum and lots of homework and discipline, others through more fluid, openended processes encouraging discovery and creativity” (emphasis added, p. 60).

Examining Charter School Innovation: Fissures in Market Theory and Claims
Though charter schools have grown exponentially over the past 20 years, growth of
charter schools should not be confused with success (Kane and Lauricella, 2001). Growth
indicates popularity but not clarity on educational contributions particularly in the realms of
pedagogical innovation.
Not only do market advocates argue the benefit of market forces to free schools from
bureaucratic regulations to stimulate better student outcomes via client responsiveness and
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competition, but also because autonomy spurs innovation. Some suggest that “innovation” is
something that effects change and that satisfies the criteria of being relevant, transferable, and
effective (Brigham and Associates, 1998). Others have suggested that educational innovation can
only be assessed in context. For example, “where progressivism reigns as local orthodoxy, a
back-to-basics school signifies innovation and vice versa” (Manno et. al., 1998). Thus, some
argue that innovation as a “practice that is distinctly different from the practices of other public
schools in the charter school’s surrounding districts or region” encompasses innovation and
applies to the broad areas of educational programs, governance models, financial arrangements,
personnel practices, approaches to parent and community participation, or school operations
(RPP International, 1998). Yet regardless of whether ‘innovation’ is interpreted narrowly or
broadly, an assessment of a particular school’s innovative practice appears to require research at
the school site and in the neighboring community (Kane and Lauricella, 2001).
My research takes this into account as it is grounded in a particular neighborhood
community and keeps this context in mind when selecting, comparing, and analyzing practices
within and across schools. But while innovation is generalized to many school operations,
understanding its specific relationship to teaching and learning is rarely discussed empirically
and particularly as it relates to student culture. Thus, more research must tease out what exactly
innovation means for teaching.
In a study of innovation self-reported by charter schools in Michigan, researchers Horn
and Miron (2000) concluded that few, if any, innovations were emerging: “Unfortunately,
overall innovations are not occurring in Michigan charter schools” and instead found many
schools reverting to traditional instructional practices (p. 26).
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The most comprehensive study to date on market forces and pedagogical innovation in
charter schools, however, was done by researcher Christopher Lubienski (2004) in a report
entitled “Charter School Innovation in Theory and Practice: Autonomy, R&D, and Curricular
Conformity.” In it Lubienski addresses directly the claims of market theorists, legal reformers
across nearly all 40 states in which charter laws are written, as well as charter authorizers
granting charters to various organizations, that choice and competition will foster educational
innovations, particularly because “market-style mechanisms” challenge and offset the limited
and standardized practices associated with district administration of schools (2004).
Assumptions of classroom innovation are undoubtedly central to the promise of choice
and competition within market discourse and across the reform community. These goals are also
prominently touted to support children of color and those typically underserved in American
schools, “Innovation and diversification are primary goals for those reformers who seek ways of
engaging children and communities traditionally marginalized by the ‘one-size-fits-all’
uniformity associated with the status quo” (see Bosetti, 2001; Flaherty, 1995; Fulford, Raack, &
Sunderman, 1997; Lane, 1999; Nathan & Power, 1996 in Lubiensk, 2004).
What ‘counts’ as innovation, however? Lubienski (2004) offers a framework for defining
innovation, and in which he explores claims of innovation cited in studies and reports about
charter schools. For example, there are four different and somewhat conflicting definitions of
innovation:
1.

One of the most popular perspectives contends that practices are innovative if they
appear so in a local context.

2. Others observe that innovation does not have to emerge in the form of a singular or
distinctly new invented practice but may involve the combination or continuation of
preexisting practices in support of a coherent philosophy.
3. Some note that diversification is itself an innovation.
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4. Several commentators emphasize that charter schools themselves are an innovation in
governance. (pg. 401-402)

Despite the multiple conceptions of "innovation" at play in the study of school change,
Lubienski (2004) argues that the central purpose is not to argue the inherent superiority of any
one definition, but to examine “how the practices in charter schools reflect the expectations set
out for them by theorists, legislators, and reformers” (pg. 403). In this vein, neither of the four
definitions above are sufficient when based on the expressed claims of charter laws and market
theorists:
Because the charter laws largely specify "different and innovative teaching methods" as
the most frequently cited policy goal, we may infer an intent on behalf of policymakers
that diversification of options alone is not sufficient (Good & Braden, 2000; Little
Hoover Commission, 1996). Instead, it appears that many laws seek to encourage new or
substantially altered practices that can benefit the education system as a whole by making
teaching and learning more effective overall—simple diversification (as in bringing an
established practice from one locality to another) is insufficient in terms of the stated
goals of many policymakers. (pg. 402)

Lubienski’s comprehensive review of practices in charter schools, utilizing a framework
in which to interpret diversification and innovation as reformers intended, he finds that although
some organizational innovations are evident (in realms of management, fiscal budgeting,
personnel decisions, and even course programming and scheduling), classroom strategies tended
toward the familiar (2004). Collecting approximately 190 published works that dealt with the
issues of innovation in charter schools in three states (, a large number of the publications were
then excluded because they were not scholarly or based on systematic observations of charter
schools. These restrictions resulted in analysis of 56 studies.
Lubienski finds instructional conformity problematic since market theory rests on the
assumption that public bureaucracies cannot innovate and thus need consumer choice and
competition (between autonomous providers) to offer incentives for innovation (2004). These
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findings hit right to the heart of market theory, as choice and competition were argued to
“‘induce a more rapid rate of innovation into curriculum and teaching’" (see Becker, 1999, p. 2;
Friedman, 1955 in Lubienski, 2004). Scaling classroom practices on a continuum from imitating
established practices to inventing novel approaches, as well as keeping in mind context from the
local, state, and national levels, Lubienski finds most striking in such an analysis is that “new”
practices are generally vacant when compared across state and national contexts:
Charter practices appear to be diversifying options for parents in some local contexts. Yet
in the wider scheme of educational practice, charters are not developing options outside
the range of what is already evident in schools.

These findings challenged notions of innovation in teaching and learning, and one of the primary
basis upon which charter laws have been written, as research and development for innovation.

Teachers’ Habitus and Perceptions of Student Culture as a Missing Factor Shaping
Limited Pedagogical Innovation
I argue in this section that perhaps limited pedagogical innovation is a cultural
phenomenon that is tied to social structure rather than a technical problem that can be fixed via
market competition and individual rational action. Based on comprehensive review of
innovation, Lubienski (2004) suggests that instead of spurring creativity and innovation,
competitive institutional environments have the opposite effect and instead undercuts their
intended purposes, constraining opportunities for educational innovation, and imposing
pedagogical and curricular conformity . To explain such outcomes, however, and similar to
theories discussed earlier to explain charter school convergence, organizational theorists posit
that pedagogical inertia may result from underlying nascent tendencies toward homogenization
or "isomorphism," whereby schools use their new-found autonomy to emulate established
practices found in successful schools (Lubienski, 2004; Tyack, 1974; Meyer, Year; and Huerta
and Zuckerman, 2009).
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Other various explanations include: parents as inherently conservative consumers
demanding traditional forms of teaching; lack of consumer information; quasi-market failures
whereby charter schools are not fully ‘free’ of bureaucratic regulation; dynamics of provider
competition which constrains experimentation; mimetic isomorpbism; and corporate capture and
competitive isomorphism whereby larger charter networks dominate the market of charter
schools (Lubienski, 2004).
While each of the various hypotheses noted above are important in their own right and
perhaps yield fundamental insight into processes involving the development of innovative
teaching (or lack thereof), they are not central to the focus of my work. For the purposes of this
study, I focus on the role of culture, teachers perceptions of student culture as well as their own,
are ignored realms for making sense of the paucity of pedagogical innovation.
As discussed earlier in chapter II, sociologist Pierre Bourdieu stresses that pedagogical
choices of teachers are dispositional rather than conscious or rational calculations (see Bourdieu
in Swartz, pg. 197). Teachers’ habitus are informed by their positional schemes of perception,
thought and action, and tend to guarantee the ‘correctness’ of practices and their constancy
overtime “more reliably than all formal rules and explicit norms…it is the principle of the
continuity and regularity which objectivism sees in social practices without being able to
account for it (Bourdieu, 1973, emphasis added). In this vein, I argue that habitus, as durable
and transposable schemes of perception which permit regularity of social life, ought to be taken
seriously when discussing reasons for pedagogical inertia.
Indeed habitus can help us make sense of teachers’ pedagogical practices overtime in
both traditional and market-oriented schools and the possibilities and constraints it poses for
creative cultural work and innovation in teaching. Bourdieu argued that education was a
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relatively autonomous field of cultural production—from state and economic forces (Bourdieu
and Passeron, 1977). This autonomy was partial, however, and did not mean that school
processes, or school agents themselves, were ‘free’ and ‘unattached’ from social forces and
structural conditions. Indeed regularities in disparate student outcomes, ones which were
routinely correlated to social class, was indicative of the fact that schools and teacher practices
ought to be considered in relation to the social context and structure in which they existed.
Bourdieu’s work helps us establish the social conditions of cultural production in schools—and
involving pedagogy—and the social forces limiting or restricting teacher activity. His work
helps us to transcend dichotomies of teachers as either determined agents whose work is shaped
mechanically by structural forces or as free agents employing purely rationalistic ‘logics of
practice', as either conditioned or freely creative, as either conscious or unconscious, and as
either reflecting society or the individual (Bourdieu, 1973). Instead, teachers’ work represents
infinite capacity for generating new thoughts, perceptions, expressions, and actions but also
limited by the historical and socially situated conditions of its production—this is best described
as a conditioned and conditional freedom and creative potential (Bourdieu, 1973, emphasis and
bold added).

Conclusions
The literature above reviews the growth of charter schools across the country since the
early 1990s as a steady move away from early teacher-led concerns about innovative teaching
and learning and toward market oriented concerns for competition and test score production.
These broad debates, however, have real significance in everyday classrooms. Empirically
grounded research that highlights cultural beliefs, paradigms, tensions, and potential struggles of
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teachers and students in everyday classrooms within market contexts is important for explaining,
and challenging, the nature and impact of market forces on public education. It is impossible to
know for sure what visions of teaching and learning play out in Harlem’s schools without
spending time in actual schools with actual teachers and their students.
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CHAPTER IV
METHODOLOGY
HARLEM AS A CASE-STUDY OF
URBAN CHARTER SCHOOL REFORM

Over the course of a year and one-half, including preliminary field work at the end of
2011 and formal data collection during the 2012-2013 academic year, I initiated and developed
research relationships with instructional leaders, founders, and teachers in 13 charter schools
across one urban community in NYC, known as Harlem. Of the 13 charter schools, 22
instructional leaders participated in interviews, and 28 teachers in four purposefully selected
schools agreed to more in-depth study involving interviews and participant observations in
classrooms.
While charter schools were a creation of state policies related to choice, competition, and
accountability, I explored the evolution and iteration of this reform in a local context and its
pedagogical meaning across schools and classrooms. My research questions throughout the
project were as follows:

3. How did instructional leaders and administrators within one urban market of charter
schools make sense of market competition and student culture when organizing,
directing, coordinating, and describing pedagogical practices promoted in their school?
a. How did these instructional leaders determine and define the goals of instruction
for their students?
b. Did they identify instructional tensions and contradictions between the goals of
market competition and the cultural knowledges and traditions of their students?
4. Within four charter schools in this same community market of schools, what did the
culture of teaching look like and to what extent was it socially and culturally inclusive of
low-income students of color enrolled in the schools?

a. How did teachers understand and work through instructional tensions between
market competition and student culture when carrying out instruction on a dailybasis?
b. Within their classrooms, in what ways did teachers enact, resist, or remake the
forms and functions of pedagogy organized and advocated by their school’s
instructional leaders?
Using ethnographic and case study methods in particular, I was able to explore the
experiences and perspectives of charter participants from two levels (instructional leaders and
educators) and whose schools were positioned differently across the community. A selection of
the four sub-cases enabled me to explore common and opposing views within schools, but
primarily across schools, as I was interested more in how different perspectives were shaped by
the charter school's position, structure, or year of entry into the charter school market. For each
sub-case, I carefully considered the relationship of these features to the capacity, willingness, and
struggles of incorporation of student culture in the organization of classroom pedagogy, as well
as the range of potential dilemmas and/or tensions these features posed for such efforts. The
visibility, or resolve, of these challenges within each case created opportunities for analyzing
avenues of policy reform in order to transform the market context in ways that promote
culturally inclusive and responsive teaching for all learners. Thus, as a qualitative approach, the
sub-cases facilitated the goal of making visible the dynamic and multi-faceted charter school
world in which teachers and leaders worked, and for describing and interpreting the experiences
of those in the midst of market policies while in their most natural professional setting—their
schools and classrooms.
I also used multiple sources of information to construct a contextualized understanding of
charter reform in Harlem—including borough and district level information about charter
schools, state level documents compiled by charter authorizers, as well as on the ground visits to
education forums in the community concerning public school closings, openings, and other "hot
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bed" issues. I also gathered city reports and borough-level reports about economic development
in Harlem, gentrification, as well as employment and poverty levels. This information was quite
broad but important for understanding the context of charter reform in Harlem and the multiple
meanings and implications these broader trends had on the evolution of the reform in the
community. Hence, I attempted to form a 'vulture's eye view' of the charter sector overtime and
its relationship to broader forces, before zeroing in on four charter schools in particular. The four
schools I selected represented variance in time (older charter schools and newer charter schools),
location (across different sections of the community), management structure (those affiliated
with private managers and those independent of private management) and to some degree
outcomes (I ended up with four schools with a range of test score outcomes, including highperforming, moderate, and low). The four sub-cases, however, were not regarded as separate and
detached schools, but as iterations of the same reform and its evolution in the Harlem context
and across time. Hence, four charter schools were purposefully selected as embedded cases of
the broader reform in Harlem—the relationships of the schools to one another, to the community
of residents they served, and to the broader reform were important.
There was also certain criteria among the selected schools that was similar, such as
student demographics (race/ethnicity and socioeconomic status), and grade levels served
(elementary). In light of their variations in year established, duration, management, and location
in the neighborhood, the emergence of commonality, or patterns across schools, signaled a strong
and important finding about the unique evolution of charter reform in Harlem.

Qualitative Research: Case Study Methodology
The methodology for the study was qualitative in nature, as qualitative research is
described as a “situated activity that locates the observer in the world” in order to “make the
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world visible,” and at times to work toward “transforming the world” (see Denzin and Lincoln in
Creswell, 2007). In this regard, I took deliberate and structured measures to situate myself
within the life of multiple charter schools in the Harlem community with the hopes of bringing to
light the perspectives, daily realities, and approaches to teaching and learning in natural contexts
shaped by state and city policies of late.
In each of the schools, I utilized ethnographic methods, such as interviewing,
observation, participant observation, and field-notes in order to explore socio-cultural norms,
practices and beliefs in the school (Merriam, 2002). According to LeCompte and Preissle,
however, ethnographies “re-create for the reader the shared beliefs, practices, artifacts, folk
knowledge, and behaviors of a group of people” (see LeCompte and Preissle in Merriam, 2002,
p. 9). Although conducting an ethnography was ideal, full access to each school site and for
prolonged periods (more than 4 months) was limited by time and money. In this vein, I was not
able to research the workings of the entire institution or the full group of teachers who worked
within them. Instead, I was able to observe a small group of teachers and their instructional
leaders for 3 to 4 months (in the sub-case schools), and whose actions may, or may not, represent
the shared beliefs, practices, folk knowledge, and behaviors of the larger institutional culture.
Case studies allowed for in-depth description and analysis of particular bounded groups,
such as the school or professional learning community of teachers with whom I engaged
(Merriam, 2002). A case study can be regarded as both a type of design or object of study, as
well as a product of the overall inquiry (Creswell, 2007). My use of case study involved both. As
a design and object of study, it refers to the actual bounded case of three purposefully selected
charter schools and the day-to-day experiences of approximately 4-5 teachers within each school.
Though sharing some similar criteria (discussed further below), the schools were selected for
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“maximum variation” (Guba and Lincoln, 1989, p. 178). By maximum variation, I mean that the
three case study schools held as much variation in structure, mission, and teaching philosophy
and practice as possible. The teachers interviewed in each school represented similar years of
experience, but varied in terms of race/ethnicity, gender, and teacher preparation pathways (see
detailed rationale of sampling and participant selection below).
Case variation gave the emergence of common patterns across cases more importance
(Wells, 2009). Moreover, by using multiple sources of information—including observations,
participant observations, interviews, informal conversations with teachers and instructional
leaders, notes from faculty meetings, school and curricular documents—the schools were
explored as distinct and bounded cases in which teaching was richly described. As a product of
this exploration, “case-based descriptions and themes” (Creswell, 2007) were generated—
including philosophical and pedagogical portraits of teaching for each school. For each group of
teachers selected to participate, the cases detail shared beliefs about student competition, takenfor-granted assumptions about student culture, and common instructional modes and patterns.
Although studied as bounded sites, these cases were later compared to one another, as well as
generalized to other schools within the larger market of charter schools.
Case studies can also be designed as interpretive and critical. In this project, the cases
focused on understanding the meaning of teaching in a charter school among teachers and
leaders and the professional culture and standards that they believed their endeavors signaled. In
this sense, the cases involved interpretive work on the part of the researcher (Merriam, 2002).
Because my theoretical lens draws upon critical social theory, the interpretive work of the cases
drew upon a critical framework that considered issues of power and inequality and its role in
shaping the meaning of teaching, and the construction of knowledge and learning, for students of
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disadvantaged backgrounds who are mainly low-income black and Latino children. Thus, the
case studies interpret not only what the meaning of teaching and learning is for educators and
instructional leaders in charter schools but how these meanings are shaped in equitable or
inequitable ways in relation to the students and communities they serve, and the cultural
practices these groups bring to the schooling process (Apple, 1980; Carter, 2005; Bernstein,
1996). In this vein, I also explore the ways in which the construction and meaning of teaching, in
a competitive market context, is loosely or closely tied to the “culture of power” (Delpit, 1988)
or the accrual of “cultural capital” (Bourdieu, 1977). In each case, therefore, I grappled with how
issues of culture and power were compounded by ideals of competition, choice, and
accountability to shape the meaning and purpose of teaching and learning in the school.
As a product of the broader case study, individual “case-based descriptions and themes”
(Creswell, 2007) of each school were generated—including pedagogical descriptions of teaching
for each school, as well as teachers' orientation to the charter sector and their respective school,
their beliefs and values about teaching and the instructional approaches of their school. I also
probed all participants about their thoughts on the relationship between competition, student
culture, and pedagogy. As embedded cases, however, the main purpose of each school case was
to lend insight to broader interpretations about the evolution of charter reform in Harlem and its
pedagogical significance for teaching and learning of diverse students. In this sense, I focused
primarily on the shared struggles, dilemmas, tensions, and interpretations of the reform across
the neighborhood.
The Research Context:
Trends & Shifts in Harlem's Charter Sector from 1999-2013
Given the design above, I was able to map a broad overview of trends in Harlem's
charter sector, which proved central to my selection of schools moving forward and my
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subsequent analysis of teaching and learning. This section, therefore, is a descriptive overview of
what I learned about the growth and concentration of charter schools in Harlem between 1999
and 2013, including shifts overtime in the types of charter schools and their management
structure. As I show below, over the span of nearly 15 years, the number of charter schools
founded and coordinated by community groups was steadily outpaced by the rising number of
charter schools established and privately managed by charter management organizations
(CMOs).
For clarity, I refer to charter schools managed by charter management organizations as
"CMO-charter schools." CMOs are not-for-profit education corporations which typically
manage multiple charter schools simultaneously, either in the same neighborhood, city, region,
or across the country. Charter schools that are not managed by a company or education
corporation, and are coordinated by local independent groups will be referred to as "independent
charter schools." These schools are typically the sole charter coordinated by either civic leaders,
community groups, or educators and parents.
Distinctions between charter schools managed by CMOs and charter schools coordinated
by community groups are not my own, as both the research community on charter schools in
other cities (Henig et. al 1996, Miron, 2011) as well as residents in Harlem, have noted key
differences and trends in management structure. These distinctions are usually relegated to
differences in size, scale, and mission of schools. In Harlem, during preliminary visits to charter
schools, locals often referred to charter schools managed by private organizations (such as
CMOs) as "Home-Depots," given their centralized management structure, size, and number of
schools across the neighborhood. Charter schools that were managed local groups, civic leaders,
educators were referred to as "Mom-and-Pop" charter schools given their localized structure and
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relatively small scale. For this reason, CMO-charter schools will also be referred to
(interchangeably) as Home-Depots and community-based charter schools will be referred to
(interchangeably) as "Mom-and-Pops."
My contribution to such distinctions, however, and addressed more fully in the chapters
to follow, is a pedagogical one, whereby distinctions in management style and shifts in their
prevalence overtime is explored as a meaningful shift in power and control of teaching. The
nature of power and control, moreover, signaled important differences in theories about teaching
and learning altogether, and which ultimately had social and cultural relevance for how the
academic endeavor was framed for children in Harlem. These distinctions are taken up in the
chapter to follow. For now, an overview of the growth and concentration of charter schools in
Harlem and their shifts in management style are reviewed below. Broader trends in school
reform related to accountability policies and market-based reforms in New York City and the
state, were undoubtedly influential on local trends in Harlem over the past 15 years. As such,
these policies are also reviewed in a final section below.

The Growth and Concentration of Charter Schools in Harlem
For the last 15 years, Harlem has been the epicenter of New York City's burgeoning
charter sector. It became so in 1999 when the first charter school in New York State opened in
Central Harlem. Overtime, as the city's charter sector grew to include over 150 charter schools
spread across the five boroughs, the growth of charter schools in Harlem remained steady.
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Figure 1. Total Growth of Charter Schools in Harlem (1999-2003)
With 44 charter schools, Harlem housed 75% of Manhattan's 59 total charter schools by
2013, indicating both a steady growth and concentration of charter schools in the community.
The Harlem community roughly overlaps with three of NYC’s 32 Community School Districts,
including District 3 (encompassing parts of Central and West Harlem), District 4 (encompassing
most of East Harlem), as well as District 5 (encompassing the rest of Central Harlem to the
north). As seen below, while there are multiple neighborhoods and Community School Districts
in Manhattan, charter schools are primarily concentrated in districts corresponding with the
Harlem community.
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Figure 2. Distribution of Charter Schools Across Manhattan Districts in 2013-14
These trends were also evident in spatial representations of where charter schools were located
across Manhattan. Located in the upper part of Manhattan, Harlem is a patchwork of three areas
including East, Central, and West Harlem, which roughly extend from 96th street on the southern
border to 145th street on the northern border, and sandwiched between the Hudson and the East
River . The figure below is a visual representation of the concentration of charter schools across
all of Harlem's areas:
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Table. 5 - Spatial Representation of the Concentration of Charter schools in Harlem (2012)
Manhattan Public Schools in Red

Spatial Concentration of Charter Schools in
"Harlem" Neighborhoods
(West, Central, and East Harlem)

Manhattan Charter Schools in Green

Lastly, at the beginning of the study (in 2011), I used an aggregation of students enrolled
in Manhattan's six school districts and in Manhattan's charter schools to estimate the total
number of students enrolled in public schools for the borough. I then generated the proportion of
students in the borough who were enrolled in charter schools (approximately 4 percent, or 14,454
students out of a total student population of 362,492 across all six districts) and compared it to
the proportion of students in Harlem who were enrolled in charter schools (approximately 15
percent, or 8,506 students out of a total population of 57,257 students in districts 3,4, and 5).
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Figure 3. Proportion of Students Enrolled in Charter Schools in Manhattan and Harlem Alone
These estimates were conservative compared to estimates by the New York City charter school
center, which estimated upwards of 25% of students attending public schools in Harlem who
were enrolled in charter schools in 20126. Indeed the NYC Charter School Center (2012)
estimated nearly 77% of all charter schools in the city were located in three neighborhoods,
including Harlem, Central Brooklyn, and South Bronx. Hence, my observations of the
concentration of Manhattan's charter schools in Harlem between 1999-2013 were consistent with
evidence from the city's primary reporting agency on charter schools.

From "Mom-and-Pop" to "Home-Depot": Shifts in Charter School Type Across Harlem
Not only were charter schools concentrated in Harlem, but the kinds of charter schools in
the community shifted overtime. Indeed, the first charter school to open in Harlem was a small
mom-and-pop charter school, founded by local civil rights leaders, educators, church groups, and
aided by the auxiliary services of an education organization. One year later, in 2000, a second
mom-and-pop charter school was founded in East Harlem and it too was noteworthy, as it was
the first Latino-led charter school in all of New York State and coordinated by a community6

see report: "State of the NYC Charter Schools Sector," published in 2012 by the NYC Center for Charter Schools
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based organization called the Association of Progressive Dominicans (APCD) which offered a
Spanish immersion language program. In that same year, a third mom-and-pop charter school
opened, again in central Harlem, and like its predecessors was coordinated by a communitybased youth organization to offer counseling for youth, in addition to project-based curriculum
grounded in the arts and sciences. Together these three charter schools served as the earliest
examples of a promising new reform in NY, one which offered schools autonomy from large
districts and welcomed the involvement of community groups, local leaders, and educators
whose new-found freedom promised innovative approaches to teaching and learning.
The shift in groups applying for charter schools can be seen overtime, with local groups
steadily outpaced by the growing number of school-petitioners belonging to private management
groups. As I show below, the majority of charter schools in Harlem today are not like their
predecessors, and are wholly coordinated and managed by education corporations known as
charter management organizations (CMOs, what some locals have described as "Home-Depot"
charter schools.
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Figure 4. Changing Number of Charter School Types Overtime in Harlem
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Not only did growth of Home-Depot charter schools remain steady overtime, outpacing
growth of mom-and-pop charter schools, this growth increased each year since 2007:

Growth of Mom-Pop & Home-Depot Charters
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Figure 5. Growth of Charter School Types Overtime
Given the rise of CMO-charter schools overtime, nearly two-thirds of all charter schools
in Harlem were Home-Depots by 2013, resulting in a minority of charter schools (34%) whose
management structure resembled the earliest charter schools in Harlem, namely those tied to
independent groups of educators, leaders, and community organizations.
Breakdown of Harlem Charter Schools
by Management Type, 2013-2014
Independent
Charters
34%

Charters
managed by
CMOs
66%

Figure 6. Harlem Charter Schools by Management Type
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In particular, five CMOs were driving the pace of growth among CMO-charter schools in
Harlem. For the purpose of anonymity, I refer to these CMOs as: "CMO-A", "CMO-B", "CMOC", "CMO-D", and "CMO-E." Indeed, CMO-charter schools in Harlem were tied to one of these
five CMOs that managed, on average, eleven charter schools each, either in Harlem or in other
boroughs and neighborhoods in NYC. One CMO in particular was a national network of charter
schools that managed and coordinated services for more than 100 charter schools across the
country. By the end of data collection in 2013, these five CMOs collectively managed 66 percent
of all charter schools in the Harlem neighborhood (i.e. 28 out of 44 charter schools were CMOcharter schools).

Five CMOs in Harlem Manage 29 Charter schools
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Figure 7. Number Charter Schools Managed by Five Management Organizations in Harlem
Moreover, three of the five CMOs alone managed 50% of all charter schools in Harlem (23 out
of 44 charter schools).
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Half of Charter Schools in Harlem were Managed by
Five CMOs in 2013-14
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Figure 8. Harlem Charter Schools Managed by Organizations and Independent Groups

Political Leadership and Changes to NYS Charter Act Shaped Local Trends in Harlem's
Charter Sector:
In 2002, NYC Mayor Michael Bloomberg gained control of the New York CityPublic
Schools and implemented, along with his then-Chancellor of Education, Joel Klein, a set of
policies extolling the virtues of market competition, school choice, accountability, and the
curbing of teachers' unions, as paths for improving the city's schools. In an attempt to overhaul
the nation’s largest school system of 1.1million children, Bloomberg rallied behind charter
schools as an example of competition, choice, and accountability (Ravitch, 2010).
Broader reforms and changes to NY's charter school act also occurred between 19992013. While the 1998 NY charter law denied the eligibility of for-profit businesses and
corporations to establish, operate, or manage charter schools, not-for-profit corporations were not
limited. These groups were permitted to work in conjunction with teachers, parents, and
community members who were starting charter schools, but also to manage schools and marshal
"all corporate powers necessary and desirable to carry out a charter program" (NYCSA, 1998).
Revisions to the charter law in 2010, moreover, expanded these powers further, by permitting the
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consolidation of separate charter school boards in order to facilitate one board's governance of
multiple charter schools. In this vein, multiple boards of trustees across charter schools were
allowed to 'incorporate' into a single board, aka 'incorporated boards,' and facilitate the
governance of multiple charter schools by one charter board. As we'll see in the following
chapter, state revisions to the governance structure of charter schools supported the expansion of
CMOs in Harlem, that more easily replicated schools, and governed and managed them with one
incorporated board.
In the next chapter, I explore what these shifts have meant pedagogically, for power and
control of teaching, the form and function of teaching these shifts produced, and ultimately the
social and cultural relevance for diverse students in Harlem.

Methods
Stepping Inside Harlem's Charter Schools
With knowledge of the broader trends and political forces shaping charter schools in
Harlem, I stepped inside many of these schools in the fall of 2011 for preliminary visits, tours,
open houses, and to attend school assemblies. Given the more than 30 charter schools operating
in Harlem at that time, it was a challenge to physically traverse every school. I instead chose to
divide my visits between mom-and-pop charter schools and home-depot charter schools, setting
out to visit as many (if not all) of the mom-and-pop charter schools in the community, and
targeting each of the five CMOs and one of their affiliated charter schools. Below is an early
sketch of targeted visits to charter schools in Harlem, based on the number of total charter
schools during the 2011-2012 school year:
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Table 6. Charter Schools Targeted for Data Collection

15 independent charter schools
+ 5 CMOs (1 charter each
= 20 charter schools targeted for visits & recruitment
----------------13 charter schools participated in study

Recruitment of "Instructional Leaders" Across Charter Schools. By 2012, when formal
data collection began, I focused on recruiting "instructional leaders" in each of the 20 targeted
charter schools for interviews. I utilized emailing, cold-calling, and made personal solicitations
during school visits. In one school, a CMO-charter, I had previous relationships with leaders and
teachers during prior months as a paid after-school tutor. Responses varied, as some schools
required weeks of calling, emailing, and in-person visits before research relationships were
finally established, while in other schools contact was more amenable after one email or phone
call. Each school was given a similar script about the research and my identity as a doctoral
student at Teachers College. Two schools declined due to 'inconvenience', and five schools
yielded no response to emails, calls, or written messages.
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Thus, of the 20 schools targeted for the study, I was able to interview 22 instructional
leaders working with 13 of the charter schools. These 22 instructional leaders were spread
across nine independent charter schools and four CMO-charter schools tied to four different
CMOs. Their titles varied due to the researcher's intentionally broad definition of 'instructional
leader,' which aimed to include actors who were responsible for coordinating, designing, or
implementing the school's curricular and instructional programs, as well as those charged with
training teachers in the program, and even those responsible for recruiting and hiring teachers for
the school. This broadly defined category was designed to capture participants who were the
most familiar with the instructional values and approaches of the school, and could describe
these approaches well. I did not assume that principals or assistant principals were, or were not,
the most competent at providing this information. Thus, I recruited administrators who were
described by school personnel as 'instructional coaches', 'directors of instruction and curriculum',
and 'directors of pedagogy'. In several instances, these individuals were also principals and
assistant principals and were interviewed as well. Two participants were instructional leaders for
their CMO and its network of charter schools, and were referred to as senior managers and/or
regional managers. Generally, interviews with "instructional leaders" included a wide range of
administrators with different titles, but whose tasks were related to instructional programming
and implementation at their respective charter school.
Table 7. Research Participants Categorized as "Instructional Leaders" (names are pseudonyms)
Instructional Leader
Name

Title

1.

Ms. Sheets

Principal

2.

Ms. Ashley

Assistant Principal

3.

Ms. Rissa

Lang Instructor

Charter
School Name

"El Barrio"
Charter
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Charter Type

Race/Ethnicity

Gender

Independent, K-5

Latino/a

Female

Independent, K-5

Black/African
American

Female

Independent, K-5

Latino/a

Female

Age
45-50
25-30

40-45

White/Caucasian

30-35

4.

Ms. Gretchen

Curriculum Facilitator

Independent, K-5

5.

Ms. Reynolds

Assistant Principal

Independent, K-6

White/Caucasian

Female

35-40

6.

Ms. Harding

Principal

Independent, K-6

White/Caucasian

Female

40-45

7.

Ms. Nadia

Special Ed Coordinator
& Teacher

Independent, K-6

Black/African
American

Female

8.

Mr. Rivers

Co-Founder, Principal

Ms. Meyers

Co-Founder, Dir of
Curriculum &
Instruction

"Jifunza"
Charter

Female

40-45

White/Caucasian

9.

Independent, K-5

35-40
Male

White/Caucasian
"Elevation"
Charter

Independent, K-5

35-40
Female

White/Caucasian
10. Ms. Kimberly
Patrick

Teacher Recruitment &
Professional Dev.

Independent, K-5

11. Mr. Timothy
Peters

Executive Dir of
Pedagogy

CMO-affiliated,
K-8

12. Ms. Wynn

Principal of Shine
Bright, Regional
Manager

13. Mr. Yeats

Dir of Curriculum &
Instruction

Independent
Charter

Independent, K-6

14. Ms. Sanders

Dir of Curriculum &
Instruction

Independent
Charter

Independent, K-6

15. Mr. Samuel

Assistant Principal

Independent
Charter

Independent, 912

16. Ms. Carla

Dir of Curriculum &
Instruction

17. Ms. Lisa

Reading Coach

18. Ms. Janet

Dir of Curriculum &
Instruction

Independent
Charter

Independent, K-6

19. Ms. Woods

Principal

Independent
Charter

Independent, K-5

20. Ms. Nina

Executive Dir of
Pedagogy

CMO-B

CMO-affiliated,
K-12

21. Ms. Anderson

Principal

CMO-C

CMO-affiliated,
6-8

22. Mr. Charles

Math Coach &
Professional Dev.

CMO-E

CMO-affiliated,
K-6

30-35
Female

White/Caucasian
"Shine Bright"
Charter

CMO-affiliated,
K-8

55-60
Male

Black/African
American

Female

40-45

Black/African
American

Male

40-45

White/Caucasian

25-30
Female

Black/African
American

20-25
Male

White/Caucasian
Independent, 5-8

Independent
Charter

Independent, 5-8

25-30
Female

White/Caucasian

Female

White/Caucasian

25-30
35-40

Female
Black/African
American

Female

40-45

Black/African
American

Female

40-45

White/Caucasian

35-40
Female

Black/African
American

30-35
Male

Purposeful Sampling of Four Charter Schools (Embedded Case-Studies).
After interviewing the 22 instructional leaders across 13 charter schools, I purposefully
sampled four charter schools to study in-depth, based upon of knowledge of trends in the charter
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sector and information about the instructional rationales and beliefs about competition among
school leaders. The central management structure of CMO-led charter schools increased the
chances of finding similar approaches within those organizations. Because I wanted variance in
instructional approaches across the community, I selected one CMO charter school and three
independent charter schools for in-depth study. Each of the schools varied in year of founded
and duration of years running. I aimed to include charter schools in different parts of the Harlem
neighborhood (e.g. East Harlem, aka "El Barrio," and West/Central Harlem). These locations
represented different ethnic niches within Harlem and might yield different instructional
approaches related to language, race/ethnicity, and culture. I also considered the school's grade
levels, and aimed for consistency in this area to include schools serving elementary and upper
elementary grades. Lastly, I selected schools that shared similar student demographics related to
race/ethnicity, and socioeconomic status defined by participation in free/reduced price lunch.

Table 8. Four Charter Schools Chosen as Embedded-Case Studies (schools have pseudonyms)
School Cases

Year
Found

Management

Type

Grade
Level

"El Barrio"
Community Charter

2000

Independent

K-5

"Aspire" Charter of
Central Harlem

2005

Independent

K-5

"Shine Bright"
CMO-charter

2006

CMO

K-4

"Jifunza" Charter of
West Harlem

2010

Independent

K-6

Race/
Ethnicity
Blck - 36%
Latino/a -61%
White -0%
Other -3%
Blck - 80%
Latin0/a - 20%
White -0%
Other-0%
Blck - 76%
Latino/a- 20%
White - 0%
Other - 4%
Blck - 49%
Latino/a -3%
White -20%
Other -28%

Total
Student

Free/
Reduce
Lunch

Limited
English

Union/
UFT
contracts

Facility
Costs

61%

4%

Unionized

Lease

433

86%

4%

NonUnionized

Co-located
in DOE
building

294

74%

7%

NonUnionized

Co-located
in DOE
building

404

38%

2%

Unionized

Lease

200

Data Collection & Methods in Four Schools. Throughout the 2012-2013 school year, I
made regular visits to schools. In the three independent charter schools (El Barrio Charter,
Elevation Charter, and Jifunza Charter), I conducted 2 months of field work and observations,
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making two to three visits each week and for approximately 3 hours each visit, totaling
approximately 48 to 72 hours in each school. In Elevation charter, however, due to scheduling
difficulties, I made fewer weekly visits but conducted longer hours of observation each visit
(spending the full day at the school on each visit). The fourth charter school studied, the Shine
Bright Charter School, was the only CMO-charter of the embedded cases. Because of a working
relationship with school (as a part-time tutor and summer instructor), I found research access less
challenging compared to other CMO-charter schools in the neighborhood. Familiarity with staff
and teachers enabled me to make more regular visits to the school for extended hours of
observation and participant observation at different times in the year, including summer months,
which totaled approximately 72 total hours of observation and participation at the school.
Generally, these four embedded cases were the primary driver of data analysis about charter
reform in Harlem, and were triangulated with interviews with participants across the initial 13
charter schools, as well as school visits and document analysis of school records compiled by
charter authorizers.
Formal Interviews with Teachers. In each of the four case study schools, and
occasionally, in some of the other nine charter schools in this study I conducted formal
interviews with teachers. These interviews were semi-structured, lasted an average of one hour
and were transcribed verbatim. Generally, I sampled teachers in the mid elementary grades (2nd,
3rd, or 4th grades). Third grade was main testing grade, and was ideal for research. However,
relationships with teachers in the 2nd (in El Barrio) proved more amenable and corroborative. I
chose this grade to do participant observations. In Elevation I was give much freer range to visit
teachers and establish research relationships. I chose to interview teachers of 2nd and 3rd grade.
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In Jifunza, I developed relationships with teachers of 2nd grade and 3rd grade as well. For each
school, I conducted interviews with between 5 and 7 teachers.
Recruitment of teachers, moreover, came after several weeks of field work in the school,
which allowed participants to develop some sense of familiarity as it related to my presence at
the school. This time also allowed me to sense which teachers were having conflicts, struggles,
and concerns with their school leaders and the school's instructional program, as well as which
teachers views viewed as 'models' of the school's instructional practices and approaches. Time
and duration in the field gave me confidence that I sampled a varied group of perspectives. To
the extent that shared beliefs and struggles among the educators emerged, I was confident that
these would indicate robust findings. Lastly, as the nature of questioning was often about power
and control of teaching, these were sensitive topics to have inside the school building. Teachers
were given the choice of where to conduct the interview. Approximately one-half of all teacher
participants agreed with interviewing in their classrooms, while the other half preferred to
conduct formal interviews outside of school, such as in participants' homes, at favorite
restaurants, or at popular meeting spots among teachers. In Table 9 below, all teacher
participants are listed along with relevant demographic information. Subsequently, in Figure 9, a
summary of all methods and data collected for the study are listed.
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Table 9. Research Participants who were Classroom Teachers at Initial Contact,
(names are pseudonyms)

Teacher Name

Charter
School
Name

Years
in
Education

Years
in
charter
sector

Teacher
Education
Type

Race/Ethnicity

Gender

Age

Hometown

Traditional
(School of Ed)

Asian/Pacific
Islander

Female

30-35

New
York

Traditional
(School of Ed)
Traditional
(School of Ed)
Traditional
(School of Ed)
Traditional
(School of Ed)

Black/African
American
Black/African
American

Female

25-30

Female

30-35

White/Caucasian

Female

30-35

Black/African
American

Female

20-25

Traditional
(School of Ed)
Traditional
(School of Ed)

Female

30-35

New
York

Female

30-35

Illinois

Female

30-35

Female

30-35

1.

Ms. Amy

9

9

2.

Ms. Donna

6

4

3.

Ms. Cindy

7

7

4.

Ms. Rena

7

7

5.

Ms. Rachel

2

2

6.

Ms. Tracy

5

5

7.

Ms. Robinson

5

3

8.

Ms. Alyssa

8

3

Alternative

9.

Ms. Theresa

8

3

Traditional
(School of Ed)

Black/African
American
Black/African
American
Black/African
American
Black/African
American

10. Ms. Samantha

3

2

Alternative

White/Caucasian

Female

25-30

11. Ms. Carmen

5

3

Alternative

White/Caucasian

Female

25-30

12. Ms. Lily

1

1

Alternative

Female

20-25

13. Mr. Eric

1

1

Alternative

Male

20-25

Maryland

14. Ms. Ellen

3

1

Alternative

White/Caucasian

Female

25-30

Florida

3

1

Alternative

White/Caucasian

Female

25-30

Alabama

16. Mr. Shawn

16

5

Black/African
American

Male

35-40

New
York

17. Ms. Kimberly
Patrick

8

3

White/Caucasian

Female

30-35

Maryland

18. Ms. Barbara

4

4

White, Latina/o

Female

25-30

New
York

19. Ms. Marry

14

4

Female

40-45

Senegal

7

3

30-35

New
York

7

2

17

3

5

1

Universitybased
Traditional
(School of Ed)
Traditional
(School of Ed)
Traditional
(School of Ed)
Traditional
(School of Ed)
Traditional
(School of Ed)
Traditional
(School of Ed)
Traditional
(School of Ed)

15. Ms. Alliyah

"El Barrio"
Charter

"Shine
Bright"
Charter

"Elevation"
Charter

20. Ms. Tia
21. Ms. Arlene
22. Ms. Nadia
23. Ms. Bridgette

"Jifunza"
Charter
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Black/African
American
Black/African
American

Black/African
American
Black/African
American

Female

Senegal
Chile
New
York
New
York
Harlem,
NY

Harlem,
NY
New
York
Ohio
New
York
New
York

White/Caucasian

Female

30-35

France

Black/African
American

Female

35-40

New
York

White/Caucasian

Female

35-40

France

24. Mr. Roger
25. Mr. Charles
26. Mr. Benjamin
27. Mr.
Humphrey
28. Mr. Andrew

CMOcharter
CMOcharter

Independen
t Charter

9

5

4

4

3

1

14

14

14

10

Alternative
Traditional
(School of Ed)
Traditional
(School of Ed)
Traditional
(School of Ed)
Traditional
(School of Ed)
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Asian/Pacific
Islander
Black/African
American

Male

30-35

California

Male

30-35

Kentucky

Male

20-25

Black/African
American

Male

35-40

Black/African

Male

35-40

White, Jewish

New
York
Harlem,
NY
Harlem,
NY

Data Collection Across 13 Charter schools in Harlem
Schools: 9 independent charters, 4 CMO-Charters
Data: 22 Interviews with instructional leaders,
Preliminary interviews with teachers (limited)
Preliminary school and classroom observations (limited)
Gathered school documents
Embedded Cases of 4 Charter Schools
Schools: 3 independent charters, 1 CMO-charter
Data: 28 Interviews with teachers across 4 schools
(approx. 5-7 teachers per school),
Extended classroom observations (avg. 8hrs per teacher)
Participant Observations: volunteer, assistant, substitute,
tutor
Misc: attended school functions, staff meetings, held informal
conversations/dialogue w/ faculty, administrators

Figure 9. Summary of Methods and Data Collected
Data Analysis
Lastly, analysis of data included an iterative process of reviewing, analyzing, and coding
all transcribed data using Dedoose Qualitative Software. Data that was coded not using the
software, included field notes, documents, teachers’ curricular artifacts and lesson plans. This
process involved writing memos, summaries, and outlines about the each interview. An
aggregation of the reviewed data was then coded for emergent themes and patterns and
categorized accordingly. Based on iterative coding and categorization, the strongest and most
robust themes emerged and are described. During this process I also revisited and reviewed
descriptions of instruction and classroom-based practices in my field journal to think through
connections and contradictions that emerged in the data. Shared beliefs and prominent themes
related to competition and student culture, however, were also coded from interview data, and
these themes were also compared across schools to understand important differences and
similarities. The similarities across schools, considering that schools were sampled for variation,
informed the larger discussion about charter reform and teaching in Harlem, and the influence of
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market reform and competition on the evolution of the reform. To make clarifications about
information, and in some instances to test the power of these themes across classrooms and
contexts, I revisited schools in the study in light of preliminary findings. I continued with themes
that were most consistent across the schools and which I felt carried resonance overtime in my
second, though short, visits into the field. Open coding yielded the following themes:
"Testing/Data"; "Expectations of Teachers/Autonomy"; "Relationships/Stable-unstable";
"Relationships/Knowing; "Flexibility/Responsiveness" "and "Community/Knowing." I wrote
analysis memos to synthesize the connections across the themes and also revisited interview
transcripts. Some themes were combined in light of similarities, while other codes became subcodes or super-codes (e.g. "Knowing" became a super-code related boundaries and community,
while data and relationships became sub-codes when I realized that both were expressed as
dimensions of knowing).
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Chapter V
SURVIVING IN THE SHADOW OF "HOME DEPOT":
INSTRUCTIONAL DIFFERENCES AND DILEMMAS AMONG
LEADERS OF “MOM-AND-POP” CHARTER SCHOOLS

You remember in the old mom-pop hardware stores, you would go in
and get a widget. And the old guy and his wife would go get [it], come
back, and say “how are your boys or your girls?” And you’d say “oh
they’re doing well.” . . . Then Home Depot came and it wiped out all of
the mom-and-pop stores and so everybody had to go to Home Depot. But
Home Depot was not the same [experience] . . . everything was so neatly
organized, but you had to go into this giant warehouse to get this and that.
And people just did not really know you at home-depot. Well those trends
seem to be happening [in Harlem] with our charter schools.
-Mr. Yeats (Director of Instruction at a
mom-and-pop charter school in central Harlem)

The findings indicate that differently managed charter schools managed differently their
associations with the local community, due mainly to different values of “knowing” and
constructs of knowledge. These differences ultimately shaped different approaches to instruction
between “mom-and-pop” charter schools and “home-depot” charter schools. However, in light of
shifts across Harlem’s charter sector toward a centralized and consolidated market of charter
schools led to the expansion and dominance of CMOs and its practices, competitive pressures to
outperform CMO charter schools led to instructional dilemmas and concessions on the part of
mom-and-pop leaders. These concessions signal not only the homogenizing impact of market
forces, but also shifts in power between the different values of “knowing” and constructs of
knowledge represented in the groups of schools.
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Briefly, as I will show throughout this chapter, leaders in mom-and-pop charter schools
expressed a value for “knowing” that conveyed knowledge about students within the context of
their local community and its histories, languages, race and ethnic groups, and traditions, as well
as its tensions, struggles, and marginalizing experiences with public schools. For leaders in these
schools, this knowledge of context represented ‘layers of complexity’ that required flexibility and
autonomy on the part of educators and leaders whose task it was to generate instruction that was
mindful of, and responsive to, the local context and its complexities. By complexity, leaders
mentioned language and ethnic diversity in the neighborhood and school: “we have kids from
five different countries.” Another leader explained complexity when noting, “There are social
issues, poverty issues, and issues with parent attitudes about school because of the way parents
have been mistreated over the years by the system.” As such, leaders in these schools stressed
relationships with community members, parents, and students themselves as key factors that
shaped the organization of instruction at the school. I defined practices in these schools as
relationship-driven because they were predicated on contextualized relationships and values of
knowing and of knowledge.
On the other hand, as I will also show below, leaders of schools managed by CMOs
expressed a different construct of “knowing” that was tied to technical measures of student
performance. Precise knowledge about students’ performance habits on tests was highly valued
by leaders because it signified progress toward future-oriented goals (both short- and long-term),
including future performance of students on end-of-year state exams, future status of the school
in the market of other school choices, as well as future admission of students to competitive
middle schools and colleges. These goals were valued above knowledge of current and historic
context and stable relationships with local community members, parents, or students. As such,
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relationships in these schools were often in flux, manifested in high student and teacher attrition
rates for each of the four CMOs represented in the study. In this vein, leaders in CMO-led
charter schools expressed a technical construct of “knowing” that was limited to objective facts
about students’ performance on exams, which served as the primary identifier for students, and
upon which leaders tried to predict a range of future-oriented goals.
Also of import were findings that instructional leaders in home-depot charter schools
described being less in control of their practices, compared to instructional leaders in mom-andpop charter schools, mainly because the CMO’s senior leaders (e.g., senior managers, regional
directors, and executives) saw their task as generating the stock of “best practices” and
instructional approaches for uniform dissemination and implementation across the organization.
School-level leaders described being limited in their capacity to change or negotiate these
practices. Instead, and due to the value of data about students’ performance on tests, instructional
leaders in CMO charter schools saw their task as effectively implementing best practices in a
uniform way, but these practices were generated by central agents. Their instructional tasks also
included tracking, gathering, responding to, and improving data about students to send back to
central agents who revised best practices. Hence, instruction depended on knowledge about
students that was less dependent on context and relationships, and more dependent on
hierarchical flows of abstracted information about students and their performance on tests. The
mining and production of data were often conflated with teaching and learning. As such, school
leaders of CMO-led charter schools described “digging into the data” in order to “know” who
their students were and to shape instructional practices that responded to data. Leaders also noted
that “every day is data-day” and that “the data speaks for itself.”
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Discussed in the following pages, moreover, is how the differently managed schools and
their different values of knowing fared differently in a market of choice and competition that
pivoted primarily on technocratic forms of knowledge and efficient production of test scores as
markers of learning and achievement. Not surprisingly, the focus on test scores in data-driven
CMO-led charter schools aligned well with market indicators of achievement. When scores were
high (and even when scores were not high), these schools were more often regarded by charter
authorizers as a model of “success” and legitimated the distribution of more charters to the
organization in order to start more charter schools. The expansion and replication of CMO-led
charter schools across the community, however, also legitimated (in the eyes of all school leaders
and teachers) the technocratic forms of knowing that were tied to data and independent of
context.
In light of the market “success” of CMOs (i.e., high test scores, expansion and
replication, as well private capital and revenue), leaders in mom-and-pop charter schools
struggled with how to translate their value of ‘knowing’ and of knowledge that was relationshipdriven within market logics that defined knowledge in much narrower terms. As such, these
leaders reluctantly made concessions to their instructional approaches. One example included
critical forms of knowledge possessed by students and community members in Harlem, which
involved historic traditions of resistance to subordination and social and cultural conformity.
These knowledges were manifested in a repertoire of cultural practices on the part of students
who deployed them, not as resistance to education, but as resistance to conformity, a way to
traverse the multiethnic context of Harlem, and the means to negotiate social norms and
expectations outside of Harlem. These skills were referred to by leaders as “code-switching,” as
managing the “culture of power” (Delpit, 1995, p. 282), and included having the ability to speak
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multiple languages, dialects, and vernaculars. Of importance was that these skills were not
perceived as oppositional to education, and were indeed valued by leaders in mom-and-pop
charter schools given their knowledge of Harlem as both a multilingual and multiethnic
community and a historically marginalized community. Hence, “cultural flexibility” (Carter,
2010, p. 1531) on the part of students and families was welcomed and shaped instructional
practices that guarded against conformity and passivity.
Nonetheless, in a market of competition based on technocratic ideas of measurable
knowledge and test score production, these skills (and the time devoted to helping students
develop them) were soon regarded as impediments to market success and to achievement, and
were jettisoned in favor of “quick-fix” test preparation. As one educator explained, she valued
critical knowledges among students about code-switching, but they were not “resume-able” in a
competition for high test scores.
Based on the findings presented below, I end this chapter with a critique of market theory
as it relates to education. Ironically, although market advocates claimed autonomous schools of
choice and competition would serve as the vehicle for responsiveness to communities (i.e.,
clients) and for fomenting diversification in practice (Chubb & Moe, 1995), market pressures in
Harlem have worked in the opposite manner. The findings indicated that not only did market
forces reward and validate specific values of knowing and of knowledge, but those values in fact
yielded practices that were the least responsive to the context in which students developed as
learners and to the layers of complexity that shaped this development. The market, moreover,
rewarded schools that embraced a uniformity of practices as opposed to flexibility in practice.
The market’s validation of uniformity and context-independent forms of teaching, which induced
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mom-and-pop leaders to make concessions to their instructional practices, signaled trends toward
homogeneity across schools instead of diversification.
Thus, as the charter sector in Harlem shifted at the macro level toward consolidation and
centralization, practices at the classroom level were shifting as well, away from heterogeneous
instructional practices that valued knowledge of local context and promoted flexibility. The rise
of CMOs, therefore, signaled the rise of uniform “best practices”—a re-emergence of the “onesize-fits-all” approach to teaching and learning— and a significant irony (and consequence) for
traditionally marginalized students whom market advocates hoped to rescue from the rigidity of
large bureaucratic systems.
Values of “Knowing” in Mom-and-Pop Schools as
Relationship-Driven and Context-Specific
Being competitive and losing a sense of yourself are two different things to
me. . . . But as Blacks and Latinos, it’s like we’ve been taught not to be this or
not to be that, and instead we’ve been told to conform to this straight line—but
when is the time for our kids to use imagination, to think, and to be themselves?
I ask my students all the time to figure out the answer to that question, “Who are
you?” If teachers just tell them to be one way, to compromise themselves for
competition in the job market, that doesn’t help with anything other than send
the message that the people “up there” have the right to control us “down here.”

The remarks above were from Mr. Andrews, who was sitting on the edge of a table in the
gymnasium of one of Harlem’s oldest charter schools. He was sitting next to his friend and
colleague, Mr. Humphrey. The men were both African American in their early 40s. In the
interview, Mr. Humphrey announced with pride, “I’m from Harlem. I was born in Harlem, I
went to school in Harlem. And I love this community, and I love the rapport I have with people
in the community.” Mr. Andrews followed up about his friend, “Yeah, we can go to the park
right now and you can’t walk ten feet with [Humphrey] without people stopping to talk to him,
or saying ‘Hey, I know him, that’s Mr. H.’ That’s why people call him Mr. Mayor!” Together,
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Mr. Andrews and Mr. Humphrey laughed. But soon there was a short pause. Mr. Andrews
continued, “But we should want that.” According to Mr. Andrews, students should want to be in
a school with leaders and educators who “know” them and are “known” by them in the
community.
Together the teachers articulated a value of knowing that includes not only familiarity
with names and people, but familiarity with experiences and challenges unique to the Harlem
context. Mr. Andrews expressed this context-specific knowing when he explained, “We see
ourselves in most of the kids. There’s not one problem that our kids face that we [pointing to he
and Humphrey], and as a people, have not faced.” Mr. Andrews gave the example of children
who sometimes come to school hungry or with other basic needs, given the level of poverty in
the neighborhood. He explained, “If you’re someone who always has it [food], and has always
had it, you don’t really get the concept [of scarcity] and you’re not going to be as
understanding.” Lack of understanding about the challenges of the context, moreover, might
cause teachers to develop deficit views about children’s learning capacity and put problematic
labels on them that marginalize their academic experience. This time Mr. Humphrey explained,
“[Teachers] have got to really know the community they’re going into . . . primarily because kids
face all type of challenges before they’re even actually able to come to school and learn. . . . So
someone less familiar with the challenges might come along and put a label on them.” These
labels might include “special education,” which could signify a range of erroneous beliefs about
students such as emotionally disturbed, mentally challenged, defiant, oppositional, or generalized
as behavior “problems.”
Yet knowing the community required developing relationships with students over time,
which demands having patience with them as they find and express their unique skills and
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talents. Hence, knowing students was about patience and flexibility, which eschewed notions of
disposability or exclusion of students who did not immediately acquiesce to school norms and
expectations. As Mr. Humphrey explained, “One of the most fulfilling things to get out of this
profession is when we see that the kid who was a troubled kid throughout, to see later that he’s
on his way to college or he graduated from college.” This sense of pride, however, requires a
long-lasting and enduring relationship with students over time. Mr. Andrews elaborated:
Yeah, there was that one child Wayne. I’ll never forget when he was in kindergarten,
he used to go from one side of the room to the other, and turn the lights off all the time!
[laughing]. Well, Wayne is in the Culinary Institute now. He’s cheffin’ it up! On
Facebook, he keeps constantly sending me pictures!

These stories were examples of enduring relationships yielded from the value of knowing
students who required patience and flexibility—relationships which they believed fostered
success in school and beyond.
Soon, Mr. Andrews and Mr. Humphrey explained their disdain for the structural shifts in
the charter sector that have happened over time. As educators in their school since its founding
nearly 15 years ago, the two men are perhaps the longest educator participants in New York’s
charter sector. Moreover, they contrasted their view of charter schools and its purpose with the
current strain of charter schools replicating in the neighborhood, a difference they described as
charter schools intended to foster a “sound community” and schools that are “corporate minded.”
Mr. Humphrey explained what he means by a corporate mindset: “It’s basically the inability to
approach things from different perspectives and to address all the needs of the children. But with
this profession you have to able to tackle things from different perspectives and points of view.”
Hence, the men drew stark differences between their charter school—whose principal was a
former educator in the school and a long-time community resident in Harlem—and those
replicating across the community that were led by “corporate-minded” outsiders. The defining
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distinction between them, however, was related to values of knowing, relationships, and the
capacity for flexibility.
Despite participating the longest time in New York’s charter sector, the men described
their school as outliers in the charter sector, and indeed as “outsiders” in the shadow of more
dominant CMOs and CMO-led charter schools. This is perhaps why they were surprised when I
asked to interview them. They agreed: “[The media] won’t even mention us. Our charter school
doesn’t have the million dollars backing us like Shine Bright Academy or Excel Charter
Network, or the other big financial backers.” Despite their sense of marginality, they reminded
me that “We were the blueprint, and without us, there would be no them [CMO-charter
schools].”
Flexibility and Autonomy That Enact Values of Knowing
Related to Relationships and Context
The views of Mr. Humphrey and Mr. Andrews were similar to those of the groups of
instructional leaders across mom-and-pop charter schools in the study. Indeed, themes of
flexibility and responsiveness to knowledge about context-specific issues or challenges arose
across interviews with these leaders. Mathew Yeats, for example, was the director of instruction
in a small charter school in central Harlem. He not only took pride in being able to change
curricular models and adapt instruction to the particular needs of his students, but he also
regarded this capacity as a fundamental distinction between charter schools and CMO-led charter
schools that adopted what he called the “corporatist way.” The “needs” of students that he
described in the interview included the need to have engaging classes that did not make students
feel as “their people” have done nothing special in history, literature, science, or the arts. Having
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grown up a few blocks away from central Harlem himself and attended nearby public schools,
Mr. Yeats explained:
For years, when I was in public school in New York City, I hated American history
because Blacks were slaves, and Indians were killed, and European Whites were like
God’s gift to the world. I didn’t understand why was it that Native Americans and Blacks
were always the victims, and Whites were all so beautiful and so heroic.

As the director of instruction at his school, Mr. Yeats believed students in Harlem need
instruction that does not frame Black children as victims or Whites as heroes. He also eschewed
the opposite: curriculum that frames Whites as hostile aggressors and Blacks as heroes. Instead,
he believed in developing curriculum that conveys “a balanced truth” that touches upon each
race and ethnic group’s contributions to Western civilization. As he said, “In our social studies
curriculum we don’t take away knowledge about the Greeks and the Romans or the English and
the Victorians. No! I don’t take away any of that, but add to it what was left out about the
contributions of black and Indians.” Of import, however, is Mr. Yeats’ ability to work flexibly
with the curriculum, adapt it according to what he believes are the needs of his students, and
basing it on his knowing about racial bias in curriculum and his experience in the context of
Harlem. He described this flexibility as distinct from the “corporatist way” which he believed
was reflected in CMO-led charter schools:
Uniformity is the corporatist way, but what gets lost in that kind of environment is
personalization. What happens to teaching the whole child when you have a vision that
says this is how we do it [as a private organization] and this is how students have to be in
order to stay in [our organization]?

Paula Meyers was also the director of instruction and co-founder of her charter school in
central Harlem. She expressed value for the small-scale operation of mom-and-pop charter
schools: “It’s really good that we’re localized and we have one board of trustees because there
are decisions that we’re able to make about the academic program that can provide continuity.”
Indeed, the small-scale operation was seen as an instructional necessity: “[Charters] were
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designed for innovation in teaching, anything larger would dilute the quality.” For Meyers,
quality of instruction and a small scale were intertwined because they were tied to flexibility and
responsiveness to the context and to the community’s “layers of complexity.” In the interview,
these complexities were defined by Ms. Meyers, and her co-founder Mr. Rivers, as “social
issues, poverty issues, and issues with parent attitudes about school because of the way parents
have been mistreated over the years by the system.” Indeed, Ms. Meyers and Mr. Rivers were
wary of all forms of central control, including the Department of Education and charter school
management organizations, which they believed prevented flexibility and responsiveness to
context-specific challenges and complexities.
The growth of CMOs across the community, therefore, seemed to rock the core intent of
the charter school for these leaders. According to Principal Rivers, “There was supposed to be
one board for one school. And that board was supposed to give all its attention to that one school.
No longer did we have to deal with citywide initiatives affecting us, or that were made because
of decisions and issues happening elsewhere.” When reflecting on replication and consolidation
trends associated with the rise of CMOs, Rivers warned, “As CMOs grow, the supply of smart
people, committed people, and multi-talented people who were supposed to be devoted to one
school diminishes, especially as CMOs add three to seven schools per year.” Indeed, for Ms.
Meyers, consolidation patterns and shifts toward centralization “contradict the whole point of
why I wanted to start a charter school in the first place.” Mr. Rivers noted, moreover, that
pedagogical consequences were related to macro-level shifts in management and the governance
structure of charter schools, which mirrored problems associated with large bureaucratic
systems. “Changes to the New York charter school law works to create an economy of scale on
the governance level that starts to sound like a district.” While New York City’s district, which
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oversees the education of nearly 1.1 million students, is no match for the consolidation and
centralization unfolding among 30 charter schools in the neighborhood, Mr. Rivers believed
nonetheless that these forces worked similarly to “dilute the quality of responsiveness to urban
communities.”
Flexibility was also tied to autonomy, as leaders in mom-and-pop charter schools
described themselves as “decision makers” who were “inside the school building” as opposed to
distant locations in district or central offices. For Mr. Rivers and Ms. Meyers, the proximity to
parents and community members, as decision makers for instruction in their school, allowed
them to shape not only the content but the pace of learning. Ms. Meyers, for example, explained
the importance of flexibility with pacing that was embedded in the instructional model
implemented at her school: “We implement [constructivist] programs that involve muddling
through, and talking, writing, and trying out different strategies. It’s all a process.” As such, Ms.
Meyers noted that “a scripted program cannot address our learners” because “it’s too inflexible.”
Like Meyers, Mr. Charles was also an instructional leader at his current mom-and-pop
charter school, after serving as a math coach and coordinator for math instruction at his former
CMO-led charter school in Harlem. He too expressed value for flexibility with pacing. Several
months into his new position at the mom-and-pop charter school, Mr. Charles compared his new
experiences to his former experience in a CMO charter. “Going from a big CMO to a smaller
charter school is like going from New York City to the south! It’s much slower, but I feel that
my principal really cares about shaping a culture that has deep structures and systems and a more
solid foundation.” Compared to the pace of former leaders, what Mr. Charles described as a
“100-mile-an-hour” approach to getting results, he noted appreciation for working closely with
the school principal to design math instruction that was tailored to the particular students in the
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school. “The sense of urgency here feels different because there’s a lot that we’re trying to do,
but there’s a strong foundation that we’re trying to build. So now my sense of urgency has
changed, and I’m slowly implementing a process to make sure everything is lined up properly.”
The Social and Cultural Significance of “Knowing” for Flexible and
Relationship-Driven Instruction Across Mom-and-Pop Charter Schools
The cherished flexibility and autonomy of leaders in mom-and-pop charter schools had
social and cultural significance for teaching and learning. While specific instructional approaches
varied across mom-and-pop charter schools, the leaders noted that flexibility and autonomy
allowed them to shape responsive pedagogical environments in different ways. These approaches
were evident in the three mom-and-pop charter schools selected for this study: Jifunza Charter
School, El Barrio Charter School, and Elevations Charter School. I categorized these three
schools’ approaches as community-oriented instruction, student-oriented instruction, and
constructivist-oriented instruction, respectively. These practices were not mutually exclusive
across the schools, but represented different iterations of ‘knowing’ based on relationships
developed with community organizations and groups, parents, and students—all of which
strengthened their knowledge of the local context and to which the leaders geared instruction.
Jifunza Charter School and Community-oriented Instruction
Some leaders of mom-and-pop charter schools constructed their instructional models
based on relationships with community groups and vocal parents, some of whom sat on
governance boards for the school and were allowed to shape decisions about the hiring and firing
of administrators. In this vein, the school’s relationships with parents were strong, and because
parents were allowed significant input, the school responded well to parent wishes (at least to the
most vocal parents). Ms. Reynolds, for example, was a former teacher and parent who enrolled
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her child in Jifunza charter school and eventually became its assistant principal after serving as
head of the PTO and sitting on the school’s board. “The parents run the school. I mean we think
[administrators] run the school, but in reality, it’s the parents’ interests and the parents’ desires
that run the school.”
In response to parents’ demands, Ms. Reynolds’ charter school was founded to offer a
dual language program in Portuguese, one of few dual language programs in the city, and was
particularly tailored toward West African immigrant families in Harlem. The involvement of
immigrant parents, moreover, who Ms. Reynolds described are “grassroots, but at the same time,
very well-educated,” impacted school operations and instructional approaches. “As
administrators, we simply can’t get away with overly strict rules that may be used in other
schools.” These overly strict rules were defined as rules encouraging uniformity between
students, which she believed denied parents’ preference for environments that fostered
flexibility, creativity, and freedom. “Every parent thinks their child is special and wants them to
be treated that way.”
Mindful of the local community in which the school operated, Ms. Reynolds noted the
patchwork of various ethnic groups, which included African American students, African
immigrant children from west and east Africa, West Indian/Caribbean groups from the Diaspora,
as well as Latino/a student groups from South America, Central America, and the Caribbean.
Although students shared common racial identities, Ms. Reynolds believed diversity in language,
religion, immigrant status, and class were equally important. As such, both Reynolds and her
principal Ms. Harding explained that “We keep [classes] very mixed on purpose” in the hope of
fostering cross-cultural exchanges and an appreciation for difference among both students and
their parents whose different backgrounds have otherwise led to divisions and tensions in the
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community. “You’ll see some parents turn up their nose at our other parents, and even amongst
African populations there are huge divisions.” But by maintaining diverse classrooms and a dual
language curricular model, Ms. Reynolds felt her school was not only helping to cultivate
bilingual and bicultural students, but was diffusing tensions across diverse groups and ultimately
fostering a family-like community of parents: “We want a public school to have a kind of small
school feel. So ours is very family-like—a dysfunctional family sometimes, but still a family
where everyone knows everyone.” Again, knowing everyone was a way to foster a sense of
community in which the school was regarded as an extension.
El Barrio Charter School and Student-oriented Instruction
Leaders in El Barrio charter school, also a mom-and-pop charter school, organized
instruction that was described as student-driven, shaped by a focus on fostering strong
relationships between students and teachers. The leaders in these schools encouraged teachers to
reflect on their own cultural identities in order to respond effectively to the cultural identities and
practices of students, which in turn impacted learning in classrooms. From this perspective,
learning was understood as being situated in meaningful social and cultural relationships. Ms.
Carla and Ms. Lisa, for example, were instructional leaders for El Barrio. Each spoke about
hiring teachers who genuinely “loved” and “respected” the children in the surrounding
community, an element they believed was non-negotiable to their school’s instructional program.
“You can’t teach teachers to love Andre [referring to a student nearby]. Those things have to be
apparent from the beginning. So I pay attention to how [teacher candidates] interact with kids,
when no one is looking. Do they respect them? What do their conversations sound like?”
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Ms. Carla and Ms. Lisa articulated values of knowing that were tied to context and
community when they explained the value of hiring educators who understood “where students
are coming from” and how they construct their identities:
So much of middle school is just learning how to be a human being . . . to just be a
person. And our students have a ton of baggage they’re dealing with and they still have to
go in the classroom and be successful, but they need someone to sit down and validate
that life is hard sometimes.

A lack of knowledge and a lack of value for “where students come from” were seen by leaders in
El Barrio as deficits in “cultural proficiency” among teachers, which could threaten teachers’
relationships with students:
We actually have a teacher who struggles with cultural proficiency and with really
understanding where our kids are, and then how to get them where they need to be
[academically] and in a way that respects them as people. Part of it I think is cultural
language, and part of it is really the basics of classroom management. And part of it is
White teachers needing to unpacking some of their own White guilt.

For this reason, a school policy in El Barrio includes “Harlem Chats” which allows
students who are having difficult days to choose any adult in the building to spend time with, and
to talk through what is going on in their lives that make focusing on school work difficult. For
Ms. Carla and Ms. Lisa, this policy respects students’ daily struggles and the development of
healthy relationships with teachers: “Our process honors human development.” As noted by Mr.
Humphrey and Mr. Andrews in the opening of this chapter, policies in El Barrio require patience
and flexibility with students, even as they push through challenges related to their context. These
processes have also deepened teachers’ knowledge about children’s lives outside of school to
support the development of more relevant instruction. Ms. Lisa spoke about providing flexibility
for students to choose literature that resonated with them, while also encouraging students to see
their lives as tied to universal experiences in other parts of the world:
We encourage students to read what’s valuable and important to them. And on the
other side, we encourage them to look beyond one set of texts. So we read something like
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Sharon Flake’s Bang and Red Badge of Courage, and talk about coming of age and
violence in all different communities and what it means.

The leaders in El Barrio also allow time for students to discuss cultural differences, and
particularly the “culture of power” (Delpit, 1995), which involves balancing different
perspectives and points of view based on social experiences in an unequal society:
I think we do a pretty good job of holding our kids accountable to being able to codeswitch and to learn the culture of power . . . so we have conversations, for example, about
the ways people can take back power. . . . I think that for our kids there is always an
important lesson about whether or not it’s fair or correct in the way that they are
perceived by everyone outside of their community. . . . Maybe they shouldn’t care that
that’s how the world perceives them, but we encourage them to at least understand that
and have the knowledge to make their choices.

Hence, the leaders in El Barrio value approaches that attend to students’ social and
cultural challenges in urban contexts like Harlem, which seek to validate students’ life
experiences, their choices and abilities to be culturally flexible (Carter, 2012), and which
ultimately try to deepen their relationships to teachers and to learning.
Elevations Charter School and Constructivist-oriented Instruction
Values of knowing also shape commitments to particular instructional models. The
leaders in Elevations charter school were committed to fostering what they believed was
“authentic learning” experiences for students. Principal Rivers and Ms. Meyers have led
Elevations charter school and guided teachers on the implementation of curriculum. Teachers
were paired together at each grade level in a co-teaching model. Ms. Meyers, for example,
discussed her value of knowing and relationship as an authentic learning experience shared
between teachers and students—values which have shaped her decision to use math and ESL
curricula that promote constructivist theories of learning and allow students and teachers to “play
around” with concepts instead of simple algorithm work (i.e., doing math problems as isolated
tasks or memorizing math facts). For this reason, Ms. Meyers emphasized the value of teachers
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knowing the math and understanding that kids need to understand the math too. In light of
constructivist programs, Ms. Meyers felt it was important to support teachers, who often get
anxious when students’ answers are not “correct” or “precise.” She encourages teachers and
students to muddle through the material, talk about it, write about it, and try out different
strategies. She thinks of learning as a process of knowing and understanding, as opposed to
behavior and performance.
In general, the interviews with the leaders of three mom-and-pop charter schools—
Jifunza, El Barrio, and Elevations—illustrated in different ways the value of knowing that was
tied to context and to relationships between students and the curriculum (Elevations), between
students and teachers (El Barrio), and between students and the community in which they lived
(Jifunza). Their practices were not exclusive, but nonetheless deployed values of knowledge
about the context in which students lived and organized instruction in response to this
knowledge. The structure of the mom-and-pop schools, as small autonomous schools, allowed
the leaders flexibility to deploy and develop responsive environments of teaching and learning.
The Value of Knowing in Home-Depot Charter Schools
as Data-Driven and Context-Independent
As I noted in Chapter IV, by the time I completed data collection in summer 2013, nearly
66% of the 44 charter schools in Harlem were affiliated with charter management organizations.
During preliminary visits to charter schools, some leaders in mom-and-pop charter schools
referred to charter management organizations as “Home Depots,” due to their direct and
centralized control of multiple schools across the neighborhood, as well as their “business-like”
style of coordination and presentation. By “business-like,” the informants referred to marketing
campaigns and advertisements about the school that were visible in common areas (e.g., on
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buses, telephone stands, park benches, etc.). Hence, the growing presence of the schools was not
only a fact of their replication in number, but of their visibility in the neighborhood.
In this section, however, I demonstrate that not only were “home depots” larger in scale
and visibility than the smaller mom-and-pop charter schools, but values of knowing, flexibility,
and responsiveness in instruction were also fundamentally different. The instructional leaders in
the home-depot charter schools described having less control in the design of instruction in their
school. Thus, the leaders described responding to senior managers, regional directors, and chief
executives in central offices who coordinated not only budgets and operations, but also
curriculum design and instruction.
Indeed, according to the instructional leaders of CMO-managed schools, curriculum
design and instruction are of primary interest to senior managers who value knowledge in the
form of measurable data, such as test scores. Indeed, to manage multiple schools at once, the
instructional leaders described senior managers who asked them to implement uniform
instructional models across all schools that were proven to generate favorable data and high test
scores.
Principal Wynn, for example, was the principal of Shine Bright Charter School, a homedepot charter school managed by a CMO. She explained the value of uniformity shared by her
senior managers: “[Our mangers] believe in the replicable model. . . . So our curriculums are the
same, our literacy instruction is the same, our math instruction is the same. . . . There are little
things that [leaders] can tweak, but there are certain things that are by design, and we are not
allowed to change.”
To ensure uniform and efficient application of instructional models across schools,
Principal Wynn noted the frequency with which senior managers visited her school, announced
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and unannounced, and held virtual meetings with leaders: “Our senior leaders have at least two
to three meetings a week with us [about instruction]—whether they’re on video or in person.”
The control of senior managers over curriculum and instruction was regarded as a “trade-off,”
relieved from the burden of operational responsibilities such as budgeting, facilities
management, reporting, and the like. “I’m not sitting in my office all day looking at budgets and
approving this and approving that and worrying about the nurse and all that stuff.” Like Principal
Wynn, Principal Anderson was also fond of her CMO, which was part of a national organization
that managed over 100 charter schools. She was particularly fond of its enormous resources and
supports for operations and professional development. According to one study, Principal
Anderson’s school had significant private investments that yielded, on average, upwards of an
additional $5,700 per student (Miron, Urschel, & Saxton, 2011).
However, access to private capital and resources, as well as freedom from having to
coordinate budgets and operations, has its consequences, particularly in terms of autonomy and
responsiveness of instruction to students. Ms. Anderson noted, for example, that her organization
was indeed invested in its “brand” of best practices, which was neither tied to the specific
context of Harlem nor developed in relationships with community members, teachers, or
students. In this vein, she described her CMO as independent of context and relationships with
people outside of it, which could feel like a “bubble” at times. Ms. Anderson noted that at times
she felt that the uniqueness of her students requires unique instructional approaches, and she
expressed the desire to work against the “cookie-cutter” approaches that were tied to the CMO’s
“brand.”
For Assistant Principal Ms. Theresa, however, the lack of decision making regarding
curriculum and instruction was bothersome. As a former classroom teacher in Ms. Wynn’s
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school (Shine Bright charter school), she was newly positioned in administration in a different
school managed by the same CMO as Shine Bright. Ms. Theresa acquiesced to the demands of
the senior managers, but was bothered by the organization’s top-down hierarchical structure,
which she described as sometimes resembling forms of “bullying” and chronic reprimanding of
those who did not obey senior leaders. “The [organization] goes about this whole bullying tactic
with teachers. Managers try to bully teachers into doing what they want . . . but they should want
people to do things because they see the value in it, not because they tell us to do it.”
The values of senior managers, moreover, primarily included technical forms of data. Mr.
Shawn, for example, was the founding Dean of a home-depot charter school of similar size and
presence as Ms. Theresa’s CMO. Mr. Shawn ascertained that data were the primary value of his
senior leaders who were “under the gun” by private investors for production. “The idea from
donors was that ‘we are giving [your school] all of this money, so where are our results?’ But
when money came, quality of instruction became diluted. . . . It was suddenly about structure and
quick, short results! [snaps fingers].” Mr. Shawn surmised that the more private investments his
charter organization received, the more pressure there was to produce returns on such
investments, in the form of high test scores. Mr. Shawn eventually left the CMO in search of a
charter that “fit” with his professional ideas about teaching and learning. His departure was due
primarily to his disagreements with the data-driven forms of knowing and responsiveness that his
senior managers encouraged: “My [former CMO employer] wasn’t really about developing the
whole child. They were about results. That’s it.”
Mr. Shawn, however, was a former classroom teacher in Harlem with nine years of
experience. In explaining the difference between his instructional style and that of the managers
of his former CMO, he revealed differences in the values of “knowing” and of knowledge. As he
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described, “I believed in drawing from wells of rich knowledge among the students,” particularly
among students of color whose communities he felt had a history of resilience and hope which
fueled education endeavors for social change. As such, Mr. Shawn hoped to connect students to
the historic context and meaning of education for social justice in Harlem, a value he described
as much broader than passing exams: “[History] shows that change is bigger than 1 + 1 or 2 + 2
or 10 × 10. Students have to be able to draw from a well of rich knowledge that will keep them
pressing toward the mark of a higher prize.” The senior managers in his former CMO, however,
had a different value of knowledge. Instead of managers drawing from the wells of knowledge
among Black and Latino communities, they were “digging for data” to raise test scores.
Like Mr. Shawn, Ms. Theresa in Shine Bright charter school questioned data-driven
forms of knowledge that did not connect to the context (current or historic) in which the school
operated. Both Ms. Theresa and Mr. Shawn rejected data as a meaningful source of knowledge
or as a driver of educational activity and motivation, either for them as instructional leaders or
for their students whom they described as needing “joy” (at the least) and relevance in learning
to make school worthwhile. The most worthwhile knowledge, explained Mr. Shawn, was tied to
context, so that students could become agents of change to transform their context. “I look at
learning as building up students from within. I don’t want to quantify them, I want to qualify
them to be pillars of their community . . . so that they can impact the day and be an agent of
change.” To the contrary, Ms. Wynn, Ms. Anderson, Ms. Theresa, and Ms. Shawn were tasked
with implementing best practices from the CMOs that promised to yield better data in the form
of high test scores. Instruction rooted in data production, however, meant that little to nothing
about what children learned was connected specifically to their community.
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Consequently, because of his different value of knowing and of knowledge, Mr. Shawn
also left his CMO-run charter school because he felt like a “misfit” among senior managers
pushing for test score production, which limited his ability to shape instruction. However, not all
leaders resolved their differences with CMO management by voluntarily leaving. Others were
forced to leave, pushed out of the schools because of their clashes with senior managers over
knowledge and instruction. As noted earlier, Mr. Charles was an instructional leader of his momand-pop charter school, but was dismissed from his former CMO charter school in central
Harlem. Charged with overseeing math development for the upper elementary grades at his
former CMO-run charter school, Mr. Charles served as an instructional coach for math teachers
across the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades. Although he initially acquiesced to the data-driven
rationales of his senior managers, he was let go unexpectedly due to differences between senior
managers and himself and his principal at the time. These differences were related to different
values of knowledge and knowing. “[The CMO] had a great reputation and many of our board
members were famous and were millionaires and billionaires, but they operated from a business
standpoint. So they were only looking at children’s test scores or results, and to them teachers
were either making results or not making results.”
Mr. Charles noted with regret his own apparent disposability and that of his principal, and
both chose not to follow suit with data-driven rationales of knowing. As Mr. Charles said: “For
those who don’t look at the kids as being a product or a result . . . and who wanted to help people
grow [by] taking into consideration their different experiences, they were pressured to operate in
a certain way or they were found replaceable.” Hence, the value of knowledge Mr. Charles had
about children’s experiences (context-dependent) clashed with different rationales about valuable
forms of knowledge that were abstracted from the context and related to the production of
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technical information that would yield test scores. Moreover, the replaceable ethos of senior
managers who disposed easily of teachers with different values of knowing reflected the lack of
value for relationships which were evident in the mom-and-pop charter schools. Hence, Mr.
Charles eventually learned that he too was replaceable in the eyes of senior management: “I
worked for the organization for three and a half years, and my dismissal took two minutes.”
On the whole, Mr. Charles and Mr. Shawn were outliers among leaders in
CMO-led charter schools in terms of their rejection of data-driven values of knowing. Interviews
with the CMO leaders in Shine Bright charter school, to the contrary, were more solidly on board
with their CMO’s practices. In this vein, to better understand the data-driven value of knowing
(and of knowledge), Mr. Peters proudly articulated his CMO’s approach to instruction, which
was similar in size and scale to Mr. Charles’ and Mr. Shawn’s CMO. In fact, Mr. Peters was the
senior director of pedagogy across all schools in his CMO (including Shine Bright charter
school), which was one of the largest charter management organizations in Harlem. Mr. Peters
felt he earned his position because of his ability to “deliver” results (i.e., data) expediently and
thus satisfy the wishes of private investors and the charter founders. “Well, I’ve been involved
from the beginning of this [CMO’s] project. I’d say to the charter founders early on, ‘So what
kind of scores do you want this time around? Tell me what you want.’ And then I’d say, ‘Done!’
[slams hand down on table].” Mr. Peters recalled that the founders were “big on data,” and he
felt confident that he could “move any kid” (in terms of scores). Mr. Peters explained:
I’m probably one of the strongest educators in the city, because I can make the claim
that I can move any kid’s [scores]. . . . I bypass all those emotional issues with family
problems and lack of security. . . . I do ‘bypass surgery’ and I find a way to put students
on the right track.

Hence, Mr. Peters attributed his strength as a teacher, and his rise within the CMO to
senior director of pedagogy, to his ability to produce data, primarily by bypassing context122

specific knowledge or challenges facing students. For this, he was valued in the CMO for his
lack of responsiveness to students and knowledge of their context, and thus proudly delivered
abstracted information to senior leaders in the form of test scores. Indeed, knowledge about
students was limited to their test measures. “We know our students very well. So we know
exactly where they are in performance. We know which ones are scoring at a 1 or 2 and need
help getting to 3 and 4,” stated Ms. Robinson, who was a teacher in Mr. Peters’ CMO for three
years and was promoted to a leadership position afterwards. Mr. Peters elaborated on knowing
children in terms of their test score rank:
Peters: I first get [students] to behave at a high level. . . . No kid slips through my cracks!
. . . And I’m not going to have any “1s” in my class.
TW: What if you do?
Peters: Well, I’d know way ahead of time, and I’d fix it. . . . Our [CMO] has a very
strong culture that’s big on “who’s got it” and “who’s not got it” [scores based on
data].
TW: And the students know this too—“who’s got it and who’s not got it”?
Peters: Oh yes, they do.
For Mr. Peters, explicit ranking of students according to their test scores was the culture
of the school (e.g., children referred to as “1s” were scoring below average; “2s” were scoring
average; “3s” were scoring proficient; and “4s” were scoring above average). Mr. Peters
acknowledged, however, that urgency to “move” children’s scores might detract from other
forms of “moving” children in terms of intrinsic motivation and engagement. “When I get my
kids’ [scores] in sixth, seventh, and eighth grade, I don’t have the time to be overly nice. . . .
Perhaps that’s one of my failings, I don’t bring as much joy. I make joy suffer because of my
urgency.”
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Not only did Mr. Peters’ CMO (which managed Shine Bright charter school) encourage
and reward his methods of test score production which resulted in making “joy suffer,” but these
approaches had socio-cultural consequences for students. Data-driven values of knowing often
meant restricting other forms of knowing tied to context and relationships.
Social and Cultural Consequences of Data-Driven Values
of Knowing Across Home-Depot Charter Schools
The interviews with instructional leaders of four different CMOs revealed that datadriven values of knowing were strong and test scores held symbolic meaning. Indeed, students’
scores were often treated as markers of social character and imbued with meaning beyond
reading, writing, and arithmetic. For the leaders, the value of data for future-oriented goals was
related to year-end performance on exams, future admission to competitive middle schools,
future college admission, and future ability to transition into the middle class. Indeed, explicit
messages about “middle class” norms and behavior were intertwined with messages about
scoring well on tests. For example, for students to score well on tests, the leaders believed that
they ought to first adopt the behavior and norms associated with middle-class people and people
in college (i.e., instructions to students sometimes included “sit like a college student” or
emphasized the behavior of middle-class role models). These assumptions shaped institutional
practices and perpetuated an intolerance for flexibility and responsiveness to the social and
cultural norms and practices of the children.
As such, there was often emphasis on strict management and control of children’s
everyday behavior, including mannerisms, dress, language, communication, interactions, and
presentation of self, under the pretense of future-oriented (albeit short-term goals) such as “doing
best on the test” at the end of the year as well as long-term goals that included future transition
into the middle class. As a leader in a CMO charter school similar to Shine Bright, noted: “Many
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of our kids are coming from poor families and have poor models of language, behavior, ethics,
principles, and character.”
Ideas of social character and presentation among poor students were tied to notions of
competiveness on data-driven markers of achievement. Ms. Robinson, a former educator and
current administrator in Shine Bright charter school—who is also a colleague of Ms. Wynn, Ms.
Theresa, and Mr. Peters—explained what she believed was the organization’s view of the
relationship between behavior, character, and performance on tests: “We don’t just weigh heavy
on the academics, but also on the social stuff. Like one time I told a student, ‘You smell bad and
you need to wash up.’ I know that’s silly, but [students] need to know that because it makes them
overall more competitive, not just academically but socially as well.” In this vein, Ms. Robinson
further explained the data-driven rationale that shaped the rigidity and vigilance of students’
behavior in Shine Bright charter school:
It’s very strict. But I don’t like to say strict because it has negative connotations. I just
think it’s very orderly. We have a specific way in which things need to be done. The
mentality is that if you have order over the small things, then you won’t have to worry
about those things when it’s time to ‘slam the exam.’ So we have students practice how
to sit, what to do when the timer goes off, and just what to do when the time comes for
the tests.

The inflexible and rigid norms demanded by the managers communicated messages of
passivity and conformity as paths to achievement and marketability. Principal Wynn noted, for
example, that the push to improve children’s test scores was intended to counteract stereotypes
of poor children from Harlem: “I want people to look at my students as competitive, marketable,
contributing members of society. I don’t want somebody to look at my students and say, ‘Oh, I’ll
give this kid a chance because they probably just came from a poor black single mother from
Harlem.’” Yet Ms. Theresa, who was beginning to reject her CMO’s data-driven value of
knowing, worried that the rigid demands on and constant reprimands of students in her data-
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driven school might undo the very hopes that Ms. Wynn outlined: “I think about what’s missing.
We’re pushing [students] academically and our scores show that. But on a deeper level, if
[students] do become successful . . . when they go to a dinner party, are they going to just sit in
the corner?” Ms. Theresa’s concern touched upon the means by which students’ scores were
made into “marketable” forms of information by senior leaders—forms that fostered passivity
and ultimately undermined the students’ sense of power in the world to which they aspired.
Similar to Ms. Theresa’s budding rejection of data-driven practices, Mr. Charles was also
concerned that students were ultimately disempowered by the practices of his former data-driven
leaders, who he felt lacked value for the social worlds in which the students lived and learned.
Thus, Mr. Charles challenged the promotion of marketability and competition via conformity,
and criticized the stigmatizing messages about the social and cultural environments of urban
students as deficient, and which required middle-class examples of success to which urban
children should conform. “Educators are not supposed to make students feel as though
historically their people don’t function on the level as another group of people within the same
nation. You shouldn’t make some groups feel inferior . . . but kids in Harlem are in just that sort
of predicament.”
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Summary of Instructional Approaches and Their Socio-Cultural Implications
Relationship-Driven Approaches to Instruction

Instructional
Approaches &
Values

Social and
Cultural
Implications of
Instructional
Approaches

Domains of
Emphasis

“Jifunza”
Community-oriented

“El Barrio”
Student-oriented

Organized instruction
in partnership with
community, including
vocal parents and
community members
who lobbied for
specific programs (i.e.,
dual language, the
arts); leaders focused
on appeasing wishes
of community and
struggled with city and
state testing
procedures that were
English-only.
Student culture was
tied to language and
other practices (i.e.,
religion, ethnicity,
immigrant country of
origin); To support
language
(bilingualism) was to
support culture
(biculturalism).
Culture and language
were viewed as the
goal and target of the
instruction;

Organized instruction
to support
strengthening
relationships with
students, sought to
develop teachers’
developmental needs
of the “whole child,”
including sociocultural knowledge
about students’
identities and students’
relationships to
contexts outside of
their community.
Student cultural
identity was viewed as
a fundamental part of
their academic
identity, which
facilitated meaningful
learning and
connection to
universal themes in
literature. Also
students’ cultural
identities were valued
in school because they
shaped connection,
intrinsic motivation,
and engagement over
time to academics

Assessments and test
scores were viewed as
a limitation to their
instructional model
because of their
English-only format
which did not support
bicultural bilingual
goals.

Social, Political

Assessments and test
scores were viewed as
indirect outcomes of
deep learning which
resulted from meeting
the social, emotional,
and cultural needs of
students.
Social-Cultural

“Elevations”
Constructivistoriented
Organized
instruction to foster
students’ individual
cognitive
development and
relationships to
learning and to
content (i.e.,
authentic learning);
often made use of
constructivist
programs and
models.

Data-Driven
Instruction
“Shine Bright”
charter School
Instruction was
organized explicitly
to raise test scores
by utilizing datatracking
mechanisms, routine
assessments, and
institutional
structures designed
to help students
perform well on
tests.

Student culture was
not emphasized,
while students’
cognitive abilities
were prioritized in
terms of their
flexibility in
problem solving;
instructional models
aimed at promoting
authentic learning

Student culture was
viewed as an
impediment to
achievement; bad
cultural habits were
shaped by poor
environment;
students required
middle-class role
models of character
and behavior.

Explicit focus on
assessments were
viewed by leaders as
limiting to authentic
learning and less
important than love
of learning.

Assessments and
competition were
welcomed and
served as primary
motivators for
leaders and senior
managers, used as
both a means and an
objective for
learning.

Individual
Cognitivist,
Constructivist

Behavioral

Market Pressure Rewards of Data-Driven Values of Knowing and Responsiveness
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In light of management differences between CMO charter schools and mom-and-pop
charter schools, which were associated with pedagogical differences related to data-driven and
relationship-driven approaches to instruction, the market of choice and competition among
charter schools in Harlem (and with district schools) pivoted on the production of test scores,
regardless of the processes or pedagogies by which they were produced. Schools and
organizations that were successful in producing test scores were rewarded increasingly with
charter renewals and more charter contracts.
As per requirements for Race to the Top funding by the federal government, New York’s
cap on charter schools was lifted in 2010, growing its 230 charter schools to a possible 400
charter schools. Amendments to the New York Charter Schools Act of 1998, moreover,
permitted “education corporations” to operate more than one school, aiding both the growth and
consolidation of management organizations in particular, because “incorporated” boards could
now govern multiple charter schools at once—moving firmly away from the vision of the “one
board for one school” charter model. Replication of charter schools also grew easier with
amendments to charter laws: having proven one school a “success” based on test scores, CMOs
could submit identical plans for charter approval with explicit promises for uniform practices
across replicated schools. According to authorizers, the Academy’s “operation of existing and
proposed schools [would be] made uniform in terms of educational programming and policy”
(Charter Schools Institute, 2010).
Ms. Robinson, Ms. Theresa, and Ms. Wynn worked for one of the largest and fastest
replicating CMOs in the city, which directly benefitted from the amendments to state law. Shine
Bright charter school was authorized by the New York State Board of Regents and the State
University of New York to merge its one board with three other charter boards managed by the
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same CMO (Charter Schools Institute, 2010). The merged boards were subsequently re-named
“Shine Bight Academies.” In addition to the incorporated board, the law also approved its
proposal to govern six new schools, all of which were to open in the same year and be managed
by the same CMO. Hence, one board governed and managed nearly 10 schools, holding 10
separate charters for each school, and constituted New York’s largest allotment of charters to one
organization at a time. Given the capped number of charters authorized across the state, this
CMO and others like it increasingly constituted a significant proportion of all available charters.
The rapid expansion of their CMO is what unexpectedly pushed Ms. Robinson, Ms.
Theresa, and Ms. Wynn into leadership positions. Each woman had taught on average for three
years with the organization before being tapped to lead the new schools in the growing
organization. The emphasis on uniformity and structure, moreover, grew tantamount as the
organization expanded.
Although the challenges associated with inexperienced administrators were to be
counteracted by the uniformity in and across schools in the organization and micro-managed by
senior managers, schools across the organization struggled to maintain a stable force of
educators. “It’s all brand, spanking new teachers, all 22 years old,” noted Ms. Theresa, when
describing the challenges of the new schools in the organization. An experienced staff of
administrators was thus compounded by an inexperienced force of teachers. A novice educator
similarly noted the inexperience of school leaders in the CMO: “It was all new staff and only one
of our administrators had been in administration before, and only one of our principals had been
a vice principal before and only with the CMO.”
While all new charter schools struggle in the early years with the challenges associated
with establishing a new school, the challenges facing replicated CMO-run charter schools were
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distinct. They also related to the over-reach of powerful managers and investors whose datadriven formulas shape instructional practices to the exclusion of knowledge about the context in
which students develop and of leaders and educators who value this knowledge. Data-driven
rationales also minimized the importance of durable and stable relationships, which were hard to
maintain when school leaders and teachers, as well as their knowledge about how to best teach,
were considered replaceable. The market of choice and competition, nonetheless, exacerbated
power differences between managers and school leaders—the former were rewarded and
legitimated with more charter contracts while the latter were disposable, despite being “inside the
school building” and closest to the educational needs of urban children.
Concessions in the Face of Market Pressures and
Increasing Consolidation of Data-Driven CMOs
Despite their iterations of a relationship-driven approach to instruction, leaders in momand-pop charter schools were overshadowed by dominant rationales urging standardization,
uniformity, and data-driven instruction. In the context of a competitive market climate that
pivoted on the production of test scores, the leaders of mom-and-pop charter schools sensed that
their programs no longer “fit” within dominant paradigms, and often struggled to defend their
commitment to their respective approaches. Some leaders ultimately altered or abandoned their
approaches, succumbing to “quick-fix” test prep practices that hoped to rival their competitors in
CMO charter schools.
Ms. Meyers had been proud of the value of flexibility at Elevations charter school and
endorsed constructivist models of instruction, but this value did not fit with the policy rationale
urging high-stakes assessments of student learning, as she described:
With charter schools you need to make to a lot of progress, it’s not just a little
progress. So we have two things running parallel—staying the course [with our
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instructional model], and then having to find quick fixes. So there are times where we
will ask teachers to stop authentic instruction altogether and just do some test practice.

But the struggle that Ms. Meyers described went beyond balancing time in the schedule to carry
out her instructional program and prepare for exams. The values of knowing represented in
relationship-driven and data-driven practices felt counterintuitive. Preparation for exams was
described as a clear transmission of knowledge from teachers to students, abstracted,
hierarchical, and performed on exams. The relationship-driven model that Ms. Meyers and her
principal Mr. Rivers described, however, was designed to help students negotiate and adapt
knowledge in context-specific and relevant ways, and necessitated that students have a sense of
voice and strong critical thinking skills to do so. Ideally, learning that was cultivated by the
relationship-driven model would support deeper learning and would manifest on traditional
achievement measures and exams. Yet the pressures to “make a lot of progress” and quickly in a
marketplace of competition for resources and status meant that the process by which Ms. Meyers
and Mr. Rivers fostered achievement was untenable and often abandoned, including the focus on
student voice and the presentation of knowledge as socially constructed.

Rivers: Critical thinking was that meta culture that really defined student voice [in our
school] and that went beyond the classroom. It was about whether students saw
themselves in decisions at the school. We did a lot more of that in the beginning of
our charter . . .
Meyers: . . . but the pendulum swung away from promoting that [critical thinking and
student voice] over the years . . .
Rivers: and our test scores went up.
Meyers: Yeah, the test scores went up, so you see a correlation. . . . It’s a negative
incentive, I guess.
Therefore, test scores validated the abandonment of relationship-driven processes that the
leaders valued for students, and served as an incentive to continue making concessions to their
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instructional model. A teacher in the school led by Ms. Meyers and Mr. Rivers noted her
experience of the school’s shift toward testing in recent years, and ultimately its impact on her
students, whom she felt were no longer critically thinking or learning in authentic ways:
Well, in my three years [at the school], I saw leaders move toward the idea of “we
have to do some test prep.” And it was kind of like the unfortunate reality.
. . . I’m very concerned with the level of importance that [tests] have—and the way that
they mask other issues in education, like teaching kids to think. . . . I can look and know
which of my kids are probably going to get a “4,” but doesn’t really know how to think
for himself.

Nevertheless, Ms. Meyers feared there would be long-term consequences for abandoning key
elements of her instructional model: “We have really struggled with the idea of being
competitive and also loving learning for the sake of loving learning. I don’t want our kids to be
the kids that are really successful, but when you talk to them later they say, ‘Oh, I haven’t picked
up a book since college. I’m just not a reader.’” These fears echoed the concerns of Mr. Peters,
who acknowledged that the data-driven approaches of his CMO made “joy suffer” in terms of
children’s learning experiences. While Mr. Peters viewed joy as a sacrificial trade for
competitive outcomes in the short term, Ms. Meyers was not so sure and felt she was
undermining the long-term engagement of students who otherwise had little meaningful
attachment to learning. In this sense, the mom-and-pop leader was indeed more future-oriented
than the data-driven leader whose goals for students to go to college or make it to the middle
class were more often a pretense for the short-term and myopic production of scores.
The leaders at Jifunza charter school, the dual language charter school, who described
community-oriented instruction as meeting the needs of the Portuguese African immigrant
communities in Harlem, also made concessions to their instructional model in light of testoriented competition and accountability policies. Principal Harding, for example, noted that “Our
biggest challenge is that we have to make students bilingual while still performing like, or better
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than, our peer schools when it comes to state tests. It is unfair that we would be compared to
other schools just because they have a similar population but without taking into account our
mission.”
Ms. Harding said she finds current testing policies at the state level wholly incompatible
with the instructional goals of her school. She explained that studies show the benefits of being
bilingual do not emerge until after sixth grade, and that students in bilingual schools do not
perform as well as students in mono-language schools early on. Ms. Harding wished for a more
nuanced and relevant tool to evaluate schools with diverse goals and purposes. She asked about
the existence of special tools to assess her students on their language proficiency as bilingual
learners rather than as monolingual learners. Over time, therefore, Ms. Harding and her team
have slowly decreased Portuguese-based instruction as early as second grade to prepare for
English-based tests. The interim Assistant Principal, Ms. Nadia, noted, for example:
We had to make some concessions. We wanted to keep everything all Portuguese, but
we can’t survive if everything stays that way. We can’t pass the tests. And if we can’t
pass the tests, that says to the world outside of us that we don’t know the material. So
we’ll do what we need to do to function in the [current] system.”

These changes were discussed by leaders as “concessions” for the sake of “survival” in the
context of English-only test-based policies, rather than as rooted in sound instructional principles
and goals for students.
Similar to Ms. Harding’s charter school, Ms. Sheets’ charter school, El Barrio, was a
mom-and-pop charter school that started off as a Spanish immersion program in East Harlem,
but today has little remnants of its early language goals. While there is a Spanish instructor once
or twice a week for the lower grades, Ms. Sheets acknowledged that the school has shifted its
instructional goals toward more “measurable” goals related to testing and competition. In fact,
Ms. Rena, a teacher in the school for nearly seven years, noted the change in the school’s
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mission statement over the years which reflected shifts toward more competitive goals: “The
mission before was to have the kids be well-rounded, global, and diverse learners. In 2005,
however, it was changed to something like ‘to provide our students an academically rigorous
education . . . that will enable them to prosper in top middle schools.’” Ms. Rena explained that
the changes were to convey to parents a more tangible and competitive outcome for students.
The language of sending students to “competitive schools,” however, mirrored language that
CMOs use in the area, where marketing points include the promise that graduates would score
well on tests and go to competitive middle schools and colleges in the future.
Lastly, some leaders of mom-and-pop charter schools described the financial
consequences of market competition with data-driven CMOs:
The CMOs have a larger economy of scale and just do things that are much
harder for smaller schools like us to do. They have the resources behind them.
They gain a lot of attention with results. . . .They get more fundraising attention,
so it’s harder for mom-and-pops to raise money.
As monies became limited, professional development and workshops to support teachers in
mom-and-pop charter schools in the development of more responsive practices were also limited.
For example, a principal, Ms. Sanders, noted: “We aren’t a CMO, so when we do professional
development we have to partner with other small charter schools because we don’t have the
finances for it. And if we don’t do that, we probably wouldn’t be able to have quality
professional development at all.”
Indeed, the growth of CMOs were regarded as “external pressures” that impacted
competition in the area of teacher recruitment, and at times swayed teachers from small charter
schools who were enticed by the additional resources provided by large CMOs. “Competition for
teachers is an issue. It’s all actually very competitive, because we’re all trying obviously to get
the best teachers we can for our schools. But our school isn’t as big as other places.”
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For leaders who valued quality relationships between teachers and students as a necessary
ingredient for fostering responsive learning environments, the competition to recruit and retain
teachers had a harmful impact on their program model. Ms. Patrick explained this dilemma at
Elevations charter school, as she was charged with the recruitment and retention of teachers for
the school:
We’re trying to support our teachers better and to make sure we don’t lose them [to
CMOs]. . . . What really concerns me is not just the teacher, but I think the relationship
factor between teachers and their students. I think that’s getting lost nowadays. . . . I
mean one time we were talking to some of our student alumni and I remember one of
them was saying ‘oh that teacher I had in second grade.’ He couldn’t remember who it
was! That’s not a good thing, that our students can’t remember the teachers they’ve had.

An example of this issue was also illustrated by Ms. Carmen, who indeed left
Ms. Patrick’s school for a CMO charter school which, she recalled, seemed to offer more
resources, professional opportunities, and structure. Her decision, however, proved risky. She
struggled in the CMO charter school with both its data-driven rationales and the top-down
management of leadership, and she ultimately felt prevented from controlling instructional
activities with her students. The experience, Ms. Carmen recalled, caused her to resign not more
than two months into the school year, and adding to what she estimated was a 30% turnover rate
in the school by the third month of the school year. At the time of the interview, Ms. Carmen was
not sure what her next step would be, but when reflecting on and comparing her two charter
school experiences, she acknowledged what Ms. Patrick had cautioned: that relationships were a
missing piece in the teaching and learning experiences of her former CMO charter. Although her
CMO charter school offered more tangible resources, due perhaps to its access to large amounts
of private capital, Ms. Carmen concluded:
I think teachers were friends more at Elevation charter school, partly because we didn’t
have really absurd hours, and partly because we weren’t treated as disposable . . . it felt
more like ‘we’re all in this little venture together to make it survive.’ So you feel like a
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more important part of the puzzle. . . . I didn’t realize that that was important to me until I
left Elevation.

Paradoxically, in an effort to prevent the lure of teachers away from Elevation charter
school, Ms. Patrick started to embrace what she called “a CMO-charter vibe” by implementing a
top-down and hierarchical structure of command that was focused explicitly on results—the very
kinds of practices that ultimately pushed teachers like
Ms. Carmen out of such schools.
The early hope and promise of the mom-and-pop charter schools, however, were that
they would facilitate innovation in teaching and learning as well as improve responsiveness to
clients and communities that have been traditionally marginalized. Yet leaders and teachers
working within them made concessions to their practices, in light of competitive pressures and
market trends that rewarded data-driven forms of knowing and of knowledge. However, based
on what I observed about the social and cultural limitations of data-driven practices, such as in
Shine Bright charter school, shifts by mom-and-pop charter schools toward data-driven practices
and away from relationship-driven practices may bring these schools toward less flexible and
less responsive environments. Hence, the purpose for their very existence may be lost in the
compromise of their pedagogies for the sake of the market.
Summary and Conclusion
The findings indicated that the purpose of charter reform was constructed differently for
leaders in CMO charter schools (what I called home-depot charter schools) and communitybased charter schools (what I called mom-and-pop charter schools), which shaped contrary
approaches to instruction that were related to values of knowing and of knowledge. The homedepot leaders described senior managers as determined to “out-perform” district schools by
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emphasizing efficiency, production, and competition, and pursued instructional models that were
responsive to data in the form of test scores. The leaders of mom-and-pop charter schools,
however, sought to unravel “the layers of complexity” which hindered student engagement and
meaningful learning for chronically under-performing students across Harlem, and thus
championed flexibility and autonomy in the charter sector to shape instruction that was
responsive to the context in which the children developed. The approaches were undergirded by
distinct values of “knowing.”
The leaders of home-depot charter schools were encouraged by senior managers to focus
on technical and hierarchical forms of “knowing” that were tied to measurable forms of data,
facts, and information, and designed to create uniformity across schools in the organization and
over space and time. Hence, “knowledge” (i.e., best practices) came from the CMO, and school
leaders and educators were trained to implement this knowledge effectively, efficiently, and
uniformly in and across the schools. This form of “knowing” was independent of context and of
stable relationships with students and parents. This form of knowing was also geared toward
future-oriented goals—e.g., students’ future performance on end-of-year tests, the schools’ future
status in the market, and long term goals associated with students’ future admission to
competitive middle schools and colleges.
The leaders of mom-and-pop charter schools expressed a different value of knowing that
was tied to the local context and the community in which students lived. This form of knowing
also emphasized relationships with students, parents, and community members to construct a
“school-community” that was similar to, or an extension of, the broader community in which
children lived. Though varied, the autonomy of teachers and leaders in mom-and-pop charter
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schools enabled them to enact these values of knowing by negotiating different ways to integrate
local practices, histories, and languages into school practices.
Market pressures related to competition based on student performance and test scores
shaped power differences between differently managed schools, their different instructional
approaches (data-driven and relationship-driven), and ultimately their different values of
“knowing” and of knowledge. In the context of accountability and market reform, which pivoted
almost wholly on test score outcomes, the data-driven approaches of CMOs were rewarded (with
contract renewals, more charter contracts, private capital, etc.). The leaders of mom-and-pop
charter schools admitted to altering their approaches reluctantly over time to mirror data-driven
“knowing” that was prevalent in CMOs. As such, the findings indicated that a heterogeneous
charter sector on the ground level was very vulnerable to homogenizing tendencies associated
with the rise of more powerful groups at the macro level.
Importantly, the changes made to the instructional approaches of mom-and-pop charter
schools to reflect data-driven rationales based on test scores had socio-cultural consequences.
While test score production was important for viability in the marketplace, it challenged the
viability of contextualized values of “knowing” and relationship-driven forms of teaching and
learning. These forms of teaching and learning supported cultural flexibility among students in
Harlem, a multilingual, multiethnic, and multicultural community. These forms of learning also
supported an open critique of race and class inequality and the ability of students of color to
negotiate the culture of power, and guarded against messages of conformity and passivity in the
academic endeavor.
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Chapter VI
MANAGING BOUNDARIES

No organism is independent of the context of development.
. . . The environment is the source of development and not its setting.
- L. S. Vygotsky, The Problem of Environment, in Moll
(2014, p. 45)

This chapter situates the practices of differently managed charter schools within a broader
framework of knowledge and power to understand how the schools constructed social and
cultural boundaries with the local community in which it operated. Indeed, differently managed
schools managed its boundaries differently with the community it served, and were made up of
predominantly low-income residents of Black/African American and Latino origins. These
boundaries are important because they shaped pedagogic conditions in the schools, as well as
status hierarchies related to race and class that challenged or (re)produced relations of power and
control in a historically marginalized community. These practices will also be discussed in
relation to school outcomes.
Chapter V established that the differences between independent charter schools and
charter schools managed by charter management organizations (CMOs) were related to different
values of “knowing.” Generally, leaders in local charter schools expressed a value of knowing
that was tied to the local context and the community in which students lived. This form of
knowing also emphasized relationships with students, parents, and community members to
construct a “school-community” that was similar to, or an extension of, the broader community
in which the children lived. Though varied, the autonomy of teachers and leaders in local charter
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schools enabled them to enact these values of knowing by negotiating different ways to integrate
local practices, histories, and languages into school practices.
As discussed in this chapter, relationship-driven forms of knowing eased the social and
cultural boundaries between the school and community, and shaped the practices which framed
students and community members as “knowers”—possessors of distinct knowledges, practices,
and skills—without which the instructional programs were incomplete and learning was
hindered. By framing a community of largely low-income Black and Latino residents as
knowers, or those “worth” knowing, these schools constructed a meaning of race and class that
challenged broader social relations of power and control, and in turn often marginalized and
excluded these groups as active participants in the control and organization of schooling.
The leaders of the charter schools that were managed by a central agency, such as a
charter management organization, were less able to negotiate their practices, and thus found it
difficult to integrate context-specific knowledge about students and the surrounding community
into their practices. As shown in Chapter V, the leaders and educators in these schools were
encouraged by the central managers to focus on technical and hierarchical forms of “knowing”
that were tied to measurable forms of data, facts, and information, and designed to create
uniformity across schools in the organization and over space and time. Hence, “knowledge”
came from the CMO, and the leaders and educators were trained to implement this knowledge
effectively, efficiently, and uniformly across the schools. This form of “knowing” was
independent of context and of stable relationships with students and parents. In addition, this
form of knowing was geared toward future-oriented goals, e.g., students’ future performance on
end-of-year tests, the schools’ future status in the market, and long-term goals associated with
students’ future admission to competitive middle schools and colleges. This form of knowing, as
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future-oriented and context-independent, often imposed an implicit—yet sometimes explicit—
expectation that students ignore, or reject, context-specific forms of knowledge and practice.
Indeed, for some leaders, the local context of the Harlem community was framed as a distraction,
an impediment, and an obstacle to future-oriented goals represented on test scores, over which
leaders were vigilant. This form of knowing, therefore, not only yielded de-contextualized forms
of practice, but practices that were adversarial to context.
As this chapter will reveal, a data-driven form of knowing in the CMO charter
constructed very different meanings about the Harlem community, and about race and class, than
did local schools. The social meaning of race and class in these contexts classified low-income
Black and Latino students, and the community in which they lived, as “not knowers” or as “not
worth knowing,” compared with measurable (and marketable) information that “mattered”—i.e.,
what could be counted as “counted.” The local context of the community, although it regulated
the social norms, languages, and cultural practices of students, was not classified as a source of
knowledge or development, but rather as a setting or backdrop against which the school’s futureoriented practices would carry it. Thus, social and cultural boundaries between the school and
community were very strong.
Boundary-Making: The Social Meaning of Race and Class
Across Four Charter Schools
The four case study schools—Jifunza, El Barrio, Elevation, and Shine Bright—relied on
different forms of knowing that shaped different degrees of “weak” and “strong” boundaries
between the school and the community, and also shaped pedagogic conditions and practices
inside the school. As a whole, the local mom-and-pop charter schools employed variations of
weak boundaries that aimed to bridge the school context and the local context, while the CMO
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charter school employed strong boundaries that relied on hierarchy and explicit relations of
power and control. These boundaries worked to challenge or perpetuate dominant social
meanings about race and class.
Market competition, however, was a boundary-making force because it served as a
rationale to strengthen boundaries, and thus represented a policy of the intensification of
boundary and hierarchy. As schools were pressured to produce scores in order to outperform
other schools, these pressures legitimated certain forms of knowing that were “countable” and
“marketable” (or what a teacher participant called “resume-able”). In a predicament of sorts, the
stronger a school’s test scores were, the stronger their boundaries became between the school
and community (with the exception of El Barrio).
For most schools, therefore, there was no clear and easy answer as to the “right” form of
“knowing” or degree of boundary. For example, Jifunza charter school, the dual language momand-pop charter school, placed considerable value on the localized and varied language practices
of the multiethnic and multicultural African immigrant community of students and parents it
served, and defined its approach to language as culture-based. The school did not perform well
on state exams, however. The poor performance of students was primarily related to Englishonly testing policies that disadvantaged emergent bilingual students. Nonetheless, on state
exams, to which students’ future fates were tied (i.e., admission to competitive middle schools),
the scores clearly suffered.
By contrast, the CMO charter school, Shine Bright, was perhaps the most dismissive of
students’ context and was focused primarily on data-driven future-oriented goals, having staked
its marketing appeal on outperforming all schools in the charter sector. Yet this school struggled
with instability and high attrition on the part of teachers as well as students and parents. The
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teachers described pedagogic conditions that were exhausting, while leaders dealt with the
fallout of parents and students who complained about the lack of engaging material and
overbearing demands. Mr. Peters explained, for example, "Kids are opting out because the
school is not challenging enough for them. . . We have a lot of rookie teachers that are not good
at differentiation." Mr. Peters an additional reason that attrition was high at the school:
"Parents are unable, because of their jobs, to make all of our mandated meetings." High test
scores, therefore, seemed a Pyrrhic victory for all who could endure the tedious and
unaccommodating structure. Moreover, while the school framed its goal as a social justice
mission “to ensure an equal opportunity for all children to go to college,” explicit hierarchies
based on test scores made it clear to each child which students were destined for college and
which students were in jeopardy of remaining in the school. The students in the school soon
referred to themselves by their test score rank, which worked to structure social boundaries and
status hierarchies between them. Hence, the school’s strong boundaries and data-driven form of
knowing worked to perpetuate the very stratification it sought to eradicate.
One case study school, however, seemed to find the right balance between strong and
weak boundaries. El Barrio’s practices, in particular, allowed for the development
of a “mixed pedagogy” (Morais, Neves, and Pires, 2004, pg. 75) of strong and weak boundaries
that kept pace with recent changes to state standards (i.e., Common Core) and adapted these
standards to the local context of the school and its students. The mix of strong and weak
boundaries, moreover, was created by the teachers themselves, who worked collaboratively in
groups and with leaders but had flexibility to negotiate pedagogy. As such, El Barrio had the best
academic outcomes among the mom-and-pop charter schools, compared with district schools and
other charter schools in the community. Given that it was among the longest-operating charter
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schools, El Barrio’s outcomes were fairly consistent over time (approximately 60% of students
were proficient and above). Despite occasional dips in ELA scores, those dips were still above
district outcomes. The school, moreover, was also the most stable in terms of teachers’ years at
the school and low attrition rates among teachers and students.
Race, Class, and Social Boundaries
The literature suggests that race and class are socially constructed and historically and
culturally constituted, and yield material consequences and privileges in current everyday life
(Omi & Winant, 2008). As social constructs, however, theorists have argued that the ontological
existence of race or class does not matter as much as their social meanings in everyday contexts,
which are structured by macro forces (distributions of resources, jobs, housing, and income) that
often regulate group relations and social interactions in communities, institutions, and society.
In education, the social meaning of race and class is often conveyed through
boundaries—tangible and intangible as well as social and cultural—which convey meanings
about belonging, status, hierarchy, power, and control. Tangible boundaries can exist between
neighborhoods and schools in the form of legal or customary segregation and in the distribution
of tangible resources. Within schools, the social meaning of race and class structures boundaries
between student groups, shaping status hierarchies that are manifested in the form of discipline
patterns, ability grouping, and academic tracking, all of which have been correlated with race
and class (Oaks, 1995; Tyson, 2010). Race and class, moreover, also shape boundaries in the
form of distributions of knowledge within and across schools. For example, researchers have
examined differences in academic course offerings available to students who attend schools in
working-class neighborhoods and those who attend schools in middle class neighborhoods
(Anyon, 1988).
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Moreover, race and class can also structure boundaries within one neighborhood,
between its schools and the surrounding community of residents, conveying meanings about
status, hierarchy, power, and control. In this sense, the classification of knowledge itself (as
opposed to the distribution of knowledge) represents boundaries between local practices and the
forms of knowledge generated in a community as well as the school-based practices and
academic forms of knowledge that are emphasized. Indeed, Bernstein (2000) argued that the
stronger a society classifies “knowledge,” the stronger it “punctuates social space” and shapes
boundaries between social groups (p. 5). These strong classifications convey meanings about
race and class in terms of whose knowledge and ways of life matter, as well as which groups
have power and control to shape what “counts” as knowledge and which will be regarded as
“knowers” and “not-knowers.” In schools, these classifications work to split academic discourse
from local discourse. In a city stratified by race and class boundaries between low-income
residents of Black/African and Latino origin and its schools staffed by largely middle-class and
White actors can reinforce status hierarchies. By masking knowledge as neutral—as not tied to
context, to history, or to relations of power between groups—schools wittingly (and unwittingly)
naturalize status hierarchies. This masking of knowledge as neutral, moreover, works to
legitimate invalidation of knowledges and practices specific to disadvantaged residents,
relegating them as “not-knowers.”
Data from the four case study schools indicated that this form of invalidation and
boundary-making was at play across the charter schools in Harlem. Mediated through their
practices with children from the neighborhood, the four case study schools differently managed
their relationships with the surrounding community, constructing different degrees of boundary
and hierarchy between and among students and their local context. In a neighborhood of largely
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low-income Black and Latino residents, these boundaries worked to shape meanings about race
and class that challenged or perpetuated broader social relations of belonging, exclusion, and
inequality.
“Weak” boundaries: The case of Jifunza charter school. On the whole, the three
mom-and-pop charter schools—Jifunza, Elevation, and El Barrio—incorporated local practices,
languages, and struggles which worked to create a form of “weak” boundaries between the
school and the community. Jifunza’s practices, however, will be highlighted the most as an
example of weak boundaries, given its resistance to testing policies and to the linguistic status
hierarchies it introduced in particular. As a dual language school, the school’s leaders and
teachers valued the Portuguese language, dialects, and vernacular that were practiced among its
students and in the local community, which was not congruent with expectations on English-only
state exams.
Indeed, Jifunza charter school was a Portuguese dual language school in a bustling
African immigrant enclave in central Harlem. In this small school of approximately 200 students,
the faculty and staff numbered approximately 25, of which 45% were of African descent and
from various East and West African countries as well as Portugal. Teachers and staff spoke
several languages, including the two primary languages taught at the school, Portuguese and
English. For example, Ms. Tia, an educator at Jifunza, explained that her bilingual and
transnational background matched many of the students at the school: “My mother was BlackAmerican and moved to Africa when she met my dad. I grew up partly in West Africa until I was
thirteen, and then partly in Brooklyn after that when my mother moved back to the States.” Ms.
Tia identified proudly as an African American because she possessed a unique blend of West
African language, dialect, and cultural practices and an American New York-based savvy of
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social and cultural norms. Ms. Tia explained that she could relate to many of the students at the
school who also traversed several contexts and possessed multiple languages and cultural
practices.
Indeed, informal conversations with the parents revealed that many persons in the
community identified with being multilingual instead of bilingual, and felt the school’s staff
reflected a nuanced use of language and dialects. For example, he parent coordinator and the
chairman of the board spoke six languages. The hiring of multiethnic staff and faculty as well as
the involvement of immigrant families from different ethnicities were unique to Jifunza. This
helped shape a school community of blended and convergent social and cultural norms, which
worked to guard against status hierarchies that might otherwise privilege particular languages,
dialects, and vernaculars over others (Luis Poza, 2010). It also worked to guard against
boundaries and hierarchies between the school and the community of residents.
Leaders thus described the language program as a “culture-based” program and not a
language-based program. In this vein, they noted that “language is alive” because it is tied to
culture and used in varied contexts with shared meanings by particular groups. Because of the
socially situated and culturally constituted uses of Portuguese, the teachers acknowledged that
Portuguese yielded different vernaculars, dialects, and accents which students deployed as they
traversed different contexts, including local, national, and even global settings. For example, the
teachers explained that students at Jifunza used Portuguese in their local mosques, during
informal gatherings with friends on the street, and with family members back home in their
native countries—all of which differed from the academic expectations of Portuguese and
English taught in school. Yet recognizing the diverse and socially situated uses of Portuguese
among students helped the teachers construct social meanings of students and the community,
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predominantly low-income and Black/African immigrant, as “knowers” in possession of valid
(though often overlooked) linguistic capital. As one educator noted, “All our kids know how to
code-switch [communicate differently across different contexts], even though no one’s defined it
for them.”
For children new to the country with limited English skills, the teachers often scoffed at
labeling them “English language learners,” mainly because it ignored the many languages they
already possessed and betrayed the monolingual bias behind many language policies in the U.S.
“I’m sorry, but can you speak three languages?” joked an educator in defense of her students
who sometimes spoke three to five languages while also endeavoring to learn English. She
recalled the transnational and global travels of her students which were often overlooked in what
was described as a deficit-oriented framing of children in an English-only testing culture. As she
stated, “It’s like comparing apples to oranges. It should not be that our kids either learn this
[language] or don’t learn that [language], or that if they don’t learn this or that, then they won’t
be successful in life.” In this vein, the teachers at Jifunza valued the linguistic capital of their
students as tied to their cultural practices in local contexts and guarded against status hierarchies.
Knowledge of local practices helped the teachers solve problems that were not related to
instruction per se. A leader in Jifunza recognized the value of connecting school practices to
local practices to address discipline challenges with some students: “Once you [understand] the
mosques, that’s where the connection is.” As an example, when Ms. Reynolds noticed that some
of the students who were repeatedly sent to her office for discipline were many of the same
students who frequented the local mosque, she used this knowledge to communicate the school’s
social expectations. She recalled, “So I told the kids, when they came to the principal’s office
[for discipline], that you can’t do anything here [in school] that you wouldn’t do in church.”
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Smiling, Ms. Reynolds conveyed the impact that this connection had in helping her students
regulate their own behavior in school. “They got it,” Ms. Reynolds said.
“Strong” boundaries: The case of Shine Bright charter school. Shine Bright charter
school (SBC) is perhaps the antithesis of Jifunza because it erected clear boundaries between the
school and the surrounding community. Unlike Jifunza, it did not resist or minimize attention to
testing policies. Instead, Shine Bright leaders staked its primary marketing appeal on students’
high performance on state assessments, no matter the cost to other learning values or goals,
including knowledge of local context and practice. For example, Ms. Simmons, an educator at
SBC for two years, was proud of the school’s high test scores, but admitted she knew little about
her students, their lives outside of school, and the community in which they lived. “When I first
entered the classroom it was all about data and instruction and the achievement gap stuff. . . . I
think [my school] had a very specific thing, like getting great results, expanding, and having a
formula. Is it the best thing ever? I don’t know.” Months after deciding to leave her teaching
position at SBC, Ms. Simmons pondered, “Now that I’m out of the classroom and thinking about
stuff, I wish I knew more about the community I was teaching in. . . . I was very curious to know
what was important to my students and their families, or to their community and what its needs
were.” Ms. Simmons??? admitted that gaps in knowledge about the children and their lives in the
community made her question SBC’s approach to school practices, in particular its rigid
behavior management policies. “There were a lot of gaps between the time students left school,
went home, and came back. I wonder how different they are [socially] outside of school. Did
they really need to always sit up straight with their hands folded on their laps and say ‘yes
ma’am’ all day?”
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As with SBC, behavior was emphasized in other data-driven schools led by a CMO.
Indeed, behavior and test scores were usually intertwined, as the former was tightly regulated to
ensure production of the latter. Together, behavior and test scores worked to construct and justify
boundaries between students’ local practices and the school’s practices. Behavior and test scores,
moreover, were a pretense to promote competition in the future. A leader explained, “America is
a very competitive society. . . . I believe one of the reasons why we take testing so seriously is
because that’s the means that will set students up to be a competitive person [in the future] and to
have agency.” Interpretations of “agency” were based on behavior that yielded good test scores.
Behavior also included character values, such as “grit and resilience” which were explicitly
taught to students, as well as exhortations to think and behave “like a college student.” These
practices were framed as college-bound and future-oriented, but reinforced social boundaries
between the school and community, primarily because lessons on agency, character, and
behavior were predicated on the assumption that students did not have “grit” or possess
“resilience” already—a result of??? local and historical practices in the community. Indeed,
Yasso (2005) argued that Black and Latino communities often have a “cultural community
wealth” that includes resilience and aspiration due to long periods of struggle and subordination.
In light of SBC’s lack of knowledge of the skills and cultural repertoires of its students,
families, and community members in the neighborhood, Ms. Simmons also reconsidered the
character programs of the school: “You know, [my] charter school has character values. But I’m
interested to know what those character values are based off of. Does the community have any
input on these things? Or is it like . . . are we [charter school] just sort of saying it to them?”
Sometimes, the educators and leaders at SBC explicitly expressed the groups and
contexts on which school norms were based. For example, middle-class communities were
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identified as the source of knowledge and models of expectation of student behavior and speech.
A senior manager for SBC, for example, expressed that she was perplexed by the “awkward”
speech patterns of students in the school, and reminded teachers in a meeting: “Kids in Scarsdale
do not speak this way [awkwardly]. They are more precise when they answer questions.” As
such, the manager encouraged the school leaders and teachers to help students speak more
precisely (i.e., like the kids in Scarsdale). This focus on “precision” in speech and language was
evident in teaching manuals and training sessions throughout the CMO. The example below is of
one such training session for new teachers which was led by the CMO’s director of pedagogy:
Mr. Peters stands in front of a group of 20-25 third graders who were seated on a large
carpet. Each student was instructed to sit up straight, with their hands folded on their laps.
Mr. Peters displays a short passage on the smart board in the front of the room. The
passage is the famous fable Tortoise and the Hare. Mr. Peters reads the passage a-loud.
Afterwards, Mr. Peters asks the students, “What is the main idea of this passage?”
Several students raise their hands, but are told to put them down. Peters instead calls on
students randomly. He quickly points to a student, “Marcus, what’s the main idea of this
passage?” Marcus looks surprised but begins to share his answer, but he is stumbling.
Marcus loses his turn after Mr. Peters tells the student to pay closer attention. Mr. Peters
quickly picks another student, randomly, and asks the same question. The student begins,
“The rabbit . . . ” Mr. Peters interrupts immediately, “Answer in a complete sentence.”
The student tries again, “Well the main idea is the rabbit was playing around and not
staying focused.” Mr. Peters points to another student quickly and says “Evaluate his
answer. Give a thumbs up or down if you agree or disagree with him.” After cold-calling
on several more students, Mr. Peters then reads what he says is the “precise” answer to
what the main idea of the passage is. Peters says loudly, “The main idea of this fable is
that slow-and-steady wins the race and overconfidence will make you lose the race. . . . If
you take your time it will make you successful boys and girls, and rushing through things
will make you unsuccessful.”

The precise answer that Mr. Peters shared with students was also written verbatim on the
pre-written lesson plan for each training teacher who was observing. The most obvious irony of
the demonstration above was that the discussion about a slow-and-steady tortoise was “fastpaced” and, at times, rushed for Mr. Peters’ sake of achieving precision. Indeed, while Mr. Peters
told the students that “slow and steady wins the race” for a successful life, the pedagogic actions
used to teach the lesson conveyed the opposite. Several times, when students took too long to
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provide the precise answer to Mr. Peters’ question, they were given a “thumbs down,” told to
“pay closer attention,” or simply lost their turn altogether as the teacher skipped to another
student. Nonetheless, the demonstration was designed to show training teachers key aspects of
the school’s “best practices” and instructional strategies and values, of which precise answering
was central.
The lesson, moreover, represented a standard format of ELA instruction across many of
the classes I observed in SBC, which included direct instruction: students sitting quietly on the
carpet while reading along with their teacher specific passages that were used to help students
develop a particular skill (e.g., main idea). The pedagogical techniques used during the lesson
were also stock practices implemented across the CMO, which included cold-calling on students,
hand gestures students could use to signal their approval of fellow students’ answers, and other
strategies designed to “convey a sense of urgency,” according to the training manual.
Precision in answering was valued not only because it was viewed as preparation for
answering questions correctly on state exams, but because it was regarded as the way in which
kids in Scarsdale speak—kids in a completely different context who were nonetheless the norm
and standard for the “right” way of speaking. The value for precision, therefore, was represented
by the value placed on children in a different context. As the manual also explained, “We must
live and breathe precision. . . . By keeping energy high we are helping to dramatically improve
our scholar’s life odds!!!!” (italics and exclamation points included in original). Hence, precision
was also connected to beliefs that it would help to improve students’ “life odds,” mainly because
it was modeled on the apparent behavior and characteristics of kids with better odds.
When speech is interpreted differently, however, and integrates knowledge of local and
historic practices of Black and Latino communities, the “awkward” and seemingly less precise
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speech patterns of the students in the school could be rooted in a variety of language traditions
among African Americans, including Ebonics7 (Smitherman, 1998), Black English (Jonsberg,
2001), or what is sometimes referred to as African American Vernacular English (AVE)
(Rickfor, J. 1999). Researchers in teacher education, particularly teachers of English, have
acknowledged that "The child who speaks in [AAVE] is not making language errors; instead, she
or he is speaking correctly in the language of the home discourse community" (see Wheeler and
Swords, 2004, pg. 471 in Whitney, 2005, pg. 65). For pedagogical value and use of AAVE,
researchers have established that learning improves (particularly in writing) when teachers help
students compare and contrast the structure of AAVE with the structure of Standard English (SE)
(Rickford, 1999).
These traditions were not acknowledged by Mr. Peters or explored in teaching sessions,
and thus students were not allowed to express their understanding of the passage in these ways,
or to recognize value in their particular forms of expression while learning a standard manner of
speaking. The speech patterns of students in the school, moreover, were not valued because the
students’ context was not valued as a source of development or as a source of knowledge.
Context in this manner includes not only the local context of language practices in the
community, but the historic context that shaped the distinct patterns of speech overtime for
student groups in the school.
Other schools similar to SBC, and with more explicit references to middle-class groups,
have also used de-contextualized, data-driven, and future-oriented forms of knowing. An
educator in one such school stressed:
7

According to Geneva Smitherman (1998), Ebonics is "a super-ordinate term that refers to all the West AfricanEuropean language mixtures (i.e., pidgins and creoles) developed in various language contact situations, principally
in the so- called New World, as a result of the African slave trade. Africans created a language, with its own
morphology, syntax, phonology, and rhetorical and semantic styles and strategies of discourse" pg. 140
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We’re trying to produce somebody who can be competitive and transition into the
middle class—mainly by ensuring students have access to the same things that a middleclass person has access to, in terms of good education, information about college and
universities, the financial means to go to college, access to tutors if need be, and even
access to good food, and so forth. I mean for us it’s basic, we ask, “What does a middle
class family provide for their child?” And so we’re going to provide that in Harlem right
now.

Providing tangible resources for students in Harlem to rival resources available to middle-class
groups is a laudable and seemingly equity-oriented goal. However, differences between middleclass groups and students in Harlem—a tangible boundary evidenced in differences in material
resources—were presented as given, and its antidote was competition. Indeed, competition, in
the form of test scores, was framed as a means for changing one’s individual place within a given
hierarchical structure. Hence, transitioning smoothly into the middle class and across hierarchical
boundaries was the goal, as opposed to challenging hierarchy itself or the social biases upon
which hierarchy is premised.
By individualizing the transgression of boundaries through competition-based individual
test scores, these practices worked to justify group boundaries and group-based inequalities. For
example, when test scores were framed as agency on the part of students to transgress boundaries
of class, then group-specific boundaries were justified if students did not score well as a result of
one’s individual lack of effort, character, or improper behavior and social norms (i.e., “awkward”
speech). Mr. Charles, a former instructional coach in a CMO-charter school similar to SBC,
conveyed this rationale:
Mr. Charles: We did trips around the world for kids who scored a 4 on the test, and we
did that because we felt that the kids from middle-class and upper-class families got
to travel and take vacations around the world with their families. So we wanted to
even the playing field in that way.
TW: But what if you’re a kid who gets a 2 on the test and not a 4?
Mr. Charles: Well, if you were a 2, you didn’t get anything.
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The exchange above represents how individual “failure” (on tests) worked to legitimate
group differences in opportunity. Efforts to equalize opportunities and resources between
children in Harlem and children in middle-class families were predicated on individual markers
of performance and interpreted as individual agency and merit. This process worked not to "even
the playing field" but to legitimate reasons for why the field was differentiated — i.e.,
opportunity to travel for Harlem students was to be earned (as a function of their individual
performance) while the same opportunity for middle class students was taken as given. Hence,
test scores served as a legitimation of boundaries between groups and contexts.
Efforts to provide tangible resources, moreover, often worked to ignore the intangible
resources that children possessed, namely their social and cultural resources, skills, assets, and
knowledges, as tied to their local context—or what researchers call “community cultural wealth”
(Yosso, 2005, p. 77) or “funds of knowledge” (Moll, 2014, p. 117). Indeed, one of the primary
differences in opportunity between middle-class groups and low-income groups is rights of
social and cultural inclusion, participation, and integration. These rights shape power and control
over one’s life and the institutions that regulate life (Bernstein, 1996). In this vein, the strong
boundaries worked to ignore the intangible resources of the Harlem community and its students
because they were dismissed or presumed lacking.
Finally, the focus on testing at SBC, which was largely de-contextualized and futureoriented and created boundaries between the school and the community, also worked to shape
boundaries and status hierarchies among students within the school. Observational data during
weeks of test preparation in Ms. Robinson’s class included rituals where students scoring a “4”
(advanced) or a “3” (proficient) on assessments were asked to stand in front of their classmates
and choose elaborate prizes displayed around the room. Students scoring a “2” (average) or a “1”
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(below average) remained seated and were told to “work harder,” “get more sleep,” “pay
attention,” and/or “follow directions.” These rituals were repeated several times throughout the
year, and more frequently during weeks immediately preceding annual state exams.
Consequently, students referred to themselves according to their test score numbers—a
distressing identifier for those who struggled chronically with low scores; for example, students
often said “I am a 1” or “I am a 4.” While Ms. Robinson acknowledged the possibility that
students internalized test scores in stigmatizing ways, she reasoned that it was an unfortunate
caveat in a system that worked to motivate the top-scoring students and celebrate their hard
work: “[Students] do internalize [their scores]. . . . It sucks. . . . I don’t want them to internalize
the negative, but at the same time some students get to say ‘I’m a 4!’ So, I think everything has
its caveat.”
Students who scored below average on assessments were not only shamed by public
rituals of reward and punishment, but often lost favor with teachers who interpreted their scores
as evidence of “not trying hard enough” or being “lazy,” and they ultimately were retained for
another year in the same grade level. Hence, students’ scores were translated as personal flaws in
character (“She just doesn’t try hard enough”) and legitimated disfavor and rejection from the
teachers.
Moreover, test scores not only shaped boundaries and status hierarchies between
students, but also between teachers whose status in the school was tied to their students’ test
scores. Hence, teachers in data-driven schools like SBC were often publicly identified with data
and either punished or rewarded based on data. Ms. Robinson admitted her frustration with these
practices: “Things change quickly based on the data. And it sucks that your name is attached to
data. I don’t like that, because it makes me feel like I too am my students’ data. And I question
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why my kids’ [scores] are used to name me, when they’re only 9 and 10 years old.” Ironically,
although Ms. Robinson rationalized the status hierarchies among students that were shaped by
test scores, she expressed discomfort when those hierarchies were extended to teachers
themselves.
“Strong and weak” boundaries: Mixed pedagogy at El Barrio and similar schools. In
El Barrio charter school, students called their school leaders and teachers by first names but
preceded them with traditional titles such as “Ms.” or “Mrs.” Principal Terri Sheets, for example,
was called “Mrs. Terri” by students. While name-calling practices are seemingly insignificant,
they did convey the mix of boundaries at El Barrio between students and school officials, which
were both familiar and semi-hierarchical. Educators at the school, moreover, included teachers
who grew up and/or attended schools nearby in the neighborhood. Ms. Rachel, for example,
grew up in New York and went to school blocks from where she teaches. Explaining her comfort
with the surrounding community, Ms. Rachel explained, “I’m a part of it. I have an idea of how
home life is. I’m hoping it makes me more relatable to students. I can both expect and respect
where students are coming from.” But Ms. Rachel also felt that her colleagues at El Barrio were
training her to integrate knowledge of the community into state assessments and curricular
standards. On a visit to class, for example, the second grade students were working on writing
skills that were related to New York State’s adoption of the Common Core standards. The
writing task, however, was about conditions in the neighborhood. The students were writing
letters to their Congressman about a range of issues that were bothering them and they wanted
changed or improved in the neighborhood related to safety, sanitation, parks and recreation, and
even less matter-of-fact issues like bullying.
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Similar to Ms. Rachel, Ms. Cindy was a fellow grade-level teacher who was also
integrating knowledge of the community into state-adopted standards and expectations. Ms.
Cindy, however, was not from the Harlem community and instead crafted assignments that
encouraged students to teach her about their lives while also preparing to meet state standards.
During a Social Studies lesson on Ancient Rome, for example, Ms. Cindy’s blended class of
second and third graders were preparing to meet a blend of second and third grade state standards
that included a unit on “My Community and Other U.S. Communities” and “World Geography
and World Communities.” Ms. Cindy divided her class of 20 students into groups of five, and the
students in these groups were asked to take turn turns reading paragraphs of a non-fiction
passage about ancient Roman’s culture, architecture, and geography. Afterwards, the students
were instructed to talk in groups comparing and contrasting information about the Romans with
their own community’s culture, architecture, and geography. Then, Ms. Cindy made a Venn
diagram on an overhead projector entitled “Ancient Roman Culture” and “New York Culture.”
The students took turns calling out what was similar and different in the two communities.
During the lesson, the students were not discouraged from sharing aspects of life that were
unique to their experiences in East Harlem. They shared context-specific information related to
the languages they spoke, the foods they ate, and the ways they dressed, all the while drawing
interesting comparisons to the Ancient Romans. Finally, the students were instructed to write a
fictional story that involved spending a day in Harlem with a Roman from the past. During the
lesson, moreover, Ms. Cindy physically positioned herself in interesting ways—sometimes at the
front center of the class, other times sitting next to students in their groups writing and talking
with them. Additionally, in visits to the school, it was not obvious which kids scored well on
tests and which kids were scoring low on tests. Preparation for end-of-year exams was never
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ignored, but was recognized as a real expectation for which students in El Barrio should be
ready.
In general, there were blended and mixed boundaries in El Barrio between adults and
students, between teachers and students, and between context-dependent and contextindependent information and knowledge. The blended boundaries sought to minimize status
hierarchies and asymmetrical relations of power and control between the community and the
school. They also worked to frame students as “knowers” and knowledge as flexible, evolving
over time (between past and present) and across space (Rome and East Harlem).
A balance of strong and weak boundaries in El Barrio, moreover, shaped value for
flexibility on the part of students, teachers, and the principal, and shaped curricular and
pedagogic conditions in multiple ways. Flexibility with pacing and with curricular decisions was
one such example. Curriculum that did not allow for flexible pacing was ultimately rejected in
favor of curriculum that did. Ms. Rachel explained why she was happy about the new reading
curriculum, called Journeys, that she and her grade-level team were adopting. The curriculum
was different from the old one, called Success for All (SFA), which was a scripted curriculum:
“SFA was not good because the stories were dry, it was so scripted, and students couldn’t relate
because [the teachers] struggled to make it entertaining.” Ms. Rachel also noted that the pacing
of the program was “packed” with information that did not allow her students to grasp all of the
material or points easily each week: “The reality differed from the script because in reality some
of my kids didn’t get some of the points, but teachers felt we had to move on anyway to stay on
track with the program and to follow this script.” After negotiating with the school’s principal
and assistant principal, Ms. Rachel and her grade-level colleagues were excited to see SFA go in
favor of the new program, which was aligned to state standards but allowed for flexible pacing
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and development of more “relatable” material.

As Ms. Rachel said, “With our new

program, every week now children read a new story and make several connections to it,
including text-to-text, text-to-self, to other curriculum, and to their own lives.” Students with
different reading levels are in Ms. Rachel’s class, but she felt that there are ways to differentiate
instruction, offering tips such as “This is that you can do if a student needs x, y, and z.” Ms.
Rachel, however, felt comfortable about a combination of activities and approaches to make the
experience of learning with students both “relatable” and “effective,” including the Journeys
curriculum that offers suggestions on assisting students at different reading levels; the school’s
resources and supports that articulate the contents and concepts expected by the state; and her
own knowledge of the context from which she and her students come. “Each year at the school, I
can think on my feet and change things up if I see something that needs to be changed.”
Local mom-and-pop schools that are similar to El Barrio also had a mix of strong and
weak boundaries, which guarded against status hierarchies and modeled students’ social and
cultural flexibility in school. Mr. Andrews was a teacher who grew up near Harlem and worked
in a charter school with strong and weak boundaries. He negotiated for the students’ right “to be
themselves” while in school and rejected the imposition of rigid practices that stripped away
what he felt was the students’ right to “sense of ease” while in school. Mr. Andrews challenged
taken-for-granted ideas that achievement requires conformity and cultural assimilation on the
part of urban students:
In my family, learning how to be yourself was a big thing. We strived for that.
My mother would tell us, “Don’t you sit there and compromise yourself for everybody else.
People have to learn to take and accept you for who you are and if they can’t, you better
realize that it’s their loss and not yours.”

For Mr. Andrews, notions of competition did not require “losing a sense of one’s self” in
order to make good grades. Instead, he believed that the key to academic achievement for
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students in Harlem involved helping them negotiate cultural authenticity and academic
achievement. In this view, a competitive person is more marketability because he or she can
traverse different social and cultural contexts while maintaining a sense of pride and confidence
in his or her social and cultural background:
You can be yourself at a job interview, but there are certain things you have
to curtail of course. For example, I can put on a suit and talk to a CEO of a company, but
if I’m outside hanging out with my friends, I’m not going to be talking the same way.
Students have to learn how to turn things on and off . . . and as Black and Latino people,
we’ve been taught not to be this or not to be that, and we’ve been told to conform to this
straight line, but when is the time for our kids to use their imagination, to think, and to be
themselves?

Mr. Andrews was deliberate in his example to students as a model of how to navigate
different contexts and what are the social and cultural expectations of those contexts. As one who
has traversed various contexts himself, he deemed it important to show students the value of
integrating linguistic practices unique to the Harlem community into knowledge of the larger
world outside of Harlem. “I’ve been here [Harlem] and there [outside of Harlem],” Mr. Andrews
explained, relating his experiences of leaving the neighborhood to go to college, then working
after college as an intern on Wall Street in the banking system, then later entering the visual art
world before deciding that teaching art to children was his passion. He attributed pride and
confidence in his background as a key to his ability to maneuver different contexts: “I’ve made
more friends and relationships by being proud of the person that I am, and where I’m from,
rather than being a stiff, suit-wearing person all the time. I mean I don’t mind putting a suit on,
but I can switch up sometimes.”
Mr. Andrews translated his cultural flexibility in different contexts into a pedagogical
practice, at times demonstrating a distinct form of "cross-cultural code-switching”8 (Molinsky,
8

According to Andrew Molinsky (2004), cross-cultural code-switching is borrowed from socio linguistics theories
to refer to "the act of purposefully modifying one's behavior, in a specific interaction in a foreign setting, to
accommodate different cultural norms for appropriate behavior" pg. 623.
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2004, pg. 623) in front of students, and at other times asking students about their social lives
outside of school to integrate aspects of those practices throughout the school day. These crosscultural exchanges were seen as helping students build “authentic” relationships over time with
both their teachers and to learning.
For Mr. Andrews, moreover, a critical sense of power was at stake in how knowledge
was classified and how it constructed social and cultural knowledges of students in Harlem as
“down there.” He was more deliberate in resisting these hierarchies in the hope of disrupting
patterns of cultural domination. For this reason, he explained:
I ask my students all the time to figure out the answer to the question, “Who
are you?” If teachers tell them to be one way, to compromise themselves for competition
in the job market, then that doesn’t help with anything other than send the message that
people up here [raises his hand as if holding the top rung of a ladder] have the right to
control them down here.

According to Mr. Andrews, there are distinct ways for children in low-income
communities like Harlem to be competitive without rejecting the context in which they live.
While competition means navigating the dominant social and cultural norms of a world outside
of Harlem which often exert power and control from “up there,” it also requires having a sense of
respect for Harlem that is grounded in knowledge of its local context and generates creative and
imaginative capacities for students, despite its social segregation and subjugation in the city as
“down there.”
Summary and Implications
Cultural anthropologists have studied similar notions of “boundary” when examining
social and cultural differences between schools and communities. These differences are
sometimes described as cultural difference and “incongruence” (see Heath in Levinson, 2000). In
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a society stratified by race and class, however, school practices often reflect differences in power
and control over schooling norms, premised.

Summary of Pedagogic Conditions Across the Case Study Schools
Pedagogic
Conditions
Structure
(degree of
flexibility re:
instruction,
procedures,
behavior
policies, etc.)

Role of teachers
in shaping
Instruction

Explicit or
implicit
expectations
(for teachers,
students)
Instruction:
whole class,
small group,
individual
Relationships
between teachers
and leaders
Horizontal/
hierarchical

Resources

Stability of Staff
& Professional
Culture

Local Charter Schools
“Jifunza” charter

Unstructured, very
Flexible

“El Barrio” Charter

Semi-structured;
moderately flexible

CMO-Charter School
“Elevation” Charter

Semi-structured;
moderately flexible

Collaborative role
in shaping instructtional practice;
semi-autonomous
(team teaching and
co-teaching models
encouraged
collaborative
culture)
Explicit
expectations for
teachers; implicit
expectations for
students
Co-teaching model
allowed whole
class, small group;
individual

“Shine-Bright” Charter

Structured; very rigid

Primary role;
though tenuous
partnership w/
parents, otherwise
autonomous from
leaders

Primary role in shaping
practice, semiautonomous
(co-teaching models)

Implicit
expectations for
students and
teachers

Implicit expectations for
teachers; explicit
expectations and critical
discussions w/ students

Varied according
to teacher
preference - often
whole class

Co-teaching model
allowed whole class,
small group; individual

Horizontal

Mildly horizontal

Mildly horizontal

Hierarchical

Limited;
supported by
CBYOs,
vulnerable when
these organizations
have budget
problems; rely
primarily on perpupil expenditures
from city and state

Moderate; limited
private capital
/fundraising; struggled
w/ recruitment of
suitable teachers and
funds for professional
development to support
model

Abundant: very successful
at fundraising, significant
private capital to finance
additional resources for
teachers, administrators and
central/regional managers
to oversee network
operations

Stable teachers,
Unstable admin;
teachers had many
years of experience

Stable teachers, Stable
admin, mix of teachers
w/ range of experience;
teachers paired together

Moderate; limited
private capital,
struggled to fund
affordable quality
instructional
programs; also
struggled w/
funding professional
development for
teachers, partnered
w/ other charter
schools to raise
funds
Unstable teachers,
Stable admin; mix
of teachers w/ range
of experience;
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Secondary role in shaping
instruction; little-to-no
autonomy (scripted
curriculum, uniform
practices developed by
senior managers)

Explicit expectations for
teachers and students

Whole Class

Unstable teachers
Unstable admin; teacher
turnover common; and
those w/ 2-3yrs encouraged

and UFT contracts;
admin. turned over
rather quickly due
to disputes w/
parents

in co-teaching model,
encouraged professional
collaboration &
mentoring;

teachers at times
disagreed w/ or fell
out with
administrators and
left school

to be administrators and
soon left to start their own
schools (to support
replication/ expansion
initiatives); students more
stable than the staff

middle-class practices, and control by agents with middle-class dispositions (Bourdieu, 1977).
In the U.S. context, school practices have also reflected racial bias as norms, expectations, and
academic practices in school have been shaped by White school actors and are historically
predicated on the experiences and dispositions of White groups. In the context of poor, workingclass, and/or Black and Latino communities, school practices shaped by different race and class
groups can represent status hierarchies and create conflicts and consequences for students
(Willis, 1995).
In this vein, differences between the Harlem context can be regarded as “horizontal”
discourses (local knowledges) and the school context as vertical discourse (formal academic
knowledge) (Bernstein, 1996). Dilemmas described by leaders of local mom-and-pop charter
schools, who struggle with how to integrate relationship-driven approaches with data-driven
pressures for test score production, can be thought of as fundamental tensions between the
negotiation of “horizontal discourses” and “vertical discourses” (Bernstein, 1996, p. 170 -171).
According to Bernstein, schools are often pitted between pressures to respond to local
knowledges and concerns within communities (horizontal discourses) and external pressures
shaped by more dominant social groups outside local communities (vertical discourses)
(Bernstein, 1996). The former approach situates teaching and learning in social realities that are
proximate to learners and often resonate as more relevant and meaningful (i.e., culturally
relevant pedagogy, culturally responsive pedagogy, multicultural pedagogy; see Gay, 2000;
Ladson-Billings, 1995). The latter approach is often geared to inducting students into
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hierarchically organized knowledge systems which are often outcomes-focused and
performance-based (i.e., high-status knowledge, culture of power; see Delpit, 1995).
However, it is important to recognize that both forms of knowledge discourse are
important for social mobility, as the incorporation of horizontal discourses can work against
marginalizing students as “not-knowers” and instead work to reposition subordinated cultural
groups as valuable and active contributors to the academic endeavor. Vertical discourses are
important for equitable schooling because these discourses, if taught explicitly to groups with
limited access to power, serve as “cultural capital” for mobility in a stratified system of
hierarchically organized groups (Bourne, 2007).
Depending on how schools manage vertical and horizontal discourses, social boundaries
and hierarchies between dominant and subordinated groups can be challenged or reproduced in
schools and classrooms, creating either strong or weak classifications between schools and
communities, including classifications of what counts as “knowledge” and who gets treated as
“knowers.” Bernstein argued that an exclusive focus on either horizontal or vertical discourses,
or the strong or weak classifications between them, can harm disadvantaged students by either
further perpetuating their marginalization in schools or limiting their acquisition of high-status
knowledge that stunts efforts at social mobility. Using this understanding, the case study schools
can be situated within a framework of horizontal and vertical discourses which structure social
relations and reproduction. This framework can also help to make critical sense of outcome data
for each school, keeping in mind the pedagogical processes that shape learning, power, and
control.
Despite its high scores, Shine Bright was focused explicitly on test score production,
relying exclusively on apparently vertical discourses that they believed would yield success on
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future-oriented goals such as middle school admission and college completion. Yet, its low value
for local knowledges (horizontal discourses) and its pedagogic practices have perpetuated social
and cultural boundaries and status hierarchies between the community and the school, and
among students and teachers. Given the school’s social justice goals, the asymmetric relations of
power it reproduced in pursuit of high test scores made the scores a Pyrrhic victory and, in short,
a tedious experience for all who survived a de-contextualized and de-socialized educational
encounter. In many ways, the school’s “success” in the market (based on its scores) has
perpetuated myths that equity is simply about closing test score gaps, but which in fact leave
gaping disparities between schools and communities whose knowledge, languages, and practices
are included in the academic endeavor. When equity is framed as the production of a score, what
does it mean if scores are predicated on reproducing the very forms of hierarchy, rigidity, and
asymmetry between schools and communities that have historically characterized education for
Black and Latino families and communities?
Jifunza charter school, however, relied almost exclusively on horizontal knowledges, in
the form of local language practices and the promotion of dual language, and resisted the
imposition of English-only testing policies. While rightfully protecting against status hierarchies
that such policies might have engendered, the students did not receive enough attention or
preparation for state exams. Scores were often weak and parents were alarmed, as future choices
and opportunities in the city rested heavily on students’ test scores and English proficiency.
Hence, a deeply contextualized and
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Table 10. Analyzing four charter schools using Bernstein's Framework of
Classification and Framing Rules
Classification of Knowledge
(Weak boundaries)

(strong boundaries)

Weak ( Un-structured)
semi-structured
Strong (rigid, structured)

Selection/ Pacing/ Sequencing

Horizontal Discourses, Local Knowledges

“Jifunza” Charter School
Power is shared between
stakeholders, decisions are
often stalled, vocal parents
often exert control over
school practices, disagreements with parents often
lead to administrators
being fired, high turnover
among leaders; teachers
unionized in fear of
parents, teachers have
autonomy to choose their
own curricular materials
and often control pace /
sequence of teaching. Few
central
procedures
or
school-wide
policies,
though teachers expressed
desire for central management
and
discipline
policies.

Semi-horizontal

Vertical Discourses/Hierarchical

“Elevation" Charter School

Power over decisions are
not shared, key decisions
rest ultimately with the
school’s founders and
administrators,
yet
teachers feel school is
sometimes
unorganized
“El Barrio” Community and complain they have
little direction.
Charter
Decisions are collaborative
between administrators and
teachers. Principal chooses
curriculum, but grade-level
teams coordinate and plan
lessons, and report back to
administrator
regarding
satisfaction / dissatisfaction
with curriculum. Parents and
administrators
negotiate
future plans for school “Shine Bright Charter”
(example, parents want Structured in all aspects of
school to expand, but board school operations and
(discipline,
and principal push back and instruction
refuse.
Parents
visibly management, selection and
present at school, serve and pacing / sequence of
volunteer, no parent-school curriculum, daily lessons
contract, expectations are scripted). Clear hierarchies
between all stakeholders,
implicit.
starting
with
senior
managers
to
school
leaders, teachers, parents,
and students.
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Proficient in ELA,
3rd-5th Grade 2010-11
100%

82%

80%
60%

62%
46%
31%

40%

20%
0%
Harlem district
schools

"Shine Bright"
CMO-charter
School

"El Barrio"
Community
Charter School

"Elevations"
Charter School

*Jifunza charter school was less than four years old, and data for this year were not published. (NYS report card, 2010-11)

Figure 10. Proficiency Scores in ELA for District and Case Study Schools
embedded educational experience that tried to equalize status hierarchies also worked to
perpetuate social inequality in the end.
By contrast, El Barrio was a school that sought to mix its approach between horizontal
and vertical discourses, which shaped strong and weak boundaries and valued social and cultural
flexibility. The school’s moderate scores, higher than its district school, promoted equity and
competition in a much more expansive way that was inclusive, relationship-oriented, and socially
and culturally responsive. Here, researchers can play a critical role in helping less dominant
schools like El Barrio (in the market of test scores) make the case that how schools achieve is as
important as what they achieve.
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Chapter VII
MISFITS IN A DATA-DRIVEN MARKET OF CHARTER SCHOOLS:
EDUCATORS’ DISPOSITIONS ABOUT KNOWLEDGE AND GOOD “PEDAGOGY”
COLLIDE WITH MARKET RATIONALES OF COMPETITION

In previous chapters, I established that there were different degrees of autonomy and
flexibility among leaders in CMO charter schools and independent charter schools. In this
chapter, I show that differences in autonomy also extended to teachers, who described limited
autonomy over practices in CMO charter schools, compared with teachers in independent charter
schools. Of importance, however, given the different values of knowing and of knowledge that
were evident across differently managed charter schools, these values differently constructed the
purpose and function of teachers. Not surprisingly, teachers in the schools that valued a
technocratic form of “knowing” and of knowledge described professional expectations that
limited their practices primarily to the implementation of curriculum and the CMO’s best
practices, as well as the efficient tracking of student performance. Teachers who worked in
schools that valued a contextualized and relationship-driven form of knowing described their
tasks as developing and preparing instructional material, designing lessons geared toward their
learners, and working collaboratively with co-teachers and grade-level teams to analyze student
outcomes and modify their instruction. This chapter explores more fully the pedagogic
conditions, dispositions, and conflicts that arose for educators in differently managed charter
schools and what they meant for understanding values of knowledge and power and control of
teaching.
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To begin this analysis, I categorized the primary backgrounds of educators in the study
and their rationales for choosing to work in the charter sector. On the whole, educators of all
backgrounds and rationales were present in, or had passed through, both CMO charter schools
and mom-and-pop charter schools. However, based on interviews with educators in the case
study schools (Jifunza, El Barrio, Elevations, and Shine Bright), educators often shuffled across
charter schools in the neighborhood, sometimes within the same CMO and often between CMO
charter schools and mom-and-pop charter schools. More often, educators described moving from
CMO charter schools to other schools and left their positions as classroom teachers for various
reasons that will be discussed below.
I argue that the educators’ shuffling across schools not only reflected important
differences in pedagogic conditions between CMO charter schools and mom-and-pop charter
schools, but also revealed dispositional ruptures with school leaders about values of knowing and
“good” teaching. Dispositions are broadly related to schemes of perception, thought, and action,
and tend to guarantee the “correctness” of practices in a subjective way (Bourdieu, 1973).
Teachers’ dispositions about “right” and “wrong” ways to teach and the pedagogic conditions of
the schools in which they worked presented moments of dissonance for some educators, who
described feeling like “misfits” in their school. These moments of dissonance were more often in
the CMO charter schools and led to critical insights about knowledge, the power and control of
teaching, and what some educators described as the harms of competitive data-driven instruction
for children in Harlem.
Across all schools, however, teachers’ dispositions about good teaching were at times
intertwined with market rationales of “success” and competition based on test scores. In this
sense, teachers conflated ideas about good teaching with good test scores, while at other times
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they offered critical reflections about test scores as a pretense for other agendas related to the
shifting power and control of teaching (and of teachers) from the classroom to the boardroom
(i.e., investors, funders, board members, senior managers, etc.). At these moments, educators
questioned the influence of market rationales on the direction of teaching and learning.
In addition to teachers’ dispositions, pedagogic conditions across schools were important
because they allowed teachers to negotiate their practices in light of competitive market
pressures. Indeed, most teachers who entered or ended up in mom-and-pop charter schools were
likely still teaching at their school by the study’s end because these schools provided conditions
that buffered teachers from dissonance and feelings of disposability related to market pressures
and fluctuations in their students’ test scores from year to year. Educators in mom-and-pop
charter schools also had job security in the form of union contracts with the UFT (two of the
three mom-and-pop case study schools were unionized). Conditions in the CMO charter school
(Shine Bright), however, restricted teacher autonomy to shaping practices in ways that were
amenable to their dispositions, which intensified dispositional breaks with school leaders and
compelled many to leave, voluntarily and involuntarily.

Impact of Pedagogic Conditions Across Differently Managed Charter Schools and on
Teachers’ Responses to Competitive Market Pressures for Test Scores
The 28 teachers selected for participation in the study expressed a range of rationales for
choosing to work in the charter sector. In light of their differences, common challenges emerged
that were related to citywide teacher-evaluation policies and test score production. These
common challenges, however, were mediated differently by the school contexts in which they
worked and its pedagogic conditions. For example, while all teachers confronted city-wide
policies that mandated teacher evaluations be tied to students' test scores, the context of teaching
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mediated how teachers experienced and responded to these initiatives. The context of teaching,
moreover, and the values of knowing that were privileged, shaped patterned feelings and
anxieties related to power and control of teaching. Together, their reflections yielded insight
about the power of context on teachers' experiences in the charter sector, the control of their
practices, and the nature of their response to dominant policy trends and market forces urging
test-based competition.
Briefly, teacher-participants in the study included teachers who described being
disillusioned by prior experiences in high-poverty district schools (seven participants). Their
decisions to leave district schools often included a difficult “trade-off” in professional security in
the form of relinquishing union contracts and tenure, for the hope of more organized, less
crowded, and better resourced professional conditions. A second group of teacher-participants in
the study consisted of novices (seven participants). This group had little to no prior teaching
experience in either district schools or charter schools, and whose placement in the charter sector
was largely based on teacher placement procedures related to student teaching and certification.
A third group of teacher-participants described circumstantial involvement in the charter sector
(similar to novices in some ways) (seven participants). This group explained that licensure
problems, hiring freezes, and overall red-tape with the district office, prevented them from
obtaining reciprocity in NY and/or delayed their ability to obtain a position in district schools.
Unlike novices, however, this group included teachers with prior experience from other cities,
states, and countries, etc. A final group of teachers included "determined reformers," two subgroups of which included community-based reformers and market-based reformers. Together,
these teachers (seven participants) were most deliberate in their choice to work in the charter
sector as a way to reform public education. As sub-groups, however, they hoped to implement
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radically different reform ideas. The former group described explicit rationales to remake public
schools into competitive private-like (and privately managed) entities. The latter group described
hopes for improving public schools by deepening its ties to the public which involved
empowering teachers, community-based organizations, and parents. Teacher's rationales were
not static, however, and experiences in different schools pushed some educators (e.g., Mr.
Charles) away from early rationales that embraced market-reform toward rationales that
embraced community-reform.
Regardless of what brought them to the charter sector, teachers of all rationales were
present in, or had passed through, both CMO charter schools and mom-and-pop charter schools.
However, the factors shaping whether they were still teaching in the classroom or in Harlem’s
charter sector altogether (by the end of the study) were based on their experiences in differently
managed charter schools and the pedagogic conditions and values of knowing they confronted.
In mom-and-pop charter schools, such as in Jifunza, El Barrio, and Elevations, teachers
described pedagogic conditions that were less hierarchical than in Shine Bright charter school,
and allowed them to shape curriculum and instruction. While varied in some ways, teachers in
the three mom-and-pop charter schools described pedagogic conditions that were generally more
flexible. In Shine Bright charter school, a CMO charter school, educators described pedagogic
conditions that included more material resources and a structured environment, yet restricted
teachers’ control of pedagogy due to heavily scripted lessons, hierarchical relationships with
leaders and managers, and retracted job security (e.g., lack of union, tenure, etc.). Differences in
pedagogic conditions, moreover, shaped different responses to competitive pressures for test
scores, including that city policies mandating teacher evaluations be tied to student test scores. In
mom-and-pop charter schools, these evaluative policies were funneled through the flexible and
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collaborative culture of the school, primarily because of the intervention of leaders who worked
to mediate teachers’ anxieties and promote group goals (school-level and grade-level). By
contrast, in the CMO charter school, evaluative policies amplified anxieties because teachers
were openly identified with students’ scores and received school-level bonuses or punitive
consequences for such outcomes.
Pedagogic Conditions in Three Mom-and-pop Charter Schools
The teachers in the mom-and-pop charter schools often played a primary role in building
curriculum. Ms. Arlene was an experienced educator of 14 years and had previously worked in
district schools before coming to Jifunza charter school. She noted, for example, “I can take
initiative and make lesson plans that are more authentic and interesting, whereas in DOE schools
I had to seek permission for everything, even if it was for authentic instruction and teachercreated materials.” Sometimes the teachers managed the responsibility of building curriculum by
working collaboratively as a grade-level team or in co-teaching models. Ms. Cindy, a teacher in
her seventh year of teaching at El Barrio charter school, noted, “We have to work together if we
want to get things done . . . but we [teachers] set the time and plan out [our] time for what we’re
going to do . . . and we balance everything.” The work to improve instruction at El Barrio was
described as a team effort and required teachers’ professional judgments. Ms. Rena, a colleague
of Ms. Cindy, added, “It’s pretty much unspoken [the amount] of work that we all have to do.” In
Elevations charter school, collaborative efforts to improve instruction involved pairing teachers
in a co-teaching model, by which teachers could divide and/or alternate the responsibility of
designing curriculum and planning lessons for each subject.
The teachers in these schools noted the importance of outcomes, but focused on the
school’s goals and the particular progress of their grade-level team and their students. Analysis
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and use of data, moreover, was presented as grade-level data and discussed within grade levels to
improve weak areas of instruction and to reach school and grade-level targets. As Ms. Cindy
explained, “[We] want our kids to do well. We want to look professional, be an excellent teacher,
and show growth [in outcomes]. We don’t want our grade to be the one that’s behind.” Data,
however, were rarely regarded as the primary goal or objective in itself, and were not the
defining characteristic teachers used to relate to one another. “Even if the kids do poorly on their
tests, it isn’t necessarily a reflection on your teaching,” explained Ms. Cindy. Instead, the
teachers described poor scores as weaknesses in the grade level’s instructional model or
approach, and were targeted collaboratively.
Indeed, Ms. Cindy’s and Ms. Rena’s principal regarded collaboration as a deliberate
aspect of school culture that needed to be protected from city policies urging competitive and
hierarchical evaluations of teachers. Principal Sheets of El Barrio charter school explained that
the collaborative culture established in her school among faculty and staff was “vulnerable” to
city policies that urged individual teachers be tied to student test scores. As she explained: “[City
policies] go against the message that I try to send [to teachers], which is that ‘we are all in this
together’ and that ‘you are here because you are a quality teacher and I will work with you and
support you.’” As such, Ms. Cindy and Ms. Rena, who were teachers in Principal Sheets’ school,
described working collaboratively in response to competitive pressures. “I’m not competing
against Ms. Cindy,” noted Ms. Rena. “We compete against a goal, an expectation, or what is
wanted and what is needed by administration.”
In Jifunza charter school, however, the teachers noted the challenge of having too much
freedom and autonomy, and wanted better infrastructure, resources, and even some aspects of the
school’s operation to be centrally coordinated. “I do wish we had a system, school-wide, to
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organize things like discipline and behavior management.” Control over instruction, however,
was regarded as a prized possession, particularly among experienced educators, who were wary
of solicitations from private management companies that would possibly encroach on such
terrain. For this reason, even as the school was solicited by an education management
organization (EMO) to coordinate and contract key services, Ms. Reynolds (the Assistant
Principal) rejected the offer, both at the behest of educators in the school and of other
administrators who feared the EMO would eventually compromise freedoms in other areas such
as curriculum and instruction.
Pedagogic Conditions in Shine Bright Charter School
The teachers in the CMO charter school, Shine Bright, were drawn to its resources and its
highly organized structure, particularly those educators who worked previously in underresourced, overcrowded, high-poverty schools. However, they also described pedagogic
conditions in the school that limited their control and autonomy over instruction, and emphasized
urgent and constant evaluation, attention to detail (“sweating the small stuff”), and hierarchical
relationships with leaders. With the use of data-savvy tracking and analysis already in place at
Shine Bright, initiatives by the city to link student scores to teachers were welcomed and
reinforced, and became the primary way teachers related to one another and to their students.
This induced feelings of anxiety and disposability when students’ scores on “in-house”
assessments fluctuated or were stagnant.
For educators at Shine Bright, lessons were scripted by senior managers in central offices
who then distributed pre-made lessons to schools throughout the organization. As a result,
training often involved studying, rehearsing, and even memorizing pre-made lessons to focus on
the “small stuff” involving classroom management, routines, procedures, and tracking of
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students’ answers. Some educators initially welcomed highly structured conditions, particularly
educators who had been disillusioned by experiences in high-poverty and under-resourced public
schools. Ms. Alyssa, for example, taught for five years in a district school in the city, but left her
previous school after struggling in crowded, under-resourced schools. Upon visiting her charter
school for the first time, Ms. Alyssa was excited by the structure and resources it offered teachers
and students: “I was like, wow! . . . There were plans in place for everything. . . . All the first
grade classrooms were doing reading at the same time, math at the same time. And it was like
they were all teaching the same thing.” Ms. Alyssa joined the staff soon after her visit and
described gaining skills that encouraged her to “sweat the small stuff” in order to ensure that she
too implemented the same structure and pacing that she observed on her visit.
However, emphasis on the “small stuff” came at the expense of the “big stuff,” such as
flexibility in the design and implementation of curriculum. Ms. Robinson, for example, who was
a classroom teacher at the time of our interview and worked for the same CMO as Ms. Alyssa,
initially expressed value for the competitive and urgent pace of the CMO, as well as its strict
structure, which she deemed necessary to ensure high test score outcomes for students. She
acknowledged, however, that these structures limited her flexibility in teaching, particularly as it
related to the use of scripted curriculum.
TW: Do you have enough foundation to make the [lessons] your own?
Robinson: Um . . . [pause] . . . sometimes I feel like I’m sort of in a confined mode. . . . I
mean I feel like I don’t have that full autonomy you know . . . we have planning
meetings and it’s like “you should be on this teaching point on this day, whatever,
whatever.” And sometimes it can be too much, to be honest, to where I feel like the
[CMO] could have anybody in [here] teaching.
TW: Oh really?
Robinson: Well, not so much anymore . . . I feel like now I don’t really even have to
look at the script anymore. Like I know how it goes, I know what to do.
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I probed Robinson about the kinds of professional development she would prefer,
especially after she voiced her desire to leave the CMO and open a school of her own. She noted
the importance of structure, but would not force teachers to implement scripted curriculum: “If I
give teachers what they need to teach, like the topic, I think they should be able to make learning
happen without a script. I just feel like that’s what they are supposed to do as teachers.” Hence,
while recognizing the importance of an organized and structured school, Ms. Robinson described
an ideal school as one that distinguished the management of school operations from the control
of teaching and learning. In her current school, unfortunately, operational structures and teaching
practices were tightly controlled by managers and administrators, so much so that she felt her
school could have “anybody” teaching.
Ms. Robinson’s experience in a tightly managed CMO charter begged the question: did
teachers’ pedagogical knowledges and dispositions “count” in the eyes of senior managers? Even
for educators with prior teaching experience, the answer was largely no. Ms. Theresa, who was
also a classroom teacher in Shine Bright during the time of our initial interview, noted, “I feel
like the CMO deprogrammed me and I had to get reprogrammed.” Although her senior
managers, leaders, and fellow colleagues were typically younger, White, and had fewer years of
experience in the classroom than she did, Ms. Theresa’s prior knowledge about teaching did not
count. As such, Ms. Theresa recalled feeling like “the bottom of the barrel” when starting at
Shine Bright charter school:
Theresa: I was definitely intimidated because I was now surrounded by people that were
smarter than me.
TW: In what sense?
Theresa: I just felt like because I—and it wasn’t even like they had more experience
teaching than me. I mean it was not that many of us [Blacks] in the CMO. I could
probably count on one hand how many Black people there were—
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TW: Was that a part of the intimidation?
Theresa: Yeah, because I . . . coming into this new world . . . everybody was so
outspoken. So it was a lot of me just kind of sitting back and observing everybody. . .
. And I was the top teacher [in my district school]! So to go from being a top teacher
to . . . bottom of the barrel . . . it was like I did not have as much knowledge as
everybody else coming in.
Indeed, Ms. Theresa sensed that a new and different knowledge was operating in the
“new world” of CMO charter schools. However, Ms. Theresa interpreted the different
knowledge that permeated among colleagues in her new school as that which made them
“smarter” than she was. However, when I asked Ms. Theresa to reflect on the strengths she
brought to her CMO charter school, she described important skills that conveyed different values
of knowing and were related to relationships and to community:
TW: Do you feel like there were things that you knew about kids that they didn’t know?
Theresa: Oh, definitely, yeah. Because their vision came from just like curriculum stuff.
TW: So what were some of the things that you felt you knew?
Theresa: Parent relationships. I had to intercede a lot with—of the two teachers that were
on my grade level team, they didn’t know how to interact with parents of color. . . .
So that, and just being able to build a sense of community with students and parents.
Indeed, the knowledge and dispositions that Ms. Theresa described were social and
cultural, and involved situating classroom learning in meaningful relationships with students,
parents, and communities. Regardless, Ms. Theresa believed she was “the bottom of the barrel”
at her new CMO charter school, and did not have “as much knowledge” as her new curriculumsavvy colleagues, whom she described as “smarter.” There was little indication, moreover, that
her colleagues and school managers recognized or valued Ms. Theresa’s skills or different values
of knowing and of knowledge.
Understanding Teachers’ Dispositions and Their Movement
Across Charter Schools in Harlem
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Bourdieu (1973, in Swartz, 1980) stressed that the instructional habits of teachers were
often dispositional rather than conscious or rational calculations (p. 197). These dispositions
were tied to one’s habitus, which is understood as an individual’s embodied history or one’s
internalization of objective world experiences which appear “natural” as it is (Bourdieu, 1973).
While dispositions are helpful to explain the reproduction and regularity of teaching practices in
an “open” and autonomous field of choices, dispositions can also help to make sense of
“ruptures” and breaks in taken-for-granted logics of practice that lead to critical insights and
challenges to dominant policy reforms.
These moments of rupture happened among the educators in the data-driven charter
schools, whose dispositions about “correct” ways to teach did not match the pedagogic
conditions and practices of the schools in which they worked. For other teachers, ideas about
“good” teaching were intertwined with market rationales of “success” in terms of test scores and
expansion and the market position of the school in which they worked. Indeed, teachers’
dispositions about “good” instruction were often structured by, and gave structure to, market
rationales based on test scores. For example, in moments when test scores were high, the
teachers assumed that practices were “good” and continued implementing them, despite
reservations. In other instances, when a school’s scores were not good, the educators questioned
their practices and discontinued them, despite previous statements that these practices were good
for the kids. In both instances, the teachers accepted as natural the belief that test scores were
measures of “good” teaching.
For some teachers, however, there were clear breaks with market logic which produced
critical reflections about the harms of instruction predicated on competition for production of
scores. More often, the educators clashed with data-driven practices such as were evident at
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Shine Bright. In these schools, the teachers described feelings of disposability, which forced
some to leave these schools, voluntarily and involuntarily, to traverse the charter market in
search of a right “fit,” although the market of choices presented positive opportunities to choose
new alternatives in order to find a suitable “fit” between school conditions and teacher
dispositions. However, a consolidating charter market shaped few real alternatives from the
growing number of data-driven schools and practices in the sector. The growth of CMOs meant
the rise of power among senior managers and regional directors who oversaw a significant
portion of the sector’s schools.
In turn, the power and purview of a CMO’s leaders became was the inverse of less
powerful teachers, who increasingly had little job security in the form of tenure, long-term
teaching contracts or union protection. The influence of private capital provided significant
material resources for teachers, particularly teachers whose prior experiences were in highpoverty public schools. Some teachers expressed making “trade-offs” of control and autonomy in
exchange for resources and less crowding. In some instances, therefore, educators felt neither
empowered to challenge the pedagogic practices and conditions in their school due to weak job
security, nor willing to risk leaving the school for fear of losing resources. Some teachers,
nonetheless, left their school as a critique of its practices and “shuffled” across different schools
in the hope of finding the right pedagogical and professional “fit” in the market of charter
schools.
Unraveling Educators’ Dispositions about “Good” Teaching
From Market Rationales of Success
The findings indicated that the teachers in data-driven schools used market outcomes
(i.e., high test scores, large private investments, rapid expansion, or parent demand) to rationalize
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and acquiesce to testing the norms and data-tracking strategies of their school. Ms. Simmons, for
example, interpreted the practices at her CMO charter school as “good” because of the school’s
dominant position in the market of charter schools: “Well, we must be doing something right
because the CMO is growing, so people seem to think we’re doing a good thing.” Similarly, the
teachers in the local charter schools often used market outcomes to invalidate the “goodness” of
their school’s instructional programs. The teachers in the mom-and-pop charter schools, for
example, often equated market success with “good” instruction. Using these assumptions, the
teachers often supported redesigning instruction in the fashion of more market-successful
schools. A teacher in Elevation charter school, for example, noted casually, “I think about the
successful [CMOs] . . . what they’re doing is probably really great and I’d like to know more
about it so that my school can adapt it.”
However, there were spontaneous moments of critical reflection, whereby teachers
questioned the logic of “good” instruction predicated on market success. These moments
included, “Yes, we have high scores and everything, but sometimes I think about what’s
missing.” For some teachers, these reflections evolved toward full critiques of teaching in an
educational market structure and the nature of the power and control of teaching altogether. In
these instances, some teachers indicated a critical difference between using test score data to
improve instruction—and thus respond more effectively to areas of weakness in instruction—and
market rationales which seemed to use teachers instrumentally in myopic contests for scores,
thus perpetuating a punitive culture of teacher (and student) disposability. Critical reflections
were also evident among teachers in moderately scoring schools (i.e. Elevation), who primarily
resisted the conflation of high-scoring schools with having “good” instruction. In these instances,
despite their school’s marginal position in the marketplace, the teachers were adamant that
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improving instructional processes and experiences for students was the “right” thing: “We may
not have the money and the attention like the big CMOs . . . but we’re in it for the kids.”
Feelings of Disposability Among teachers Fueled by Market Rationales
The punitive nature of market competition, based on high-stakes testing, facilitated a
culture of high teacher turnover and “teacher disposability.” Mr. Charles, for instance, was an
instructional leader for math teachers in his CMO charter for three years before being dismissed
under the pretense of students’ moderate test scores. With dismissal, he described joining the
“wall of shame” among other dismissed educators at the school. Mr. Charles had moved into his
school’s neighborhood in Central Harlem, three blocks from the school building, in the hope of
strengthening relationships with students and families that would help him design better math
instruction tailored to the everyday use of math by students and their families. Mr. Charles was
confident, moreover, that these practices would yield higher test scores, and thus welcomed the
urgent pace of his data-driven managers. Yet when students’ outcomes were not dramatic
enough, Mr. Charles was dismissed. “I worked at the school for three and half years, and my
dismissal took two minutes,” said Mr. Charles, and added: “My school had something that I
personally called “the wall of shame.’” He described a place in the school behind the security
desk where a number of identification cards hang from the wall; these belonged to teachers who
no longer worked at the school. Mr. Charles explained that the picture IDs are hanging there to
assist security personnel in remembering which teachers are no longer allowed in the building
after termination. The number of IDs, according to Mr. Charles, continues to grow to reflect the
pace and high attrition of teachers at the school. Despite its security function, Mr. Charles
referred to the wall of IDs as a source of shame and humiliation. “It’s like taking dog tags almost
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. . . and just putting them up there on the wall. And when I got let go, I said to myself, Please, I
hope my ID doesn’t end up on the wall of shame!”
Mr. Charles experienced dissonance between his disposition for instructional
responsiveness that was tied to the students’ everyday lives and the de-contextualized, datadriven rationales of his school leaders. In this collision, Mr. Charles sought solace in a small
mom-and-pop charter school which yielded for him greater control of his practice. The
experience of being dismissed from his CMO charter, however, particularly in light of having
had high evaluations from students and parents, elicited an important critique from Mr. Charles
about market logic and the waning power and control of teachers altogether. His critique began
when he had to explain his departure to his former students:
When I was let go, I was still living in the same neighborhood. So it was hard for me to
walk by the school, or go to the grocery store, or even go outside at certain times
because I knew I would see the kids or the parents. . . . And then finally, seeing my kids
on the street one day, one of the first questions they asked was “Why in the world are
you at a different school!?” The only thing I could say, because I don’t lie to children, is
that it wasn’t my choice. It wasn’t my choice to leave.

Mr. Charles' experience conveyed the culture of teacher turnover at his former CMO,
because of its competitive pressure cooker atmosphere and its punitive approaches to test score
production. The “churning” of teachers was so chronic, Mr. Charles explained, that students
were more constant than the teaching staff, leading some students to joke with teachers: “I’ll
probably be here longer than you.” Indeed, until the moment of his dismissal, Mr. Charles had
been the staunchest advocate of competitive performance-based pay structures and often spoke
ill of unions. “Unions protect people who don’t deserve to be there. And if you can’t cut it [make
the scores] then you shouldn’t be there.” However, when I later probed Mr. Charles about this
belief in light of his dismissal, he paused before saying, “That’s a hard question.” Mr. Charles
acknowledged that perhaps unions also protect teachers who do deserve to be there, and admitted
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he himself had little recourse or due process to fight for his position or the instructional
approaches he believed were worthwhile for students. Hence, despite having a different
disposition for what “good” instruction was, Mr. Charles was limited by the pedagogic
conditions of his CMO charter which restricted his capacity to control pedagogy and synthesize
values for relationship-driven and data-driven instruction.
Collision Between Teachers’ Dispositions and Market Rationales
Some teachers grew to question the data-driven dispositions of their leaders and fellow
colleagues and challenged their fit as teachers, thereby acknowledging key differences between
learning how to use data to improve instruction for students and feeling used by data-driven
individuals for test score production. These differences were recognized as potentially harmful to
students. Ms. Alyssa, for example, acquiesced to the demands of her senior managers at the
CMO, but began to question the technical rather than relational culture of learning: “You know,
as a teacher, I feel like I can spot out a person really fast who I know is not a children-friendly
person. I can just tell. Sometimes I feel like [saying to them] ‘teaching is not your profession.’”
Ms. Alyssa explained the rationale for her judgments, which stemmed from observing several
troubling interactions between teachers and students. One such incident involved reprimands and
harsh disciplinary practices given by a teacher in her CMO, which resulted in the teacher
videotaping the child as he was being reprimanded for not answering questions “precisely” and
to the teachers’ satisfaction. “The teacher didn’t like [the student’s] answer to something and put
[the student] on the spot. . . . It was like the teacher was antagonizing him. I was so angry
watching the video.” Ms. Alyssa explained the underlying professional tensions the video
represented to her as related to her colleagues’ dispositions about teaching and its impact on their
practices:
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We had a person at our school who was the data person . . .And she could stand up in
front of the staff and say how students did [on assessments] from last month to this
month. She was great at that. But now she’s leaving [that position] to teach at [one of the
CMO charters]. I immediately thought to myself, “Oh no!” She’s one of those type-A,
data-driven people, but I can’t see her with children. . . . I could be wrong. But you know,
I’ve seen people whom I can tell based on their interactions with children that this
profession is really not for them. I don’t think their heart is in it in the same way as a
teacher’s.

Ms. Alyssa gave an intuitive explanation of the dispositional differences between
teachers who were data-driven and teachers who were what she called “child-friendly.” Mr.
Shawn, however, noted similar distinctions in his past experiences in CMO charter schools, and
offered a metaphorical explanation of child-friendly dispositions that were unlike the views of
his data-driven managers:
I believe that change happens over the course of time. Like when a farmer plants a
seed, he doesn’t know exactly when the fruit is going to come, but he knows
around the time it’s going to come and what it’s going to come out as. Some fruit
is going to make it, some are not, and some are going to make it in a certain kind
of way—but it’s a process. And when I’m dealing with a child, it’s the same
process.
Mr. Shawn believed his data-driven managers failed to understand learning as a process and did
not have the patience for tolerating students’ growth over time. Hence, both he and Ms. Alyssa
sensed that their dispositions did not “fit” fully into the educational paradigm of their schools’
managers.
Mr. Charles, who was reeling for months after his dismissal from his CMO charter
school, made an explicit turn toward what he called progressive education, what he believed was
the exact opposite of his CMO’s approach to teaching. Through the help of teacher-educators in
his graduate program at Bank Street College in New York City, Mr. Charles described the values
of knowing related to context and relationship, which became for him the primary distinction
between his old school and his new mom-and-pop charter school. “Progressive teachers bring
learning to the students, where they are . . . and they say to students ‘your environment is the
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primary tool to get you to learn, so I’m going to start with the things that you see every day to
connect you to learning.’” In the new school, Mr. Charles hoped to seek ways to value the social
worlds and cultural practices of his students, and work toward viewing these aspects of
children’s lives as facilitators for meaningful learning and connection to knowledge rather than
as impediments to test score production. In this vein, Mr. Charles critiqued the practices of his
former managers: “They were trying to show kids that they can learn [via high test scores], but
they shouldn’t separate students from their environment, or say to students that their environment
is the problem.” Instead, and much like Mr. Shawn’s vision of social change, Mr. Charles was
learning to value practices that promised not to “deliver children out of the ‘hood’” by way of
their scores, but to value practices that will cultivate meaningful connections to learning. By
doing so, he hoped to empower students toward critical changes within their communities,
primarily by challenging the broader structure of inequality that circumscribed it.
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Table 11. Educator Groups, Charter Types, and the Shuffle Across Schools
Educator
Groups

Educator
Names

Disillusioned

Alyssa
Theresa
Carmen
Shawn
Donna
Nadia,
Arlene

Novice/
Dilettantes

(Community
reformers)
Determined
Reformers
(Market reformers)

Circumstantial

Rachel
Roger
Samantha
Eric,
Lilly
Ellen
Alliyah
Humphrey
Andrew
Lauren,
Tia
Dinah
Charles,
Lisa,
Rena,
Cindy,
Mary
Amy
Barbara
Kimberly
Benjamin

Charter Schools Entered
By Management Type & Instructional Approach
-3 teachers entered student-driven, mom/pop charters
-2 teachers shuffled within data-driven CMO
*Theresa - CMO-charter#1 → CMO-charter #2 → no longer
classroom teacher
*Alyssa = CMO-charter #1 → CMO-charter #2
-2 teachers shuffled across schools (btw CMOs & mom/pop)
*Carmen = mom/pop → CMO → no longer classroom teacher
*Shawn = CMO → CMO → mom/pop
-2 teachers entered data-driven, CMO charters
*Samantha = no longer classroom teacher
-4 teachers entered student-driven, mom/pop charters
-1 teacher shuffled across schools (btw CMOs & mom/pop)
*Ellen = CMO → mom/pop

-4 teachers entered student-driven, mom/pop charter
*Lauren = no longer classroom teacher
-1 teacher entered data-driven, CMO charter
*Lisa = no longer classroom teacher
-2 teachers shuffled across school types
*Dinah = CMO → mom/pop
*Charles = CMO → mom/pop
-5 teachers entered student-driven, mom/pop
*Kimberly = no longer classroom teacher
-2 teachers shuffled across schools and sectors
*Barbara = mom/pop → mom/pop
*Benjamin = CMO → district school

In Search of the Right ‘Fit”: Making Sense of the Shuffle
Although some teachers were able to minimize their dispositional differences with school
practices, other teachers were not, which compelled them to leave their school in search of a
better “fit.” As discussed above and indicated in Table XX, Mr. Shawn shuffled across two CMO
charter schools until finally landing in a mom-and-pop charter school. In the two CMO charter
schools, Mr. Shawn sensed he was out of place: “I would say I was a misfit in the charter schools
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I’ve been in. My philosophy was a little too much to the left I think.” In choosing to leave these
schools, he described leaving lucrative benefits and resources. As he recalled, “I was slotted to
take-over the school [as principal]. When I chose to leave, that meant I left money, power, going
up in the organization, and image. All of those things. And yet I pulled away. I just couldn’t be
privy to the quantifying of students, so I let it go.” In leaving without a union contract or without
tenure, Mr. Shawn noted, “It’s like I went into the wilderness! Into the backside of the desert.”
Soon, Mr. Shawn found a position in a mom-and-pop charter school. Despite having fewer
resources because of less private capital, he found it was a better place for expressing his
pedagogical values and visions of teaching: “And my soul feels better. It’s like I’m in love again
with what I am doing.”
Yet Mr. Shawn’s experience was not the norm. He was in his twelfth year of teaching
(having had prior experience in district schools) and perhaps had a more fully developed
pedagogic identity, strong enough to resist the seduction of large CMOs whose practices did not
fit with his pedagogical orientations. But not every participant found his or her “place” or was
resolved with “letting go” of resources or the market-related status of the school, for the sake of
maintaining pedagogical commitments. Some teachers thought the “trade-off” seemed unfair.
Mr. Charles, for example, who admitted that he wanted to “shine” like executives on wall
Street—many of whom were investors in his CMO charter school—was still somewhat
depressed about being let go from the charter school in his neighborhood. At the time of our
interview, he was in a much smaller charter school and happy with his new principal. Yet he felt
the CMO had “chewed him up and spit him out” in a way that was deeply unsettling. “Teachers
are so important, so why are we so low on the totem pole?” He concludes that the low pay and
low value of teachers perhaps lured him to a charter school that held out the promise of better
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status, stronger image, and higher pay, compared with district schools. But while his CMO
claimed to elevate the status of teaching via competitive pay structures, Mr. Charles’ restricted
autonomy and abrupt dismissal, without due process, made him feel devalued as a teacher and
disposable.
Finally, Ms. Alyssa and Ms. Theresa, who also entered CMO charter schools together,
chose to shuffle schools within their CMO, as they felt they had traded off too much to walk
away from the organization and go “into the wilderness.” They each sought an opportunity to be
transferred to another school within their organization’s network, far from the flagship school in
central Harlem and with less attention from central managers and executive directors. Whether
stealthily or coincidentally, they both ended up working together in a school at the far margins of
the CMO’s growing number schools in New York City, in one of the roughest neighborhoods
where, Ms. Theresa explained, the senior managers are “too scared to visit.” By the study’s end,
Ms. Theresa had been promoted to assistant principal and felt she could infuse more of her
pedagogical values into forging strong relationships with parents of color and building
community with students and teachers across her school. Despite the school’s strong outcomes,
Ms. Theresa noted that her school’s principal “still gets a lot of slack from other principals and
CMO leaders about the freedom that we give teachers. . . . It’s just not favored upon.” Regardless
of the imminent threat of interference from senior members, Ms. Theresa and Ms. Alyssa hoped
to relish their rare freedom and autonomy over their practices at their new school for as long as
possible.
Conclusion and Summary
This chapter presented four major findings related to teachers’ dispositions and the
pedagogic conditions in which they worked, including mom-and-pop charter schools and home190

depot charter schools. This first finding indicated that the schools in which teachers worked and
their management style allowed some teachers to negotiate their practices in light of market
pressures urging competition and test score production, while some teachers worked in schools
that severely limited their autonomy and control over pedagogy. In mom-and-pop charter
schools, educators expressed appreciation for flexibility and control over their practices and
worked collaboratively in response to market pressures urging high scores. On the other hand,
while educators in the home-depot charter benefited from having more material resources and a
structured environment, they described feeling restricted by the control of instructional practices
and exposed to punitive or remunerative outcomes for students’ scores.
A second finding indicated that teachers’ dispositions about instruction were structured
by, and gave structure to, the market rationales and dominant policies in which all schools were
situated. It would be a mistake, therefore, to assume that the teachers in the CMO charter were
wholly controlled by powerful managers and leaders, reduced unwittingly to carry out the
technical work of test score production; or that teachers in independent charter schools were
unhinged from market pressures altogether and insulated from larger trends urging all schools
toward data-driven instruction. Instead, the findings indicated that teachers’ interpretation of
their schools’ practices were intertwined with the relative position of their school in the
marketplace, prompting some to take for granted ideas of “good” practice as those that yielded
high scores, while prompting others in schools with less position in the marketplace to invalidate
their practices as “bad.”
A third finding indicated that teachers often made critical reflections about test scores as
the sole marker of “good” instructional practice. For instance, the teachers in high-scoring CMO
charter schools expressed spontaneous critical thoughts about the lack of instructional
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responsiveness to students and to student diversity. These moments included statements such as
“Sometimes I question where [my school’s] practices come from . . . do they come from the
community and what it wants?” These sentiments also included statements such as “Yes, we
have high scores and everything, but sometimes I think about what’s missing.” For some
teachers, these reflections evolved into full critiques of teaching in an educational market
structure and the nature of power and control of teaching altogether. In these instances, some
teachers indicated a critical difference between using test score data to improve instruction and
thus respond more effectively to students’ learning weaknesses, and market rationales which
seemed to use teachers instrumentally in myopic contests for scores, thereby perpetuating a
punitive culture of teacher (and student) disposability. Critical reflections were also evident
among teachers in independent charter schools, who primarily resisted the conflation of highscoring schools with having “good” instruction. In these instances, despite their school’s
marginal position in the marketplace, the teachers were adamant that improving instructional
processes and experiences for students was the “right” thing: “We may not have the money and
the attention like the big CMOs . . . but we’re in it for the kids.”
The fourth and final major finding indicated that the willingness of teachers to comply
with or reject ideas of market competition and data-driven practices was impacted by the
pedagogic conditions in which they worked and not their backgrounds. While there was a diverse
group of educators with different rationales for entering the charter sector, the schools in which
they worked shaped their struggles and abilities to “fit” their dispositions into the dominant
forces that urged data-driven test score production. In light of this finding about differences in
pedagogic conditions across mom-and-pop charter schools and home-depot charter schools, it is
not surprising that teachers in the latter group more often struggled with issues of “fit” and
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consequently shuffled across schools in the charter sector. Thus, unmediated market pressures
and restricted control of pedagogy compelled participants in CMO charter schools more often to
shuffle across schools, voluntarily and involuntarily, in the hope of finding a better “fit” between
their dispositions and their school’s instructional approaches. Some teachers made choices to
leave the CMO charter school and transfer to a different school within the organization while
others left the CMO altogether. Some were forced to leave involuntarily while others were
promoted out of the classroom to take on leadership positions in the rapidly expanding
organization.
Hence, despite early decisions to work in a CMO charter school, and guided perhaps by
initial preferences for its structure and resources, these educators confronted different values of
“knowing” and knowledge which shaped different roles and functions for them. The more the
teachers’ dispositions were aligned with relationship-driven and contextualized values of
knowing, the more they struggled with data-driven practices focused on outcomes (e.g., Ms.
Theresa). Yet some educators were not conscious or rational about their values and choices of
where to work and experienced dispositional ruptures and expected breaks with their school. In
these moments of dissonance, the teachers “awoke” to their dispositional values of knowing and
articulated these values in a strong critique of their school’s practices (e.g., Mr. Charles). How
teachers resolved their dispositional differences with school leaders, however, was hampered by
retracted job security and lack of tenure or union representation.
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Chapter VIII

Toward a Social Realist Theory of Competition, Community Cultural Knowledge(s),
and Transformative Pedagogy

Competition has come to Harlem's public schools, as part and parcel of market-based
reforms urging school choice in urban education. While state law describes charter schools as
geared toward innovating teaching and learning in order to improve student outcomes among
groups that have chronically underperformed on standard measures of academic achievement,
fieldwork in four charter schools in Harlem indicated that competition worked to limit both the
diversification of practices across different schools as well as practices of diversity in particular
schools.
Indeed, three of the four schools selected for study were small, community-based charter
schools that incorporated social and cultural knowledge about the local community in which it
operated. Interviews with school leaders, however, acknowledged that they made concessions to
their instructional models overtime, and in similar ways which 'quick fix' strategies aimed at test
score production. Choice and competition served as a rationale to legitimate these changes, as the
school whose leaders utilized the most aggressive approaches to test score production, via an
exclusive emphasis on data-driven practices, were rewarded with more charter renewals and
heralded as success. These forces worked to minimize leaders' innovation of relationship-driven
practices that fostered flexibility and cultural responsiveness. While teachers and leaders
expressed value for culturally responsive practices, these practices were not "resume-able" or
marketable in a competitive and data-driven climate.
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Hence, the fourth school in the study "thrived" in terms of market success (i.e. high test
scores, high parent demand, private fundraising and capital, and replication of its charter
management organization). The school, however, suffered from the highest rates of attrition
among both teachers and students (averaging 50% over three years and an estimated 40% of the
schools' founding class five years ago, respectively). Despite such problems, the school
remained a heralded 'success' by city leaders. The schools' practices, moreover, were primarily
data-driven and technocratic, utilizing explicit rankings of individual students by test scores, and
erected rigid boundaries between the schools' expectations and ideas of 'right' character and
knowledge and the local knowledges and practices of the students' which were shaped by the
surrounding community and context in which children lived.
For policymakers in education, these findings are important because they indicate how
the intensification of market values in Harlem (i.e. competition based on symbolic indicators
such as test scores) seemed to drive out "non-market" values and practices, including practices
fostering cultural diversity and inclusion. Unfortunately, though Harlem is arguable one of the
most famous neighborhoods in America due to its rich cultural achievements and its historic
struggles for inclusion, its marketized charter sector encouraged the (re)production of social
boundaries, perpetuating what a long tradition of exclusion of its community cultural wealth
(Yosso, 2005) in everyday classroom practices. Hence, competition made inclusion and cultural
responsiveness harder, not easier.
It was said nearly a decade ago that “If, over time, we learn that charter schools cannot be
all things to all people, researchers must play the critical role of understanding and
communicating whose vision of charter schools prevails” (Wells et. al, 1995). It is clear, in
Harlem at least, that competitive, market based visions of charter reform and private
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management have prevailed. What is at stake, however, is not only the compromised vision of
schooling held by smaller, community-based charter schools —such as El Barrio, Jifunza, and
Elevation —but indeed all pedagogical values and practices not easily measured and
commodified for a market of schooling based solely on test score production.
Political philosopher Michael Sandel warned against the view of markets as a valueneutral science of choice, mainly because market reasoning crowds out non-market values
(Sandel, 2013). Non-market values include civic values (i.e. duty, honor, loyalty), cultural
values (i.e. diversity, respect and knowledge of local symbolic systems and practices), and
environmental goods (i.e. clean air, etc). Not only does market reasoning 'crowd out' these
values, they also have a way of changing and distorting certain goods, particularly immaterial
goods (Sandel, 2013). Hence, teaching and learning, including certain pedagogical dispositions
that teachers expressed for sustainable and meaningful relationships with students and the
incorporation of local cultural practices, were examples of the ways that Harlem's immaterial
cultural 'goods' were not only crowded out of its charter sector, but were distorted altogether, as
hindrances and impediments to test-oriented production. As teachers and leaders in Shine Bright
were heralded and rewarded for high test scores, despite some leader admitting that they often
had to make 'joy suffer' for the urgency of production, or those who admitted to having little-tono knowledge about the social and cultural lives of the students they taught, market goals of
production worked to cultivate professional dispositions about teaching and learning that were
dismissive of alternative learning goals. Though some teachers in the study resigned from such
schools as a rejection of such practices, choosing instead to traverse the charter sector in hopes of
finding a better professional and dispositional 'fit', they encountered nonetheless a swelling class
of young leaders in charter schools who conformed to technocratic and data-driven forms of
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teaching that they were hoping to escape. Teachers' job security and evaluations, moreover,
were increasingly tied to market values of test score production, which did not reward efforts at
building cultural competency, flexibility, and socially meaningful and sustainable relationships
with students.
How then do we make the case for non-market values, or for professional and
pedagogical values not easily commodified or marketed using narrow measures such as test
scores? The seedlings to such answers are buried no doubt in the active struggles and victories of
the three charter schools in the study, particularly El Barrio charter school.
El Barrio: Negotiating and Crossing Boundaries as a School-Community in Competitive Times

Michael F. D. Young and Johan Muller (2010) argue for a "social realist" view of
knowledge, which recognizes that although knowledge is emergent from context, it is not wholly
reducible to context either, or solely identified as the experiences of knowers (Young, 2010).
The theorists note that particularly in light of post-industrialism and the current 'information or
knowledge economy,' there are indeed specialized knowledges to which disadvantaged student
must have access to if social mobility is possible (i.e. powerful knowledge). However, they
reject a-critical depictions of knowledge as neutral and without context, history, or bias. In this
sense, a social realist framework argues that knowledge ought not to be de-socialized in a
positivist tradition and regarded as "sets of verifiable propositions and the methods for testing
them," nor over-socialized as in "reduce questions of epistemology to the identification of
knowers and their practices" only (Young and Mueller, 2010). Hence, rejection of positivist
presentation and interpretation of knowledge does not mean an embrace of relativist views of
knowledge either.
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I argue that the practices of El Barrio leaders and teachers represented an endeavor in
social realism, which neither de-socialized nor over-socialized learning. El Barrio existed in real
time and space, as did all of the schools. But unlike the others, it neither accepted the city's
punitive accountability measures as 'given' nor did it reject them and the pressing demands of
competition and production. El Barrio's leaders took the use of data seriously in an effort to drive
instruction, but did not subordinate the value of relationships, connection, stability, or the
knowledge of its students in order to do so. Future research would do best to study schools like
El Barrio, which managed to foster a school-community in a hyper competitive context by its
negotiation of boundaries, its asset-based interpretation and value for context, and its inclusion of
the cultural knowledges of students into school and classroom learning.
Implications for the role of government and policymakers (at city, state, and federal
levels) is not that to play a diminished role in regulating schools (so as to unleash a fully
deregulated market system), but to play a democratic role that facilitates deliberative processes
and opportunities to challenge school and curricular policies, and the dominant ideas about
knowledge it represents. Teachers, particularly those in diverse urban communities, can and
ought to play a leading role in such processes, as democratic cultural workers and not myopic
technicians for test score production. Their role in such processes are important, not only to
challenge and revise policy, but to ensure that these policies bring all schools toward fuller
reflections of the diverse citizens under its scope.
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